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FOSTER GLOVES !
We> hare the real Foster Kid Gloves in
Glove Department. We have also a
large lot of 7 hook, same ladng as Foster’s, which we shall sell this week at
79 cents per pair.
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Rines Brothers.
"ovl___1

(Orpiiil St, Fake’ll Cathedral,)

Organ

Pianoforte,

and

160 Park Street, City,
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DR. E.B. REED.
Clairvoyantand Botanic Physician

Photographer.
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KNITTING SILK.
One of the many fine productions of Beldings Bros.
& Co.’s immense Silk Mills, whose name alone
is a sufficient guarantee for excellence.
These

good*

art*

open nnd

offering

nt

FITZGERALD’S.
Full

One half Ounce Balls for 35 els.

Weight

-ALSO THE-

KENWOOD
A

KNITTING

SILK,

Book, Card
AND

—

—

PKINTUBKI

97 t-2

bxchanoe,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

FINE JOli FEINTING A
All orders
emled to.

by mail

or

SPECIALTY.

telephone promptly atnovlleo'dtf

I'M

;

Congress Street, Opposite City Hall.
,4 practical school of business, having a National College Bank, with a cash capital of $2LHt<H>0
organized In 1W14. The best facilities offered.
Experienced teachers employ ed In eacli depart
ment, and thorough Instruction guaranteed. The
short hand and type-writing langlit by a practical
stenographer. Sessions, six days and evenings,
totes very low. Catalogue free. Any further information cheerfully furnished. Address,
I,. A. fllSA¥, A. M. I'nneipnl.
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FITZGERALD’S
Durant Block, Congress St.
Ag.nl. for the

new

method of Index

Stamping.
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I'OPABTNIilMniP NOT1CEN.

DISSOLUTION

OFJDO-PARTNERSHIP.

partnership heretofore existing under the
11 HEname
of IV. L. Wilson & Co., lias been dissolved, W.

A.

Wilson retiring.
FKANK W. STOCKMAN.
WM. A. WILSON.

I shall continue the Grocery Business at the old
stand, under the firm name of IV. L. Wilson & Co.
QCt20dtfFKANK W. STOCKMAN.

1PMTMM#TI(:E.

Turner Bros.
Have just purchased

large job

a

lot of Novelty Suiting which they
will offer THIS MORNING at 50
cents per yard, regular price $1.00.
These goods are All Silk and Wool
and a very great bargain*

$1.50 Piusties for
$1.25
$1.25 Colored Silks for $1.00
Torchon

Laees at

about

half

price.
New

Styles
opened.

in Black Laees

just

Finest line of Centernieri Kids
now in stock that we have ever received.
Centermeri’s Snedo Gloves are
the best in the market.
Wrapper I51ankefs by the yard.
Headquarters for Seal Plush
Cloaks.

Demorest

Machine
Sewing
to any $55.00 machine in the market. Can be seen
in the Pattern Department.

$19.50, equal

STEPHEN

<^oolc) Job

omd

BERRY,
(gmd fflibndo i;

Michael Davitt.
St. Paul, Minn., Oct. 31.—Michael Davitt
arrived here yesterday, and said to a reporter: “Since the Chicago convention my
health has failed, and I went up into northern Michigan to get the benefit of a colder
climate and was greatly helped from the
effect. Then I went to California, and northwest as far as Colorado, Nebraska and here,
stopping at various cities and talking on the
Irish question.
At Omaha I received a
cablegram from friends of the movement in
Ireland, asking my immediate return, but 1
cabled today from St. Paul that 1 desired to
remain in the United States and Canada
until the engagements I had made are fulfilled, and unless the case is very important
I will not return immediately. I am anxious
to go to Canada to refute the statements
about Parnell and myself made by emissaries
of the Loyal Legion.”
A Costly Collision.
Cleveland. Oct. 30.—By a collision on
the Baltimore & Ohio between a west bound
fast freight and an east bound freight at
Black Band, Ohio, yesterday afternoon, two
engines and 27 cars, with their contents,
were totally destroyed.
The loss to the railroad is about 8100,000.
A misunderstanding
of orders caused the collision.

Cleveland Gives

to the
Fund.

dtf

NATURE’S
REMEDY.
THE ONLY TRUE

BLOOD PURIFIER.
Strictly Vegetable. Composed

Another

Columbia,

quake shock

S. C., Oct. 31.—Another earthhere at 2.22 o’clock this
very perceptible, but of

was felt
It was

afternoon.
short duration.

CENERAL NEWS.

Mary A. Nagle, residing at 98 Brighton, street,Boston, jumped from a third story
window while drunk Saturday and was severely injured internally.
Near Moriticello. Ky., Thursday night,
Mrs.

James Buck was enticed into the woods and
murdered by Grand Prowick, Jim Jones and
Bill Simpson. The murderers then returned
to Buck’s house and killed Buck’s sister.
Her little son escaped and gave the alarm.
The men are under arrest.
The American Committee of the Statue of
Liberty, have decided the statue shall lie illuminated, and fire works set off this eve-

ning.

Baltishipped
more oyster boat, were recently abandoned
in a Virginia swamp.
They were cruelly
treated by the captain, and nearly starved.
Two tramps were killed on the
Grand
Three Russians who

Trunk near Toronto

on

a

Saturday.

Burglars Friday night blew open the safe
in the post
office at Mt. Vernon, Ohio,
obtaining about 82,000 in money, stamps,
etc.
A New Orleans special says that Or. Sanford’s servant’s house at New Orleans was
burned Saturday. Three negro children
were burned to deatii.
A heavy snow storm visited the southwest
section of Montana territory Saturday.
of the |cold blooded murder of
James N. Hamilton, late deputy collected of
internal revenue at Little Rock, Ark., lias
He was
just been reported.
shot while
asleep by one Mulligan, an illicit distiller
who escaped capture dutmg former raids and
had been working for Hamilton under the
name of Page.
The assassin lias
been
news

A Lewiston Chinaman

going

lage upwards of $200,000 worth of property
is without any protection whatever. The
same condition of affairs prevails in Willard.
Mr. Noah 13. Knight, the town clerk, is
making a complete register of the births and
deaths.
The funeral of the late Charles S. Woodbury took place from the Methodist church,

Headache, Kideaehe, Coated Tongue,
Constipation, and Bitter Taste in the Mouth.
The best Liver Regulator known. 25 cts.; 5 boxes,
• 1.00. By all Druggists and by Mail.
Geo* Pierce Si Co*, 30 Hanover St., Boston*
liibO
KMW&wlyl8tor4thDurai

INSURANCE.
"Time Tried and Fire Tested."
THE

PHCENIX
INSURANCE
HARTFORD,

CO.,
CONN.

January l.t, INN6.

CAPITAL,

$2,000,000.00

NET SUBPLUS,

921,814.62

Reserve for Unadjusted Losses_$ 231 473 72
Reserve for Reinsurance. 1 334 932 3(5
total aknetn,
II.

HKI.I OKL, Prraidrm.
It'.JILLKOn. Vicr-Fre.’I.
I> H. C. KKII.i ON, Mcr’y.
<S. II. MUBIUCH, An.’t M,,’y.

A.

W. II. LITTM 4
oc t2D

ct*7,

31 K*rh«»|*Sl.

Agenlx,
eo<A3w

SUBURBAN NEWS.
CAPE ELIZABETH.

The Cape Elizabeth Sentinel urges the
need of measures to protect Ferry Village
against loss by fire. It says that in that vil-

Hiram Lodge of
of P., mid memBar
attended the

Ferry Village, yesterday.
Masons, Bayard Lodge, K.

of
Cumberland
funeral.
The Benevolent Society of Willard gave a
fair at Loveitt’s Hall last Thursday evening,
and the net proceeds amounted to $75. The
object of the entertainment was the building
of a sidewalk from Willard to Ferry Village.
bets

East-

imprisoned

clutched convulsively at
and wheels
jrop.ijars
beggiug his comrades
to kill him as they could
not get him out.
The sewer of the basement had become
choked up and the immense amount of water
thrown into the building was
rapidlv rising

Barometer. 29.930 20.920 29.944
Thermometer. 46.8
49.0
46.1
DewPoint. 44.4
|47.4 144.9

Humidity.
Wmd.

94.6

92.6

95.6

N

N

N

Boergenne, while
the
flames
gradually eating their way toward him.
Chief hweeuie ordered the
detached
engine
from the fire plug and went to work
pumping the basement of the floods from other engines, whose efforts w*ere redoubled against
the fire. The w ater had just readied Boergeune s chin when it began to gi3 down aud
the flames commenced to recede.
With the
aid of jackscrews the
machinery was at last
raised and Boergenne, who for
nearly threeof an hour had given himself up for
quarters
ost, was carried to the hospital. One of his
legs was broken and his arm shattered, but
it is thought he will live. C.
l’apeueans,
aged 30, could not be found and after a long
search was given up for lost. It was not until eleven hours after that his
body was
found. In the recovery of the corpse anoth-

8
Velocity. 15
12
Weather. Lt Kali Cloudy Cloudy
Mean daily bar...29.921 Maximum”tfier...50.0
Minimum tlier. ..43.3
Meiui|dally tlier..47.2
Mean dally d’wpt.46.6
Max. vel.wind.. 30 N
Total ureclp.60
Meandaily hum....94.2
meteorological report.

(Oct. 31, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.
Xbenno’ter
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Place of
Observation,

Ill

|
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Me 29.91
29.96
30.04
29.94
29.89
30.01
29.96
Philadelphia. 29.97
Washington.. 30.02
Norfolk, Va. 29.90
Charleston... 30.11
Savanuah.tia 30.15
Jacksonville. 30.18
New Orleans 30.23

Portland, Me
Mt.Wasbin’n
Boston, Mass
New Lomtun
Albany. N. Y
New York...

Memphis.30.24
Cincinnati, 0 30.24

Pittsburg....

30.15
30.11
Oswego. 30.03
Cleveland... 30.10
Detroit. 30.18
Alpena,Mich 30.13
Marquette... 30.01
Chicago, Ills. 30.16
Milwaukee. 30.11
Duluth. Minn 29.94
8t.Paul.Mimi 29.89
81. Louis. Mo 30.10
Leavenworth 30.02
Omaha, Neb. 29.91
Yankton. 29.79

Buffalo, N.Y.

a

a
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48
46
34
49
62
47
60
62
63
64
69

68
56

68
61
48
49
62
48
51
63
41
62
6b
66
47
63
63
66
66
64

St Vincent ..29.98

60

Bismarck,Da
Cheyenne....

46
49
54
52
69

29.99
29.61

North Platte 29.81
Denver, Col.. 29.07
El Paso, Tex. 29.89
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Mriouslv wounded.
aiaP
Many telephone
ind telegraph wires were
badly damaged.
Urangs of linemen were sent to tlie office
uijoining to straighten out tlie tangled mass,

f

|

they

requested to wait until the firefound Papenan’s body, hut the wire
workers did not comply.
While pulling a
heavy cable over the wall a piece of jagged
iron cornice was
dislodged and fell to the
basement and struck Fireman Michael MeJowern. The sharp iron hit him in the
iniail of the hack and while his
companions
picked him up policemen hurried to the roof
md mtercpted the linemen.
While helping
;o carry out the wounded man Wm.
Carroll,
if the Insurance Potrol fell
through a hole
n the sidewalk and was so
seriously injured
mat he had to he taken to the
hospital. McJowern was horribly mangled
by the cornice
ind is dying. Each one oftlie linemen were
>ut under arrest hut were afterward reeased, the telegraph officials becoming their
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The “Bob White” Seen as Far East
as Camden.
Rockpobt, Oct. 29, 1886.
To the Editor of the Press:
Dear Sir:—I notice in your issue of today
the note of Mr. Toothaker in regard to the
I will also add my
quail “Bob White.”
mite. I spent the Fourth of July in the vicinity of Boston, where, in listening to the
fam'lisr notes of the “Bob White,” I remarked to a friend of mine that I had never
I returned to
seen or heard one in Maine.
Rockport, Me., July 7th, and was most agreeably surprised to hear the note and see the
bird sitting on a dead branch of a sumac
He was
bush in a corner of ray gaiden.
heard by others in the neighborhood of our
certain
are
the
We
village for several days.
quail came as far north and east as Camden,
Cuas. F. Richards.
Me.

ihe building

occupied by a
Goodyear Rubber

was

lumber of large firms.
had the basement and first floor of numbers 15 and 107.
Their stock was valued at
M00,000; insured for $62,000. The company's
oss is $50,000.
Salisbury & Cliue, agents for
he Goodyear
Co., Boston
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man
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Manufacturing

ielting Co., Gossamer Rubber Clothing Co.,
md
James Davis & Co.,
had
the
basement
of
the
first
floor
of
00, their $150,000 stock is damaged $30,*00; insurance, $6000. Knight & Leonord,
brmters, upper floors, lose about $50,000; miurance, $46,000. Wm. Wilson & Co., bookbinders and pubUshers, lose
$30,000; insurmce, $13,000. There were also numerous
imall losses. The building was owned by
lodge L. C. Freer, whose loss is believed to
be about $35,000, which is
fully insured.

Cloudy
Cloudy

LtKafu

Cloudy
Clear
Fair
SW I Lt Clear
SW 1 11 Clear

W. W. Eichklberger,
Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. 8. A.

MAINE.
THE KNICHTS AND BISHOPS.

Accident to Conductor Dunlap.
Oct. 30.—H. M. Dunlap was
swept off his train by a guy of a derrick at
Lisbon Falls today. He was severely shaken
up and bruised, but no bones are broken.
The extent of his injuries cannot be determined at present.
Fire at Winthrop.
Winthbop, Oct. 31.—A house in process
of erection belonging to John K. Lowell, located in the westerly extremity of the town
near Monmouth boundery, was burned early
this morning. The loss is unknown, lt was
insured. The cause of the fire was either

Mr. Powderly Feels Sure His Organ-

Bbunswrk,

lightning

or

ization Will Not be Troubled.

Baltimore, Oct. 30.—The Sun
following:

ng has the

Grand Master Workman T. V. Powderly
Knights of Labor was in the city
rnnrsday, and called on Cardinal Gibbons
it his residence, where a conference of preates was held to discuss questions affeeting
die welfare of the Catholic church in the
United States, principally relating to the
iuties of Catholics who are Knights of La:>or. Powderly had two interviews with the
Cardinal, and laid before him tlie constitujon and by-laws of the order. He also spoke
)f the purposes of the Knights, and how, in
vis opinion, they were an organization not
included in the proscription of the church
igainst secret societies which promises

incendiary,

A Severe Thunder Storm.

Saco, Oct. 31.—a fierce thunder storm
raged here last night. The boarding block
belonging to the York County Manufacturing Company was struck by lightning and

blind obedience.
The utterances of Powderly were carefully
voted and presenter! to the church bishops,
rhe visit of the Grand Master Workman
sas wholly
unexpected and unknown among
Knights in tliis city, who did not look for
iini before next week. It was known lie
would visit Cardinal Gibbons, in obedience
m instructions
from the convention of
Knights of Labor, held recently at Richmond. Powderly went from Richmond to
Lawrence, Mass., from which place it is sup-

took fire. The loss will be about 8300. A
fireman of the Pullman train, it is claimed,
was struck and severely affected.
Criminals Captured.
Augusta. Oct. 31—Detective True brought
two noted burglars to grief Saturday. Their
names
are
Charles Berry and Thomas
O’Brien, alias English Charlie, The former
completed a three year’s term injthe State
Prison last spring for breaking into Raudlette’s clothing store, Richmond. The other
is a well known criminal, and has been in
Massachusetts prisons for his crimes. On
Thursday, in Portland, Detective True overheard the two men, together with a third,
scheming how they might make a raise. The
men left the city, and the detective followed
them. They took him to Fairfield.
Here
they arrived Friday, (and the detective re-

bosed lie came quietly to Baltimore. It is
laid he went away from Baltimore assured
vis organization would not he interfered

with.

FIRE RECORD.
A Spiritualist Home

Burned.
Westfield, N. J., Oct. 30.—The spiritualst home, about three miles from here, beongjng to George II. Pierrene of New York,
md in which the annual summer meetings
if the spiritualists were held, was burned tolight. Tlie loss is quite heavy.
A $150,000 Fire.
Little Rock, Ark., Oct. 31.—DeLarie
md a $150,000 fire yesterday.
Insurance
ihout $50,000.
Tlie loss is divided among a
arge number of firms.

turned to Portland. Friday night the section house of the Maine Central railroad at
Fairfield was entered and the pick, chisel and
hammer stolen. Detective True heard of
the burglary and telegraphed Deputy Sheriff
Hill of Waterville to arrest the men.
He
did so, finding them hiding in the tool house
of Lockwood Mills in Waterville.
They

Coal on Fire.
f/WIVtUt

brought before Judge,Stewart of Waterheld, conclusive evidence of their
guilt having been obtained.
were

ville and

FROM SACO.
He Blew Out the Cas.
oAtu, ou. 01.— a wu strangers sioppeu at
the Saco House Saturday night registering
as man and wife.
This noon groaning was
heard. The proprietor burst the door and

found gas escaping and both almost suffocated. Tiie man is out of danger, but to-night
the woman lias not recovered consciousness
and the chances are against her recovery.
The names registered were John Seam and
wife. His friends say his name is Baptiste
Coutier and he is a Saccarappa wood chopper. The woman is Miss Selina Prichetto,
an operative in one of the Biddeford mills.
A bottle of whiskey was found on the table.
The light was burning all night and he probably blew out the gas this morning.
Believed to Have Been Murdered.
Detroit, Oct. 31,-WiiUam Cooper, of
Port Austin, lias received a letter addressed
to him by his uncle, Joseph Heath, who mysteriously disappeared from the steamer
Alaska during the trip from Sandusky to
Detroit,
Its contents stated
luesday.
where his will and other private papers
could be fonud.
Heath left a fortune of
83,000,000. It is believed he was robbed and
thrown into the lake.
A

Strar.ge Phenomenon.
Charleston, S. C., Oct. 31.—A slight

mor was
did no

trefelt here at 2.20 p. m. today, hut it
damage and caused no alai in, few

people feeling it.
Charleston. S. C.,

Oct. 31.—Shortly after
the shock, which was very slight, a spring of
clear, pure water appeared in the custom
house yard, and is still running at the rate
of a gallon a minute.
The water is said to
have ueeu hot when the flow began.

Death of Engineer Chandler.
Boston,Oct. 31.—Commander B. J. Chandler, civil engineer of the United States navy,
retired, died this afternoon at Onset, Mass.,
of apoplexy, aged 70
He leaves a
years.
widow and two sons.
For many years he
was connected
New Lonat
witli.navv yards
don, Portsmouth arid Charlestown. He will
be burled at Waverley, Mass.

this morn-

bf the

to his native

liver and
BILIOUS

fgJ|QULES PILLS)

to

the head and his body
fearfully bruised.
«us Bargeman was held down
by a heavy
piece of printing machinery so that all efforts to release him seemed useless. The

_Portland, Me., Oct. 31. 1886.
__I 7 A mT3~P M 111 P M

caught.
The reports from the great corn growing
belts of the West are encouraging, and show
that the crop is an average one.
land with the bones of his brother in a valise,
had the relics stolen from him in Portland,
Oregon. The thief dropped the bundle, however, when he found what it contained.

Cure

i

Earthquake.

'of the plants and roots best known to
•'our most eminent medical botanists for
their alterative, tonic, and solvent properties. Scrofula,Cam eron* Humors,
Canker, Jruptive and Skin Diaeaaea
are
speedily eradicated by its use. Vegetine
annihilate* (lineage by going to its very fountain source, and exterminating the poison from the
system. It is a complete ReHoivent, dissolving and
carrying away through the natural channels the diseased and wasted particles, and restoring to healthy
action all the functions of the body. For sixteen years
tliis invaluable Blood Purifier has been before the
public. Millions of bottles have been sold, and in no
one case has it failed to effect the promised results.
No other medicine has so good a record, or can show
so many unsolicited testimonials.
_

t

Campaign

New Yoke, Oct. 31.—At the Democratic
State
Chairman
headquarters tonight
Poucher said lie had received $500 from
President Cleveland for the campaign fund,
and a like sum from Gov. Hill.

The

oct20

New

WKATHKB REPORT.

Eastport,

Mo, 87 Plata attest.

CASH

LOCAL

|«

—CAS BE HAD AT—

Maine, aud

the patrol in the ruins. A detaclian<l insurance patrolmen,
!n^Il:0r-,,?re,ut'n
led by Chief Sxveenie, at once rushed to the
rescue.
The cries of the imprisoned men
could be heard above the din.
Geo. Eurneld
was the first man out.
He came up through
a hole made in the sidewalk
lights over the
basement.
He was only slightly injured.
Win. Darby also managed to crawl out of the
rums with only
slight injuries.-The rescuing
party found Capt. Hume pinned down under
a fallen beam
and wedged in between two
boxes of goods. He was carried out, both
legs crushed and his left foot turned completely. 1. L. Mullins was dragged from
under two heavy beams. He was cut about
of

port.

favorite, with uinny knitter*.

It within the reach of all, thereby enaconsumers to enjoy the luxery of Silk
Hosery, Mitts, etc., at a trifling expense.
Remember these fine goods in all Shades and Colors,

for

tic coast from Wood’s Holl section

Job Printer

placing
bling

OF

indications

I.

HTlie indications for Maine,New Hampshire
Eastern Massaehusett and Rhode Island, are
rains, followed by fair weather, northerly
winds and nearly stationary temperature.
For Vermont, Western Mrssacliusetts and
Connecticut, fair weather, northwesterly
winds and nearly stationary temperature.
Cautionary signals continue on the Atlan-

ttAKKS,

Price 25 els. per Imlf-ounoe Balls,

Bole

WEATHER.

Hampshire are rains, followed by fair
weather, stationary temperature. For Vermont, fair weather and stationary tempera-

eodtf

Witt. M.

D

Tower of Strength com hi tied
witli Elasticity, Long Fibre,
Fine Lustre & Fast Color.

morning destroyed nearly #250,000 worth of
property and probably several lives. The
names spread so rapidly that the inmates of
many gambling houses in the vicinity were
surprised at the tables and many narrowly
escaped. After an hour’s work by the firemen the flames were under
con*r°h At this time six men comparative
of the insurance
patrol were in the building slinging taupaulius over the stock of the Goodyear Kubber Company. Suddenly there was a terrible
crash, followed by a dense cloud of smoke
sl>arks. The roof and top floor had
lalleu through to the basement,
burying the
men

ture.

ME.

Dr. Keed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. 1
will take their case to treat and cure them. 1 find
about four-fifths of the cases
given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance
by letter,
with their full name and place of residence ana
one 2-ceut stamp and *2.00. Examination at the
office *1, and consultation bee.
Outer Moure—On. ui. ,o «. p. m.
aplOsntl

Chicago, Oct. 31.—A fire in Knight &
Leonard s six story building, 109 and 11 East
Madison street, between 4 and 5 o’clock this

Hess

Washington, Nov.

Property
Chicago.

Narrow Escape of Camblers from
Death by Fire.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
year; if paid In advance, $2.00 a year.

THE

In

of

Several Lives Lost and a Number of
Persons Injured.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING UQ,

Special facilities for line Photos
of Groups, Picnics and other
parties, yachts, Island Cottages, Ani-

Worth

Destroyed

Address all communications to

1HEDICAL ROOMS

592 CONGRESS

Over $250,000

Advertisements Inserted in the "Maine State
(which lias a large circulation in eveiy
part of the State) for $l.o0 uer square for first insertion, and 60 cents per square for each subse
quent Insertion.
1

Process.
Jlyl*

WORK OF THE FLAMES.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange Street. Portland, Me.
Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mall subscribers. Seven Dollars a Year. II paid In advance
Kates of Advertising—Oue Inch ol space
•be length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
.onstitules a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily, first week; 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under bead of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three Insertions or less, $1.60.
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WALTER GOOLD,
Teacher of

PORTLAND, MONDAY
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lie Standard mines, near Mt. Pleasant,
which originated yesterday afternoon, is
dill raging, and hourly gaining headway.
Die dames and smoke, blown by a strong
■urrent of air, leap from the mouth of the
■haft to a height of 100 feet above the ground
Vll efforts to check the lire have proved of
m avail.
The mine will be flooded. This
will require several mouths.
It is thought
Imt nearly three acres of coal are now
ililuzc. The entire plant will have to suspend operations for several months.
PiTTHBimo, Pa., Oct. 80.—The Standard
'ase mine at MountPlaesant caught lire from
furnace sparks tonight and in less than an
lour the tipple shaft and engine house were
The mine then ignited
otally destroyed.
md is now burning fircely. Loss at midnight
*30,000. Over 400 men will be thrown out of

‘inployuient.

NOVEMBER

In Mexico-Fifteen

Men

Killed

and

Several Wounded.

Nooai.es, Arizona, Oct. 31.—Gov. Torres
if Sonora, Mex., lias avenged the murder of
lis cousin. Prefer to Torres, by the revoluionists in the Montesuuia district.
Accompanied by Commaudate Torres, a brother of
and
r>0
.he murdered man,
State troops, he
darted for Montesuma, the capitol of the
listrlct. lie met the revolutionists, led by
An ar
Fallarde, near the town Tuesday.
nistice was held but an amicable conclusion
pviis arrived at and Gov. Torres pulling his
dstol, tired mid killed Vallarde in his trucks.
\ fierce fight then ensued which resulted
n 15 men being killed and several wounded.
RIO

DISASTER.

mirty-Two People

Believed to Have
Perished.

Rio, Wis., Oct. 30.—The bodies of those
tilled by the railroad wreck are now in an
ild building in the town. They are placed
upon sheets, and articles found near them in
lie wrecks are laid upon the remains for the
mrposo of identification. Fireman Thomas
Kagan, who recived a terrible scalding, will
All mail matter, excepting papers
■ecover.
ii tin; wreck have been recovered, including
he registered packages and letters, and foryarded to their destination.
An inquest
vas begun yesterday afternoon.
It will be
several days before the proceedings are coniluded. t. Ii. Wells, the brukeman accused
>f causing the accident, has turned up. He
<ays Ilaukey, the freight conductor, is wholly responsible for the casualty.
The total
tilled is sixteen.
Wells is 24 years old and unmarrid.
The
following is tlie substance of his story. One
freight train arrived at the east siding severrl inmates before the limited
put (in an aprhe freight train was too long
pearance.
tor cue side track, so we cut it in
two,switch-

1886.

1,

nn.nn
*■*

ing one part on one side track [and detaching
the engine, switching the rest of it to the
other side track. It was not my duty to close
the switch. I had never closed it before.
The conductor had always done that
On
‘he night of the accidenti after we hud reached the siding and side tracked our train I
had to remain on top of one of the cars.
Conductor Haukly went to the switch and
shortly afterwards passed the dtu on which 1
was standing.
He told me everything was
that he was going to head off
ail right,
the train. I looked at mv watch and discovered, or thought that I did, that the limited
train was late. Just then the limited hove
in sight. 1 was horrified to see it run off the
track shortly after it passed my car
In a
moment the train was in flames. I was badly frightened and thinking the freight hands
would be lynched I fled. I know that I made
a mistake In runuing away, but it was
very
natural under the circumstances.
Wells
says he is ready |to give himself up when
wanted, and lias engaged counsel in Mil-

FOREIGN.

Against

Loss of Life

in Italy.
Fresh Preparations for War In South-

Russia.

ern

Sofia, Oct. si.—M. Stambuloff opened the
Sobranje at Tirnova today in the presence of
all the regents and the members of the cabinet.
Patriotic; addresses were made, the
speakers dwelling upon the importance of
maintuining the independence of Bulgaria.
The
speeches were received with loud
cheers. After the names of the
deputies
had been verified the Sobranje proceeded to
the election of officers. In compliance with
the demand of Gen. Kaulbars, all of the
plotters against Prince Alexander have been
released.

to 32.

A

this

Big Procession.

Brussels, Oct. 31.—Five hundred women
dressed in mourning today led a procession
of 12,000 persons gathered from the surrounding towns in a funeral march to Charleroi. They carried banners inscribed with
mottoes in favor of universal suffrage and
amnesty to the strike rioters. They formed
a solemn and orderly cortege.
On starting

afternoon services were held over the
charred remains of the East Rio disaster
victims. The Congregational church, where
the obsequies took place, was crowded and
many were unable to gain admittance. The
remains of the two Catholic Sisters were
taken to Winona and will be buried there.
The inquest will be resumed tomorrow.

from Koux the procession evoked the sympathy of enormous crowds of lookers-on.
Petitions have been presented to the government from all the workingmen’s leagues in
Belgium praying for universal suffrage.
There was no disorder today, but great excitement prevailed.

FROM WASHINGTON.
as

Afghans Rising Against
Cabl'd, Oct. 30.—The Ghizia

A Woman Drowns Herself and Child
In the Potomac.

Washington, Oct. 30.—Government
ceipts during the first four mouths of

Plotters

Floods Attended With

Milwaukee, Oct.30.-If all the missing
people so far reported as having been on the
train wrecked in the ltio disaster are not
heard from the list of victims will be swelled

Thursday, Ncv. 25th, Appointed
Thanksgiving Day.

the

Prince Alexander.

waukee.

Milwaukee, Oct. 31.-At Portage

of

Release

anjl

of the

Hazarus

Taxation.

tribe

tribe and a
have been

Bn
by the renowned robber Sadu and
under command of the notorious Mushki

Aleem Mollah have risen against the Ameer
Gbuznee. They attacked and dispersed
the Afghan regiment which was acting as
an escort to the pleasure trains.
The rising
is attributed to popular discontent over the
excessive rate of taxation.

re-

near

the

present fiscal year ended today were $127,844,377, being $11,163,891 in excess of receipts
during a corresponding period of last year.
The expenditures during the same period in
1885 were $82,254,033, lieing $11,918,457 less
than expenditures during the same period

Teemerand Hamm Win a Race.

London, Oct. 30.—Perkins and Goodwin
won the international double scull sweepstake race today, against Wallace Ross and
George Lee. Teenier and Hamui beat Bubear
Crust.
Then
followed a race between
Teenier and Hamm andlPerkins and Goodwin, which Teemer and Hauiui won easily.

last year.

Thanksgiving Day Nov. 25th<
The following is President Cleveland's
proclamation designating Thursday, Nov.
25th, as a day of thanksgiving and prayer:
A

PROCLAMATION
Bi/ the President of ths United States.
It has long been a custom of the people of the
C uited States on a day in each year,
especially
set apart for that
purpose by then* Chief Executive, to acknowledge the goodness and mercy of
God and to invoke nis continued care and
protection* In observance of such custom I, Grover
Cleveland, President of the United States, do here-

An Irish Bailiff Hurt.
on

Kerry,

xr_t i_a_it

_a_

country mob attacked a bailiff
named Barry and fractured his skull. The
officer lies In a precarious condition. No
arrests have been made.
a

Cholera in Japan.
(lay of November, instant, to be ob»erved*aiid
Oct
Tokio,
30.—Although the epidemic in
as
a
kept apart
day of thanksgiving and prayer. I
On that day let all our people forego their acJapan is abating somewhat, the mortality’
from the disease is still enormous. From
customed employment and lassemble in their
usual places or worship to give tbauks to the
September 27th to October 7th there were
Kuler of the Universe for our coutlnued enjoy
6,014 cases and 4,435 deaths. In Tokio 483
ment of the blessings of free government, for the
new cases have occurred and 409 deaths.
renewal of business prosperity
throughout our Returns for the four weeks ending Septemland, for the return which has rewarded the labor
ber 25th give a total of 34,908 cases and 23,of those who till the soil, and for our
progress as a
774 deaths.
The average mortality was over
people In all that makes the nation great, and
■

while we

contemplate the

iniiuite power of God In
the grateful
hearts of those who have been shielded from harm
through His mercy be turned in sympathy and
kindness toward those who have suffered through
His visitations. Let us also in the midst of our
thanksgiving remember the poor and needy with
cheerful gifts and alms so that our service mav, by
deeds of charity, be made
acceptable in the sight
of the Lord. In witness whereof I have hereunto
i
set my hand and caused the seal of the United !
State* to be affixed.
Gboveb Cleveland.

earthquake, Hood and storm, let

Sought

Death in

the Potomac.
carpenter named George
Donaldson, who lives in an isolated place

Tlie wife of

a

near the bank of the Potomac, two or three
miles above Georgetown, jumped into the
river this evening with a young child in
each arm, and all were drowned.

Prince Napoleon.

Washington,

Oct. 31.—Prince Napoleon
and his secretary, Chevalier Michaela, arrived here last evening, accompanied by
Count Albert de Foresta, secretary of the
Italian legation.

The

Pavonia,

in

Danger of Sinking,
Passengers.

Cets Rid of Her

Boston, Oct. 30.—The disabled steamer
Pavonia now lies on the beach at Kainsford
Island, whither she was towed last night
from off Boston Light, where she was anchored. It was discovered that the steamer
was making water in other than the forward
compartments, so much so that her fires were
extinguished by the water in the hold. It
was decided to unload all
passengers remaining on board and beach the vessel to
The passengers were all
prevent sinking.
transferred in safety to the city, in tug boats
and pilot boats, reaching here early this
Her mails and

morning.

baggage

are now

being brought up by tugs.
Tugs, with lighters on board, have gone to

the steamer Pavonia, and will remove as
much of her cargo as possible.
A diver has
also gone to Kainsford Island, and will examine the bottom of the steamer as soon as
the weather permits.

Boston, Oct. 31.—Work has been vigoron the steamer Pavonia all day
but not as much progress has been made as
was
anticipated, A diver succeeded in finding one hole in one of her compartments,and
also ascertained that the vessel must be
raised before it will lie possible to place tbe
canvas jacketjunder her.
The diver managed to stuff the hole with blankets, and this
has enabled the pumps to lower the water
eight feet in one compartment and three feet
in the other. It is now thought that the effort to clear the vessel will be successful,and
that by tomorrow she will be in a position to
ously pushed

receive

a canvas

jacket.

A Double

Tragedy.

Wilkekbabbe. Pa., Oct. 30.—A double
tragedy occurred this afternoon at the Bennett slope of the W. G. Payne colliery, near
Kingston. William Moses, one of the oldes t
mining engineers in Luzerne, was on dutv at
the colliery.
He was given the signal to
hoist the cage from the bottom of the shaft,
which was 300 feet deep.
He supposed

everything

below,

was clear
engiue just as John
was running the car

and started his
Brodda. tbe footman,
upon the cage. The
sudden hoisting threw Brodda off, and in
falling lie was caught between the cage and
brattice on the side of the shaft and instantly killed. As soon as engineer Moses was
informed of what had
happened, he walked
to his room near by, and taking a revolver
from a coat pocket shot himself dead.
A Fireman Killed.

Pobtland, Ore., Oct. 31—The west bound
freight train on the Oregon Railway & Navigation Company’s road, ran into a rock near
Alkali this morning, piling up the engine
and 14 cars in a heap.
L. Svlva, a fireman,
was instantly killed, and F. F. Franke, head
brakeman, was fatally hurt. Engineer Samuel Tucker was injured.
A similar accident
occurred on the Oregon Pacific road this
a
train
which had startforenoon, wrecking
ed from Carvallis to clear the track of the
freight cars which had been derailed, ran into a rock slide, instantly killing John Goodrich, the fireman, and fatally injuring a
brakeman named Spellman.
Engineer Robinson had a leg broken.
Blaine In New Jersey.
Newark, N. J., Oct. 31.—James G. Blaine
passed last night at George A. Halsey’s res-

fills morning he attended service
at the Central Presbyterian Church.
He
took
dinner with
T. T. Kinney where
he met a number of New Jersey RepubliIn the evening he attended St. Paul’s
cansMethodist Church. Tomorrow at 11 o'clock
he will go to Jersey City mid hold a
recepat Taylor’s Hotel in
company with B.
Republican candidate for Governor.
At 2o clock he will go to Trenton
and speak at laylor’s Opera House, and at
4.30 o’clock take a special train for Camden
where lie will end his campaign labors

tion
KHoovey,

speaking

in

by

the evening.

Sugar Refinery Shut Down.
St. Lons, Oct 31.—The st. Louis
Sugar
Refinery, the largest in the West, shut down
last night, and discharged about 125 employes. The cause of closing is said to be
the same as recently compelled the
closing
of several eastern
refineries—inability to
compete with Sandwich Island

profit

Villages Destroyed by Volcanic
Eruptions.
II1ANCIHCO. Oct. ill.—Seven native
were destroyed Sept. 31st
by volcanic
eruptions on the island of Niafu in Tonga a
of
the Friendly Islands. The who
group
and has been devastated by voUanlc
deposits.

villages

Stl-

Our French Visitors.
New York, Oct. 31.—M. nnd
n«r
tholdi and the other members of the French
delegation, except M. Be Lesseps left today
for Niagara falls, and will return Wednes5
day. if. Be Lesseps Is In Philadelphia over
ounaay.

Beecher Arrives
Home.
New York Oct. 31.-Rev.

Henry Ward
on the
steamer fclw
Fleet™
t-e
tra t(
good health.|

Beecher arrived

day. He

Is in

Burmese Rebels

Setting Fires.
30.—The insurgents have

Rangoon, Oct.
set lire to the ruins of Minholla and
large burning boats down river.

sent

Fight with Brigands.
Constantinople, Oct. 40.—In a fight be-

tween Turkish and brigands on the frontier
of Epirus, tile Turkish commander and three
The leader of the
brigands were killed.

brigands

was

captured.

France and

London, Oct.
authority that

Turkey.

31.—It is learned on good
the
French government

received little encouragement from Turkey
in its agitation against the British in Egypt.
French

envoy

at

Constantinople

attempted recently to secure Turkey’s aid in
extorting from England a definite promise

to evacuate Egypt at an early date. The
Multan emphatically refused to be a party to
such a proceeding and informed the envoy
that the Porte could not agree with him on
his strictures on the English policy respect-

ing Egypt

Resolution of Socialists.

London,
adopted

a

Oct. 31.—The Socialists todayresolution to follow the lord

mayor’s procession.

Trouble Expected In Bulgaria.
St. Pktersbukg, Oct. 31.—A revolution
in Bulgaria is momentarily expected.
Floods In Italy.
London, Oct. 31.—The floods in northern
Italy have carried away the works connected with the new bridge at Casalc. The

engineer and five

men were

drowned.

FROM NEW YORK.
A Creat

Labor Parade.

New York, Oct. 30.—The labor organizations of this city who endorse the nomination
of Henry |George for mayor bad a monster
parade to-night. Over 45,000, men were in
line. Police reserves were all held in the
stations in anticipation of any trouble that
The procession marched in
might occur.
files of ten and was two hours and a half

passing

in

a given point.
Henry George reviewed the parade in Union Square. In
spite of the rain much enthusiasm prevailed.
The demonstration was the largest labor
parade ever witnessed in this city.
A Proclamation.
Mayor Grace has issued a proclamation offering a reward of $500 for tlie apprehension
and conviction of any person threatening,

intimidating

or

election day.

NEW

bribing

voters at

the

polls

PUBLICATIONS.

He Fell in Love with His Wife. By E. P.
Roe. In his latest book Mr. Roe tells how a
couple who lived very happily together, were

separated by death, and of the troubles and
trials of the husband, after the death of Ids
wife, with dishonest servant girls, and disagicuumv

uvuo«UC (lb

uni

U11UA

il

homeless and friendless girl, and proposes a
civil marriage, lie to gain a housekeeper and
she a home by the transaction. This takes
place, but, as the title Indicates, the couple
soon fall in love with eacli other, and a clergyman is sought who changes the nature of
the contract according to their change in
It is an interesting story, well told,
and will satisfy the large number who delight in Mr. Hoe’s books. (New York: Dodd
Mead & Co.: Portland: Luring, Short «fc

feeling.

Harmon.)
Nature’s Serial Story.
By E. P. Hoe. A
edition of this story, in a style uniform
with Mr. Roe’s other works has been issued
by his old publisher. It has many of the illustrations that are in the Harper edition,
but is published at the same price of his other stories. This will place it within the reach
of many more of Mr. Roe’s admirers, who
will find the book of much interest to them
both for its entertaining story and for its
line descriptions of nature.
(New York:
Dodd, Mead & Co; Portland: Luring, Short
& Harmon.)
new

The Last of the Peterkins, by Lucretia B.
Hale, contains the last records of the interesting family of Peterkins, immortalized by
Miss Hall in her earliest volume. Elizabeth
Eliza’s Commonplace Book is now published
for the first time, and it is as amusing as
anything the Peterkin family have produced.
(Boston: Roberts Brothers: Portland: Luring, Short Jt Harmon.)
RAILWAY MATTERS.
#*

_

raw

which is admitted free of import dutv sugar,
The
refinery is not closed permanently, but will
start up again should it prove that a new
crop of Louisiana raw sugar can be
purchased at prices which will yield a
for re-

tilling.

68 per cent.
Warlike Preparations.
Braii.a, Kouuiania, Oct. 30.—Fresh preparations for war are being made in southern
Russia. Ironclads are expected at Sebastapol. Several transports are riding at anchor
in the harbcr of Odessa, and torpedo boats
are leaving Sebastapol for Varna.

The

A NARROW ESCAPE.

idence.

A FIERCE FICHT

THE

MORNING,

MAINE

CENTRAL.

Mr. W. C. Van Horne, Vice President and
General Manager of the Canadian Pacific
Railway arrived in this city Saturday on the
Maine Central noon train from the east, in
his private car “Saskatchewan.”
Mr. Van
Horne, while here, spent most of his time in
consultation with General Manager Tucker
of the Maine Central relative to the proposed
connection of the Megantic Road, now being
constructed across our State, with the Maine
Central at Lincoln or Mattawamkeag.
It
will be remembered that the Megantic road,
so called, which will undoubtedly be finished
in 1887,ideally controlled by.and will form a
part of the Canadian Pacific, which company
now operate with their main lino and numerous branches over 3000 miles; trulv a magnificent property, and one virtually to extend
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. The advantages likely to accrue to tile people of our
State from the connection of this great railway with the Maine Central cannot be over

estimated as the point by connection can be
made a distributing one for freight and
passengers both east and west.
The Sebasticook and Moosehead Lake
Railroad between Pittsfield and Ifartland,
opens for freight business Monday, Nov.lst'.
Passenger business will begin a little later.
The extension of this road through to Monson and thence to Moosehead Lake Is but a
question of time.
Maine Central was a strong stock Saturday, it being found necessary to bid 129J to
get 50 shares. This is, perhaps, the highest
outside 0 per cent, stack subject to taxation
in Massachusetts. The increase in earnings
points to a possible increase of dividends,
which would bring additional income to the
already- prosperous Boston & Maine and
Kastern roads. Boston & Maine sold as high
as 208 Saturday and Kastern at 106,
The
former pays 0$ per cent, for the year to its
stockholders.
The Kastern pays nothing,
but the price is based rather
upon what It
would pay if it could pay anytliing. and o n
this basis is not very far out of the way.
THE LAST OF THE BUFFALO.

Disappearance

of the

Antelope

Elk, Deer

and

of the West.

Wholesale Butchery Carried

on

by

the Hide Hunters.

George l'hllers la N. Y. Times.
The wholesale butchery of large game in
the Rocky Mountain regions, which has been
engaged in by a good sized army of men for
thu past 15 years, is about to be stopped, and
the reason It is to cease is that the races of
animals against which the ruthless crusade
has
been
carried
from
on,
Buffalo to antelope, are nearly annihilated.
It may be said that the buffalo is virtually
extinct, for of the enormous hards whose
tread once made the plains tremble as they
marched it is doubtful if there are 2,000 left
and they are corralled by a skin speculator
who will slaughter them as he sees profit in
so

doing.
1 spent eight years in Minnesota, Montana
n

uuu

uuuu^
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less than 20,000 elk, mule deer, and antelepe
were killed annually In these regions alone.
Elk, which formerly ranged from the Middle
States to the Pacific coast, are now never
found east of the Missouri River. Twentyfive years ago they were still abundant in
Kansas and Nebraska, but the rapid advance
of civilization in these States drove them into
the dense and as yet uninhabitable portions of
Minnesota and the northern Territories. If
they had been doomed to extinction by the
natural progress of civilization or the effects
of legitimate hunting in those regions, they
would have been certain of a long life tenure
but the wholesale slaughter in all seasons in
these animals which began to be a systematic business in 1872, has rosultedin so thinning out their ranks that the sportsman must
seek this noble game in the most remote
parts of even the comparatively unfrequented
region to which the war ubon them has
forced tlie remnants of the race to Hy. Not
only has the elk been made the victim of
tliis indiscriminate and organized raid, but
the mule deer and antelope nave been pursued in the same ruthless manner. Begun
in 1872 by a party of Fort Benton traders,
who conceived the idea of making the skins
of these animals an important item in tlie
commerce of the plains and mountains, the
business rapidly increased in proportions
year after year and hunting parties fitted out
to perfection for the prosecution of their de-

structive work, spread through the country
named, and gave no mercy. The industry of
collecting elk, mule deer, and antelope skins
reached the culminating point of destructiveness in 1870, and since then has been decreasing annually in importance, because of the
rapid disappearance of material upon which
to work, but against the remnants of these

three races of the noblest game animals on
tlie American continent the war is still persistently waged, and it must be but a matter of a year or two when they will be practically extinct. Provisions of law, which
are strict in prohibiting the killing of the
game as it is being killed, are virtually useless, for it would take a standing army of
10,iX)0 men to stand guard around the haunts
of the doomed animals and protect them
from the butchers.
Elk travel in herds, and to the legitimate
hunter there is no more noble and exciting
sport than elk hunting. When not hindered
by deep snow they make their way with
wonderful ease and rapidity through the very
worst of the Bad Lands of the regions they
inhabit. Mounted on a fleet broncho the
hunter is frequently led a chase fer many
miles before he is able to capture his wary
game. The natural gait of the elk is a
graceful swinging trot, and as long as they
maintain that they never tire. It is one great
object of the hunter to follow the elk so
closelv on his pony as to break this trot into
a gallop. If the hunter succeeds
in his
object he follows on with the certainty that
the game is his, for the gallop, being an unnatural gait for the elk, soon tires the
animal, and he begins to lag and fall behind.
Unce broken from his trot Into the run he
does not seem to be able to fall back into his
natural gait again, the hunter is able to get
in easy range and the elk soon falls a victim
to his rifle. An elk in good condition will
weigh from 300 to 500 pounds, and no member
ofthe deer family has such delicate and finely
flavored flesh.
The range of the mule deer before he fell
under the ban of the game butchers was
from Idaho to Oregon. The mule deer is
shyer than the elk and seeks the higher
portions of the Bad Lands. Quick of eye
and scent, they are better able to elude the
hunter, and the sportsman finds that he needs
all of his best skill arid cunning in bagging a
mule deer. The elk, once fired at, or on
hearing the sound of a gun, will immediately
run, and once chased will not stop until he
crosses running water, although the run may
be many miles before that Is‘reached. The
mule deer, on the other hand, has his regular
runs, like tlie common red deer of the East
and may be hunted throughout the season in
the locality where he is first started.
The shyness and fleet-footed ness of the
antelope is knuwn to all hunters, and its
chase is given an added zest on that account.
All sorts of stratagems are adopted by tlie
hunter to get a shot at one. The coursing of
antelopes with greyhounds is probably one
of the most exciting of all legitimate wild
sport. Gen. Stanley, when he was stationed
among the Rockies, had a greyhound that
was famous all through that region for his
wonderful success in coursing
antelope.
This was this standard recreation of all the
army officers in the West when I was out
there. I do not believe any of them would
uihd

itcomuvcu
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party of skin hunters if occasion offered,
as the war on the antelope began to come
borne to their individual interest and pleasa

ure.

The greatest destruction to these three
animals Is carried on by the hide
uniters during the breeding season, when it
is an easy matter to take them. In April the
cow elk leaves the bulls to themselves.
I
have known a single hide hunter to kill iu
one month, in the snow, und that iu the
month of April, 35 cow elks. This man was
of a large party who were hunting in the
same neighborhood, and there is no reason
to suppose that each one of them was not
fully us successful as the oue mentioned; iu
fact, it was known that the party butchered
nearly 500 cow elks that month. Each one
of those cows would have brought forth a
calf in the course of a few
weeks being in
ambush for that purpose. These men were
but a small proportion of the hide hunters
who were operating in the region, and thousands of elk, unable to escape or offer resistance were slaughtered there that
month.
The mule deer ami antelope are killed after
the same manner. When an animal is killed
whether elk, deer, or antelope, the skin is
stripped from bis body and the carcass left
lying in the snow. I have seen hundreds of
dead elk along the Yellowstone. The hide
hunters are equipped with repeating riffes,
and even when the snow does not aid them in
their butchery they are able to kill from six
to twelve elk In a herd before it gets out of

f[ame

range.

All the hide hunters I came iu contact
with were the roughest klud of characters
and first rate people to let alone. I have
been told that the traders employ the worst
and most reekless men they can obtain for
this lawless gathering of hides. They ate
paid $3 apiece for elk skins and *2 for mule
deer aud antelope skins. It was these same
Fort Kenton people who fostered the persistent and wholesale raids on the buffalo iu
that region and at last exterminated them.
One year while I was in the Yellowstone
country they killed 25,000 buffalo between
the headwuters of the Little Missouri ami
the Yellowstone. I would advise auy sports
man who desires to have a shot at an elk, a
mule deer, or an antelope to go out west now.
He will not find them as accessible nor as
certain of lieing found »s they wero five
years ago but a good hnuter will be able to
tind some aud have tine sport. Kut if he
waits another year or two lie might as well
stay at home and take his sport with possible
red deer nearer home. Ho will never see an
elk or any of his kin, although he may hunt
the great Northwest over inch by inch.
November

Dividends.

The following dividends

arc

payable

this

month:
Date. Companies.
Dividend.
Amount.
1—Portland O's, 87-88, R. R... 3
*23,550
1-Portland O's, '87 to ’91.3
4.085
1—Worcesters Nashua 5’s,'87.2Vs
0.876
15-Boston & Maine R. R.5
360,000
Coupons on the Uuckfield and Kttmford
Falls Railroad will be paid today at the

National Bank of Kedeinptiou, Boston.
•

Y. M. C. A.

Proceedings of

the Last

M. AllkiiU

M. IL/*

recommend the
Wn?*ly
ilehnite action

Days

of the

Convention.

Interesting Meetings

V/ ms

Held

Yester-

day.

convention to take some
at this session In view of the employment of such an officer during the entire year.
Many of our Associations already have become
so weak and Inefficient that unless some aid can
soon be given in
this direction dissolution will
occur,
we further recommend that funds for the
object named be seeured lu the following manner:
as large an amount as
possible To pledges
from representatives of the AssoetaUoos present:
nave the object presented at the
meetings tonight
and Sunday evening, and collections taken; then
the balance could be
best secured by

Secure

probably
personal solicitation* lu the Associations of
The severity of the storm
Saturday morn- Che State by some member of the International
ing kept all but the working delegates
a
committee
with
cooperating
away
local
committee. Brethren,
much
depends
from the early session.
regarding the life and prosperity of our V. M. 0.
The idevotional meeting was led
A.
In Maine upon your consideration of
by Mr. •thisInterests
project today. Let us boldly face this long
Weston of Augusta,
vexed problem and in the name of our Master
The committee appointed to fill vacancies solve It today by prompt herrty action.
V. K. Fuss,
in the State committee, reported as follows
)
C. P. Uaklow, { Committee.
For three years—Col. F. m. Drew,
F.
J. A. Doli,
Lewiston;
)
H. Ileale, Augusta: C. C.
Nichols, Foxcrolt; C F
The report was
accepted.
A. E. Illnes, V. R Foss and E. A. Iaw^arpeuter, Watcrville; Frederick Dauforth, Garrence were added to the committee, and they
°alu'
*
were requested to devise ways and means
for raising the salary of a State Secretary.
The were unanimously elected.
The following additional delegates and
The retiring members whose terms iiave
visitors arrived Saturday afternoon; L. O.
expired by limitation are H. P. Winter, Williams, Bates College; K. C. Haskell,
Portland; C. P. Grossman, Lewiston; H. F. Huck.spurt Seminary ; W. B. Mltehell, BowMiddle boro.
(J. II. Shaw
Curtis, Colby; B. S. Hideout, Auburn, who doln College.
Mass.; Prof. II. L. Chapman, Bowdoln Collias been serving the unexplred term of T. T.
Portland.
A
H.
Wrlgbt,
Rev.
lege;
Hazelwood.
THE CLOSING SESSION.
Voted to instruct the Secretary to spread
The closing sessions yesterday were well
upon the records the constitution adopted at
attended. At 9 a.m. there was a consecrathe State convention held at Augusta.
tion meeting for young men led by Mr. H.
The credential committee reported the fol- M. Moore; at 2.30 p. m., a mass meeting for
men led by Messrs. H. M. Moore and Georgs
lowing:
H. Shaw, and at 4 p. in. a meeting for boys
ADDITIONAL Df.LKUATKS AND VISITORS.
led by Mr. A. B. Merrill.
Portland—G. F. French, F. A. Smith, H. H.
lu the evening,
at tbe Second Parish
Burgess, A. B. Merrill, H. 8. Melcher ami Dr. W.
Churoh, before tbe final meeting conducted
K. Evans.
by State Secretary E. A. Lawrence of ConLewiston—Col. F. M. Drew and D. W. Symonds.
necticut, a meeting was held during wbleh
Augusta-E. E. Davis and Chas. Church.
*
Messrs. Moore ana Shaw delivered addresses
Watcrville—F. B. PbUbnck.
Auburn—H.C. Day.
and a large number from among the eongre8.
Colby University—M.
tlon gave testimony to their belief in tbe
Howes, N.S. Burbank.C.
F. (.midair and F. M. Fcrklus.
Christian religion and consecration to work
Bowdolu College—F. F. Marston, Herbert Merfor
Christ. The meeting closed with prayer
reil and C. 8. Mitchell.
by Rev. Ur. Small.
Bates College-F. W. Sanford and C. 8. FeudleThe farewell meeting opened with singing
ton.
Boys’ Department-Chas. Pcttenglll and Eugene and prayer by Rev. Mr. Daniels. The
Doughty. Augusta; E. L. Blossom and Bussell of the committee on resolutions was report
thea
Luddlngton, Portland.
presented by Mr. C. 8. Pearl for tbe comVisitors—Mrs. C. 8. Fearl and Mrs. J. G. Blake
mittee
and
President
adopted.
of the Woman's Auxiliary, BaogorjlL. W. Messer
bewey of
the Portland Association speaking briefly of
Geueral secretary. Cambridge,
Massachusetts' the
it
had
pleasure
the
Association; Kev. J. L. Withrow, D. D.t Bostou
given
members here
U) have the convention held in Portland.
Hon. C. J. Chapman, Kev. A. T. Dunu, Kev. Ezra
Tlnker.Kcv. J. K. Crosser.portlanU; Kev. I. Luce,
The resolutions follow:
North Berwick; Kev. K. M. Cousins, Cumbertanti
Whereas
rhe twentieth annual convention of
Mills; Kev. C. A. Marsh, Woodford’s; C. H. Coon
the Young Men’s Christian Associations of Maine
General Secretary, Charlestown Massachusetts
while jokiiowleilgiug their deep obligation for aid
Association.

j.Sms&hT

Total number of delegates and visitors
thus far reported, 107.
The business committee reported some
changes in the programme, which were opposed by the convention.
Discussion of the topic, ’’What is Success
in Association Work 7’’ opened by G. W. E.

Barrows, Bangor.

Mr. Barrows’ paper was an earnest appeal
work for the salvation of souls,
without which no association can be said to
have achieved success.
"Financial Management of Young Men’s
Associations," a paper, by A. G. Dewey, was
for direct

listened to with close attention. Mr.
Dewey
is one of our most successful business men.
He advised that the Association be conducted on the same business principles which insuccess

ui

sccuiar

anairs.

A

sound

policy Is especially requisite in our
organization, that has for its object the
training and influencing of young men in
financial

correct nabits of life.
Learn at the commencement of your financial year what your expenses are to oe, and
make definite arrangements for their
payment. There is more encouragement in raising money in advance than after you have
practically spent it in advance of its receipt.
How shall the funds be raised? First, the
most
permanent plan Is to have a building
centrally located, where you may be in the
way of young men as well as business, with
a sufficient number
of stores and offices to
secure an annual income that will
largely
meet your current expenses.
Next to this plan is that of having a list of
regular and sustaining members. The finance
committee should have full charge of the
collection of all funds and the disbursement
of the same.
Let all collections be paid to the treasurer
through them and all bills be audited by
them before being presented to the treasurer
for payment. Women's auxiliaries are destined to be a power in the financial management of associations. Constant watchfulness is necessary.
The peculiar circumstances of each association must of course
the
govern
organization of the finance committee, but it is advisable to distribute the
responsibility among the greatest number.
In the discussion which followed, the
sentiment of the convention was decidedly
against the collection of funds by the secre-

tary.

0. L. Beverage of Colby spoke of several
of the points which need correcting in college work. Card playing, cribbing, professional base ball playing and hazing were
believed inconsistent with active memberIn the Y. M. C. A.
ship
1. 1L Stevens of the State
College reported
very little interest in the Y. M. C. A.
O. D. Sewall of Bowdoln referred to the
adverse effect of college sentiment, especially
In the under classes.
The Y. M. C. A. have
endeavored to offset this by a reception to
the J* reshman class very early in the term
with gratifying success.
Mr. I'endleton of Bates, spoke of the remedies for some of the difficulties which beset
the college \. M. C. A.
Among them were
receptions t» the Freshmen, Bible classes
and class prayer meetings.
The elevating
and heipful influence of the ccirl students in
the class prayer meetings was especially
mentioned.
A discussion followed, in which several
college graduates participated. Itev. F. T.
Bay ley of State street, said he knew of no
place where it was so hard to live a thorough
going consistent Christian life us in college.
He found it easier himself to live a Christian
life in the army than In college.
The idolatrous reverence which is paid to « liege sentiment cannot be understood iinle
one has
felt it.
Mr. H. E. McFarlane, represent ig the executive committee of Moncton, X
B., was
introduced to the convention, and briefly
presented the work among the railway men
in

New Brunswick.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON.

umuriur,

ovcniuuy

OI

l^oil-

necticut, and also representing the International Y. M. C. A. committee, gave an inter-

esting

account of “past and present State
work in Connecticut."
As the question of employing a State secretary is agitating the Maine convention, the

history of the work in Connecticut where
they have so successfully tried the experiment was fraught with more than ordinary
interest. The organization of the Y. M. C.
A. in that State was beset with many difltculties, but today every town of ten thousand
inhabitants has a flourishing association, all
having general secretaries and many are established in homes of their own
The lirst
Y. M C. A. building was erected by
college
the \ ale Association. From the questions
which followed many valuable points were
elicited.

ing has been done, and
Whereas. In our local

organizations, perplexi-

aod emergencies often arise that call for an
able and experienced counselor and director, and
W liercas, there are many unoccupied fields la
our state that sorely need the work of an earnest,
efficient Y. M C. A. at once, and aa the moat direct way In which such organization can be accomplished and such needs can lie met. Is by
some competent man who can devote bis whole
time and energies to such work.
Hfolnr.il, I hat we earnestly request every association of eur State to make the employment at a
Slate secretary for general work Ihe subject of
special, continued prayer and strenuous effort.
Hanoi ltd. That we urge upon the ministers of
our churches, the geueral seeretarles of our associations and each Individual member of our college associations, the Importance and encouragement for renewed effort to reach college men, that
we may enlist the educated men of our State on
the side of Christ.
Hanoi a ait. That It Is with feelings of warmest
gratitude that we teuder our thanks to ihe railways. for their assistance; to the representatives
of the public press for their reports of our meetings; to the speakers from our own State and
abroad, who nave favored ua wttb their presence
and counsel; to the citizens of Portland, for their
hearty welcome to their city and kind conrtesy
and entertainment at their homes and to Ihe pastors and churches In Portland and vicinity for
their Christian sympathy and the aid which they
have entended to us during this convention.
Testimony of their renewed zeal was given
by many delegates and brief remarks were
then made by Kev. Dr. Bliss, a missionary
at Constantinople, Kev. Mr. Daniels, Kev.
Dr. Basbford, Kev. Dr. Small, Kev. Mr.
Crosser and Messrs. Shaw and Moore.
The
speakers all referred to the zeal manifested
by the young men. The delegates then sang
the closing hymn, “Blest be the tie
that
Binds” and the meeting was dismissed with
ties

benediction.

THE STATE.
ANDBOSCOGOLN COUNTY.

The insane lady in a house at China ia
Miss Hattie J. Silver of Auburn.
It Is believed that she Is well cared for.
The trustees of the State Fair grounds
have laid their water mains on top of the
ground, so that tbe water can be drawn oft in
winter
Hitherto the water has frozen and
burst the pipes.
HANCOCK

COUNTY.

The Benedict property on Strawberry
Hill, Bar Harbor, has been purchased by
John K. Mason, Esq., of Bangor, and others*
for #JO,Out).
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

It is thought that the Skowhegan shoe factory will close soon, the business having
been killed by labor troubles.
The Hallowell Granite company are cutting a J.IOOO monument for the Confederate
dead at

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Gardiner is not responding very readily to

the call for subscriptions for Kastport.
The Hollingsworth A Whitney Palter company have laid out $73,000 in Improvements
on their works at Gardiner.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Morrill Sprague, Esq., has resigned the
of Judge of the Municipal Court of
position
Dexter.
At Passadumkeag a few days ago a man
went iu a small boat to the Isl and to get two
calves that bad been there in a pasture, and
was returning with them in the boat.
From
some cause the boat was upset, and all went
to the bottom. The man leaves a widow and
seven

Devotional exercises were conducted at
2.30 by Thomas Singer, Bates College.
The
convention assembled in executive session
at 2.30. The afternoon attendance was considerably larger than in the morning. Itegular session opened by singing “Trust On.”
1’rayer was offered by Mr. McFarlane of
New Brunswick.
mu. sx.

front other sources and the need of work for the
Master In other dlrectlens, do more plainly than
ever before, perceive the
supreme Importance of
the work they have undertaken,
namely, the leading of the young men ol the State to Christ.
That
we
reco
Bfolvad,
(intend to all Young
Men's Christian Associations, to set before themselves the definite work for yuuug by young men
using every available legitimate means to Interest
them and bring them lo Christ; ami we further
recommend that, as far as possible, the local see
retarles and the committees of these Associations
so arrange their work as lo
give every member
some definite work to do for the Master.
Whereas, We are aware that there Is a large
body of young men, employes of our various railways, to whom we daily entrust our property and
lives and for whose Christian welfare as -yet noth-

children.

PISCATAql'IS COUNTY.
a project on foot to supply Dover
with pure spring water from a reservoir on
Hinds’s Hill, a mile out on tbe Dexter road.
Under the new company Mr. O. A.
Matthews retains his position as General
Manager of the Munson railroad, and Chas.
II. FIfield is Superintendent.

There is

SAGADAHOC

COUNTY.

commencing today and continuing till Saturday, the Wesley M. E. church of Bath will
celebrate the entire payment of its debt and
of its edifice as a free house of wor- \
opening
ship, with a series of meetings at the church.
Some one has attempted to poison the cows
of William A. Merrill of Kichmond, by giving to them apples stuffed with Paris green.
The Times says that interest has waned

most decidedly with the members of the
Bath Light Infantry, and that company Is
doubtless destined for an abridged career.
The company is much in debt.
SOMERSET COCXTY.
An artesian well has been bored at the
Maple Grove woolen mill in Pittsfield. One
at the Pioneer mill Is 80 feet deep, and has 70
feet of wuter in it.
A very good four-horse team belonging to
Boynton Bros, of Lexington, loaded with
corn, flour, pork, two barrels of sugar,
etc.,
for Joslah Clark, of No. New Portland, supplies for the woods, went through the bridge
at Flagstaff lad Thursday, into the Head
river, 30 feet below, where tfie water was
about 13 feet deep.
The teamster, Milford
Boynton, when he saw the leaders were fallbackwards
on
to
the load, sprang Into
ing
the river and escaped Injury. The wheel

The employment of a State secretary covperiod of only three and one-half years.
During that time the number of organizations having a general secretary has increased
from three to fourteen.
Then $'2,000 were
expended In salaries, now Jltl.ooo. Then
horses, worth $30n. were drowned. The load
$5,000 were contributed for current expenswas very much damaged, much of it spoiled.
es. now $33,000.
C. P. Harlow, general
secretary of the
WALDO COCXTY.
I.cwiston Association, and corresponding 1
Needed repairs are l>elng made on F»rt
secretary of the State committee, read an | Knox.
earnest paper on “Reasons why the associiiYORK COCXTY.
tion should do detinitework for young men."
The manufacturing corporations of BiddeIt was the salvation of young men that led
ford and Saco will discontinue after this
to the organization of the first association.
Young men are subjected to peculiar tempta- morning the ringing of the mill Mis at 1.30
o
clock.
tions. The dearth of young men in the
churches is a lamentable fact. It is believed i
Mr. Charles Pierce was
badly injured at
that definite work along the liae of our or- I
yard, Klttery, Wednesday, and
t.‘e.
1
ganization is more effective than general
,*r afternoon. He leaves a targe
work. Statistics show that but a small per !
rent, of those who are not converted before 1
^ C,ty h*“ 0f
the age of twenty-live ever become Christ- J

ers a

famllyh

iaus.

Experience

proves

that

BiddSfoplu".' fihTeX,h*t

young men
IX OEXERAL.
of their
A committee of the Lewiston
It gives op I
dtv goveruportunity for the discussion of topics that
the electric
tou£
cannot well be presented in mixed meetings.
C,mm‘,'“L'ut ,n,‘
The position of Mr. Harlow was endorsed
by Messrs. Hines, Winter, Lawrence, Mes- |
kiR'Ialoii Journal suggests
ser and others.
that the Ores In barns in
Harmony aud
Mr. Shaw urged the vigorous prosecutiou
t armington may have been
caused by sponof direct evangelist
work.
The Uospei 1
W^ich
originated In
wagon was in his estimation a more saving
dnmp hay that e
had "heated.”
meuns of grace than the gymnasinni.
Prof. Henry L. Chapman of Bowdoin, of*
The Death
are more easily reached in
own, than in mixed metdings.

meetings

!"r"?r,W

ltt»f*etlng

Itfiode &J8f3£b*
ur.Lterai"thf
hmUT.v thH» "V"!!

Rate.
ferred prayer.
The whole number of deaths
Mr. V. K. Foss briefly presented the dein the city for
last
week was 14,
partment of work for boys.
from the followiag
The mention of boys’ work led to a pro- causes:
longed discussion. While all agreed in the I
desirability of such a work, the majority be- j
lieved that the legitimate work of the Y. M.
4
Bright s Disease. 1
C. *. is among young men.
Cholera Infantum...
i
The committee on the annual report of the
Consumption
State executive committee reported through
Heart.
their chairman, Mr. V. R. Foss.
iiiilain. of bowels_
ItEPOUT OF COMMITTKK OK STATE WORE.
Kidney .

Brmn.DUer,.\..

...

_

_

_

Measles.
The committee to whom was referred the anOld age.
report of the State Kxecutlve Committee, i
Pneumonia.
having considered the matter, beg leave to submit
Kupture.
the following report:
Tumor.
Kccogiilzlag the absolute demand for the services of a State Secretary In Maine, we do most
_

nual

_

_

Total.

333-314

14

0

better mayor than It usually enjoys will
belong to Mr. George. It is scarcely possible
that Mr. George can be elected, but bis vote
a

THE PRESS.
MONDAY MOH.NlNtt, NOV. 1.

will undoubtedly be large—large enough to
convince the political managers that the
preferences of the laboring men must be
looked upon with a good deal of deference
in the selection of candidates In the future.
Though )>ersonally au able and honorable
man, it Is to be feared that Mr. George’s
election would be productive of a good deal
of mischief. Every Socialist in New York
city would look upon It as a triumph of his
peculiar views, and the doctrines which
have already led to riot and bloodshed in the
West would be given new impetus. It is
doubtful, too, if his election would be profitable to Mr. George himself. He lias been
making a good many promises in his campaign. and lias held out a good many hopes
whieli would be impossible of realization
even if lie were elected.
Before he had been
in office a year his followers would be contrasting his promise with his performance,
and the result could hardly fail to vastly
diminish his prestige with the laboring men.

We do not read anonymous letters and commun
nations. The name and address of the writer are
la all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for pub
Ilcattob but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
roinmuuleaiions that are not used.
Mr. James Kussell has put himself to entirely unnecessary trouble in writing a note
to the Boston Herald to say that he did not

imagine that Mr. Hawthorne
Interviewing him for publication.

was

know or

The Philadelphia Press acquits Collector
.Schofield of any connection with the assessment circular recently sent to the Democratic employes in that State.
It seemed altogether too much to believe that a man of ordinary intelligence would deliberately sub-

ject himself to a fine of #5000 and three years
in the penitentiary simply for the poor purpose of helping the Democratic party.
———___________—

■

The accident to the steamship Pavonia
being a serious one. 1 wo large
holes were stove in her bottom and her
pumps were not able to keep down the water.
Luckily the accident happened near port.
Had she been a hundred miles off instead of
twenty-five it is very doubtful if she could
have been kept afloat until she readied Boston harbor. The ship was a long distance
out of her course, and her officers had entireGood luck still
ly lost their reckoning.
seems to abide with the Cunarders.

CURRENT COMMENTS.

came near

EXCHANGE.
Providence Journal.
France has given us a statue of
We send Bonanza kings to Paris.

Springfield Republican.
The United States government puts ail absurd degree of manual labor upon the fmance
minister of the republic in the frequency with
A
which it requires him to sigu his name.
man who has to sign 1500 papers a day has
Ninenot much strength for any tiling else.
tenths of this might be done by a deputy or a
hand stamp, without detriment to public interests.

submission. Undoubtedly the Czar will exhaust every other resource before actually
invading the country, but if armed invasion
becomes necessary lie probably will not
stick at that, unless Germany and Austria
threaten to take a hand.

A TEST CASE.

Albany Journal.
The removal of Martin I. Townsend from
the district attorneyship of Northern New
York to appease the spoils element of Buffalo promises to be one of the test cases of
Cleveland’s administration. Mr. Townsend,
as an office holder, not only lived up
to the
letter of the civil service law, but to its very
spirit, eveu when viewed from a high MugNo complaint can be
wump standpoint.
made against his discharge of official duty.
The plea of ill health won’t work, especialfy
when the eabiuet are taking massage to reduce their weight.
It would have been as
reasonable to remove Grant from his military
position after the "till of Vicksburg as to put
iorward this pretext against Mr. Townsend.
President Cleveland’s administration has the
monopoly of hypocrisy, not of health. Janus-

The Maine colony' is once more settling
down in Washington.
Chairman Brown,
Judge Cleaves, and the Hon. Benjamin
Bunker arc already there, and the Hon.
William H. Clifford is going. There is to be
another effort or series of eff orts made to
clean out what Republicans still remain in
office in the State. One conference has been
had with the President and numerous others
are to follow.
The trouble arises from the
too great abundance of candidates. For the

Bangor collectorship there are four—Messrs.
Stratton, Pearson, and Connors, and that old
war horse, the Hon. Janies Rawson.
Strat-

i)-..".:.!

:_

it.
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probably get the Eastport collectorship,
though Robert Burns is making a bitter
fight for it. Mr. Moore is booked for the
Waldoboro collectorship and Mr. Walker
will probably get the Lewiston post office.

Result of the

Queer Things

How the Waters of Our State are ReStocked.

Correspondence of the Press.
Dixfibld, Me., Oct. 30, 1880.
On one of the pleasantest of the shaded
streets of Dixiield there is a brightly painted building, too small for a house, but too
elegant for a shop. If you go in the door,
and the door is always open to the curious
stranger, you will find the interior a perfect
museum for fishing tackle, shot, guns, rifles
and every other implement of fishing or the
chase. On the walls there are pictures of
speckled trout and fleet deer, and in the bookcase the latest books and periodicals on

hunting and fishing. On the table are scattered bright colored flies, reels and sinkers,
with such works as The Game Laws of Maine,
Forest and Stream, the annual report of the
Fish Commission and other similar works.
There is no doubt that the proprietor of this
place is an enthusiastic fisherman. And it is
very lucky for the State of Maine that he is
such an enthusiast, for it is largely due to
the efforts of Henry O. Stanley, of Dixiield,
and his colleague, E. M. Stillwell, of Bangor, that our State is now able to offer the
attractions it does to wealthy sportsmen
from all parts of the country. The Legislature does not seem to think that the office of

Commissioner of Fish and Game is a very
important one, if the sala-ies which it allows
these officers is any indication of appreciation. For devoting their time to stocking
rivers and streams, prosecuting poachers and
looking after the hundred and one things
that effect the hunting and fishing grounds
of this great State, the fish commissioner
gets a salary of five hundred dollars a year,
which is not so much as a policeman gets in
Portland for watching Centre Street. To
carry on their work the Slate allows the
Commissioners seven thousand five hundred
dollars yearly; and out of this they must pay
the hire of the sixty wardens, who look after
the State’s preserves, prosecute poachers,
fight lawsuits, support hatcheries and distribute the young fry that are to be fattened
in our streams until some rich fellow in New
York or Boston is willing to catch them at a
It is estigross cost of $10 or $100 apiece.
mated that every salmon that was caught
with a hook and line at Bangor last spring
was worth $50 to the people of that place in
clean cash that the sportsmen left behind
them. No one doubts that the State is making a good investment of whatever money it
has put out in the work of the fish commis-

of California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, West Virginia and Wisconsin. As the Republican majority in the Senate at the presnt time is only six, it will be
that the political complexion of that
body during the next two years is to be determined by tomorrow’s elections.
Besides the elections already enumerated,
New York city Is to choose a mayor, and the
contest there has assumed a national interest.
The campaigns in all the States, excepting
of course the Southern, have been warm, but
in Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New Hamp-

seen

shire and Tennessee they have been particu.

Ordinarily Pennsylvania

is not a doubtful state. The prospect of
Democratic success is usually so slight that
the Democrats have little heart to make a
This
vigorous campaign.
year, howthe
of
the
ever,
presence
Third
Party Prohibition movement, has given them
courage and they have been making a very
active campaign. All their hopes are based
upon the expectation that the Third Party
will poll a heavy vote and draw it chiefly
from the Republicans. To what extent they
will be realized remains to be seen, but the
me sirengtn ol the movement has been greatly over-estimated just as
It was in Maine.
The presence of Mr.
Ulaine in the State and the wonderful
enthusiasm of bis receptions have tended to
concentrate national attention on this election. The Massachusetts contest has been
made more than usually interesting by the
alliance of the Democrats and the Mug-

wumps and the prominence which has bees
given to the tariff issue. The interest in the
Tennessee canvass has been of rather a sentimental kind, arising from the fact that two
brothers head the opposing tickets.
There
can hardly be a doubt but the Democrats will

In New Hampshire the
carry the State.
vote is always close, and therefore the contest is always interesting.
The uncertain

quantities which make the result this year
more than usually doubtful are the Third
Party prohibition movement aud the labor
movement.
The administration has been
doing the Democracy a good turn too by ordering war ships to the Portsmouth NavyYard. In spite, however, of all the disadvantages under which they are fighting the
Republicans feel confident of electing their

State ticket and also both members of Congress.

The contest for the mayoralty of New
York city has probably attracted more general attention than any of the State
campaigns.
Ordinarily the fight for mayor is waged
purely by political factions. This year by
reason of the candidacy of Mr.
Henry George
it has become something of a contest between classes, and on that account has attracted the attention of the whole
countrySo-called labor movements in
plenty the
country has seen before, but witli very few
exceptions they have been too weak and puny
to be interesting or
important. They have
bad the concurrence of
very lew of the laboring classes and their candidates have
generally been either men of little ability or
well-known demagogues. But Mr. George

rallying

to his standard not

large per cent, of the laboring

but also many

men

of

men,

distinction in the

professions, and ids canvass has been pushed
with remarkable ability and zeal. That it
inspired the politicians with a good
deal of
terror is clearly
shown by
the fact
that both the political parties selected unusually 3trong men to

head their tickets. But for the can~
didacy of Mr. George Tammany Hall would
never have nominated Mr. Hewitt, and but
for that candidacy it is very doubtful if the
Republican machine would have consented
to the nomination of Mr. Roosevelt. So that
if Mr. Hewitt or Mr. Roosevelt is elected, a
good deal of the credit of giving New York

]

liinr

rinnu

fliarn

loot

that

strength-giving phosphates required

It supplies the nutritious and
by the system.

Constitutional Catarrh.
No single disease has entailed more suffering or
hastened the breaking up of the constitution than
Catarrh. The sense of smell, of taste, of sight, of
hearing, the human voice, the mind,—one ormore,
and sometimes all, yield to Its destructive Influ
•nee. The poison It distributes throughout the
system attacks every vital force, and breaks up
the most robust of constitutions.
Ignored, because but little understood, by most physicians,
assailed
and
charlatans,
hnpoteutly
hy quacks
those suffering from it nave little hope to he relieved of It this side of the grave. It Is time, then,
that the popular treatment of this terrible disease
by remedies within the reach of all passed into
hands at once competent and trustworthy. The
new and hitherto untried method adopted by
Dr.
Sanford in the preparation of Ills Radical Curb
has won the hearty approval of thousands. It Is
Instantaneous in affording relief In all head colds,
sneezing, snuffling and obstructed breathing, and
rapidly removes the most oppressive symptoms,
clearing the head, sweetening the breath, restoring the senses of smell, taste and hearing, and
neutralizing the constitutional tendency of the
disease towards the lungs, liver and kidneys.
Sanford’s Radical Curb consists of one bo t
tie of the Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal
Solvent and an Improved Inhaler; price, SI.
Potter Dm <i & Chemical Co.. Boston.

RHEUMATIC PAINS.
Neuralgic, Sciatic, Sudden, Sharp and

at.

Pains and Strains relieved in
Vfv Nervous
Ulinnie by the t'uticura Anti/VJ one
Main Piaster, the most perfect antlJ l\\ dote
to pain and Inflammation ever com
/
/
\

pounded. New, original. Instantaneous,
Infallible and safe. At all druggists. 25 cents;
five for 81.00: or, postage free, of Potter Drug
and Chemical Company, Boston, Mass,
novl
MTli&w2w

We Imve a large assortment mid are prepared lo adjust ilie same
upon scientific principles. We use NA€HET’8 TKIAL <'A8E, together
tvitli Ihe ©PTHALI*I©SCOPIC TEST LEN8E, combining ihe best
methods kuoun lor detecting all optical defects of the eye und determining (he lenses needed for tlieir correction.

less shortening than any other.powder.
It is recommended by eminent physicians.
It contains no cream tartar, alum, or any adulteration whatever.
Every package warranted.
For sale by all dealers.
Cook Book free.
Kumforil Chemical Works, Providence, R. I.

requires

Th&M&wnrmly

jy

WHOLESALE A\D RETAIL DEALERS
—

IX

—

R. H. Stearns & Co.
octC

cod3in

ANTI-BILIOUS

PILLS,

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
I'or Liver. Pile, Jnriigcntlon, etc. Free from Mercury ; contain* only Pure Vegetable Ingredients.
Agent: ( N. C IJ ITTKNTON, New \ ork.

sap30

WIGSBADGN

ThM&wlynim
TABLE

SAUCE

The most delicious 111 flavor; appetizing in effect; and by liberal use enables Dyspeptics to eat
meats and hearty food without Injurious results.
For sale by all Grocers. M. A. JEWELL & CO.,
oct6eod8m
Agents.

England, Hol-

land and Kuwwla,

iit'Kei.ifi.Duaiiu fx.w; nveimiK

New and Striking llluwtratiou* of

Delightful Pari*.
wow

lcicei* ou ana 70 cenis.

on »aie at

morurmuge'*
oetaMiw

PORTLAND THEATRE.

,

PORTLAND THEATRE,

Monday, November 1st. Tuesday & Wednesday Ev’gm Joy. 2 & 3.
THE MONARCHS FOR THE MULTITUDES !
These Hues should all appear equally black to a normal eye. 1’eisons to whom the above lines do
not appear equally black at live or teu feet, have a visual imperfection which column
spectacles will
ibis
corneas,
not improve. Thevmust have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of he
defect is called ASTIGMATISM.

THE COMEDIANS,

RLY’S

HAV

Spectacles for 25
II

Eye glasses

cents.

gQ

it

it

(f

Robson -Crane,

for 25 cents.
The Very Best Combination the World Em Saw.
DR. SAWTELLES StTBERNARD GALAXY,

a

'AXaSO

Aided by a Competent Dramatic Company, under
the direction of Mr. Joseph Brooks.

4i

ft

«t

FULL LINE OF GENUINE PEBBLES.

A

family

of

Tl'KMOAY KVKNINU, NOV. M,

•Shakespeare'.

the Largest and Most Handsome 8t.
Bernard's ever seen.

HR, CRANK

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each. PEBBLE EYE ULASSES for $1.50 each
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
1 Large Varietv of 6o!d Spectacles and Eye Glasses, best quality, at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 e ch

Corner
augC

Thursday Evenings, commencing Oct.
21. Tickets admitting Gentlemen
with Ladies, 50 cents.

INSTRUCTION from 8 to 9.
octu._

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s

IN AID OK

SATURDAY AFTERNOON.

vJACKETS.

OF

by buying

Special Bargains
at

of

Ladies’ Frieze and Brocade Velvet and Mrachan

OVERCOATS,

ALL

lot of

PRICES.

SI., Boston,

OVERCOATS,

$7.00.
See our Fine English Whipcord Suits at $20, Sack
“Wire Twist” Suits in Sack or Frock,

dtl

STOVES, RANGES AND FURNACES!
CHARLES AUGUSTUS
n a

stove men to be the finest made and best
Our Square and Round

Range in the market.
GLENWOOD PARLOR STOVES

_TKtKPHO.'VK

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and
Gutters. Metal Shingles. .Sheet Metal Work
for 11 ulldings* Send for Illustrated Circular.

CO.,
BOSTON.

au«23

rodSm

DOT WITH HIGH PRICES!
“

VE AND LET LIVE.”

We KNOW we urc selling CLOTHING mid GENTS' FURNISHING
GOODS at LOWER PRICES Ilian any oilier store Id the city, and our
constantly increasing trade Is the strongest possible Indorsement ol
this statement

Not ONE article, but ALL of our goods are marked at a very small
advance from cost.
We KNOW that if those in v/nnt of goods in our line WILL COMPARE OUR PRICES WITH ANV OTHER STORE IN THE CITV
THEY WILL BE CONVINCED OF THE TRUTH OF OUR STATEMENT.

arc

EVENING
TUB

Wholesale and Retail Dealers la

—

OPPOSITE PRERLE DOUSE.

0Ct22

dtl

—

ART

HORSE BLANKETS.
THOUSANDS

OF THEM.

From 50 Cents to $10 Each.
Suits,
Hoods,
You
can save

HAVING
B. A. Atkinson A Co., house furnishers,

ner

Etc.

money by buying from

HORSE & CARRIAGE MART,
32 Plum Street.

octlS-tf

CIDER BARRELS.

Pearl and Middle streets, Portland, I shall be

any order entrusted to my care to your entire satlsfactlou. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the
country 10 select from, 1 remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER.

Qi't2(ldtf

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR

! !‘eJ'1majiently
Reliable

removed, by an Indian Preparation.
reference given. Consultation free. By
Mrs. W. W. Hadley, 175 Tremont St., Room 48,
j Boston, Mass.—Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thurs| days; hours, ti a- m. to 4p. m. P. O. address, 128
Summer street,
I

Lynn^Mass.

*I»TU, BRRCKLH, PIMPI.Eft,

nmi

and for sale

lot of barrels just, received
A FINE
by K. STANLEY & SON. 410 Fore Street,

sepliOdtf

cor-

happy to meet my friends in the State of Maine at
; iny new quarters. My twenty-five years experience In the business with Walter Corey A Co.,
six of which was
spent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Co., warrants me tn believing that I can Dll
I

Rlnrk Ilmda permanently cured, by an
Price $2.00. Address Mrs.
Hadley, 128 bummer St., Lynn, Mass.
oct22
eodSm

Ehglish.Preparation.
w- w.

qg—Esr..

t

jiA n

mw

TONY LUMPKIN

UH

With song, "The Three Jolly Pigeons.”
as

•

OLD HARDCASTLE

Bate of seat, begins Krhlay.Oct. 29th.
75 and 60 cents; gallery, 35 cents.

Prices,
dtd

nct28

DAIRY MIPS FESTIVAL
be Repeated In

CITY

HALL,

WEDNESDAY EVENING OF THIS WEEK, NOV. 3.
Mule af Articlr* durian ike Afieraaaa*
AdawiMiea irer. K traiai, :*i crate,
iacladiag Festival nad Mupprr.

Tickets (or Hale at Htockbridge's and at Uoold’s

Drug

Store.

novld3t

MONTGOMERY

FAIR,

Nov. 22, 23, 81, 23, 20 and
Admission 25 cents.
oct20

27.
dtd

THE VALLE OF MURDOCO LIQUID
FOOD IS RECOGNIZED IN ALL COUNTRIES, AND IS INDORSED BY ALL NATIONAL MEDICAL SOCIETIES THAT
HAVE INVESTIGATED ITS VALUE.
There never wae an essay read before any Med
ical Society on Haw food Kxtracts, except on
Murdock's Liquid food, and counterfeit manufac
twrers of Extracts have puMishetl many of onessays to show the value cf their counterfeits.

Mend for Essay and DIM ENSION
before Hie British Medical Association at Brighton. England. INNtt,
(Essay) by the Vice President of
the American Medical Association
and others on the value of Murdock’s
Liquid Food over all
Foods and and Extracts known, It
being the ONLY lluw 4 ondensed
Food, free from Insoluble mailer.
Also essay read before the American Medical
Richmond, Virginia, and Washing-

Association at

ton, D. C.

Its value was recognized by the
profession from results obtained
in Hie Free Hospitals tbal have
been established and supported
by our Mr. A. L. Murdock during
the last four years.

They

now

equal

Bankers and Brokers
186 MIDDLE STREET.

B. THURSTON &
PRACTICAL PRINTERS,

eudlni*

_

CD.,

LOCKE A

LOCKE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

monograph,.

aave removed to

Pupils thoroughly instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

180 MIDDLE

circular.

STREET,

Three d**r. ne.1 of foi ner .Bice.
A- Lock*.
Ira 8. Lock*.
dtl

Portland,^*.

Ieh27_

HISS EMMA S. WYMAN
Will receive pupils In

!

CHINA PAINTING

I

PREBLE HOUSE every Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday of each week, commencing Oct. 25.

at

81.00

Terms,

a

Lesson.

PARLOR

LECTURES

—

ON

MISS

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Tureoman

it! SHU

teaihkk of

Window Shaii*

Curtain Fixtures,

UPHOLSTER / HARDWARE.
MAKE

TUI

GENUINE

and

Brokers,

Member, of the

IV. V. Nlerb

hnage.

Private Winn to Nkw York and Boston.

HVESTIENT SECURITIES FOR FALE.
NEW

YORK COHRKNPONDENTN,

CREEN & BATEMAN.
RONTON,

H.

PRINCE & CO.
({notations constantly displayed.

Standby T. Puddbn,

Frank C. Cbockkr.

deci_eodtl
BONDS !
Rockland.6s A 4s
No. Pacific Hold..Ha
Anson.4a

Bath.ea A 4i

Maine Central. .7s A 6a
P.AO.K K....6S

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
N«. 194 MIDDf.K STREET, P.rtl.iA
January 1.1884.anldtf

7

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

the Mhownlirr Mangay* t’o.
More
than fifty Savings Banks In New Hampshire
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies anil Individuals are
Investing in this class ot securities. Call or
address lor Illustrated pamphlet,

by

FREEMAN, A«ent.

NO. If EXCHAN6E ST.. PORTLAND. ME.
dora*
marc_

The Surgical Htafl ol Murdock’s Free Hospital
for Women are In dally attendance, except Saturday, to examine patients ami assign beds.

EVERV BED FREE.
Free Surgical Hospital for Women, located
on Huntington avenue, above Westchester Park
contains flfty (SO) beds.
Our Free Surgical Hospital fur Women, located
on tialnsburough street, corner of Huntington
avenue, eontalus SO beds.
Each hospital In
charge of a separate staff of responsible surgeons.
Our Free Home lor Hoinclp.*,* Boy* contain* 40
beds, and Is located at 11 to 31 Causeway street.
Many of these boys suffer from Scrofula, Eczema
and other skin diseases, which yield quleklv
1 bv
1
the use of our Liquid Food.
From the fact that no two beeves or sheep are
alike Is the reason of our different brands being
different In flavor.
All brands are made by the same formula. The
letter represents the day of make, and the figure
Our

the tank.

tf richer. It Is stronger In smell and flavor, and
will bear a greated : eduction. It cannot be reduced »o low but It will be superior to all other
preparations In treating chronic cases.
If you cannot obtain Murdock's Liquid Food
from your druggist, we deliver, free of express
r
•
13oz. for *1(X).

MURDOCK LIQUID FOOD CO.,
myScs

Ronton
SMSWtf

H.M.PAYSON&CO,

SR. HAM S

KOLLt.B,

[WHOLESALE.]
ap'Jl

eodly

Investment

Bought

Securities
and Sold.

EXCHANGE

ST.
emltf

]y38

NOTICE OF REMOVAL

in ull its -brunches,

amMMkSSBS j

Then what results, with all (he
different Milk preperatlons,Uraln
Foods, Peptonoid Foods and Beef
Extracts.

our KUp Roller Is
Standard.
iW“Ask your Dealer for them, tako no other.

WI KSMUUHKD A KPU
UMOUAutO

DR. WILSON
can now

*****

FALMOUTH HOTEL.
Instruction in
oct7dlm

Circulars were sent by him to alt the Physu lans
in the I'nited States, asking what their experience
was with Murdock’s Liquitl food in its use Jot Infants under, as well as over, one year old.

ESTABLISHED 1854.

—

Specialties: Voice-Training and

Mend for the Report of the Chairof the Medlon or Obstelrtes
of the American Institute or Homoeopathy, read at Marutoga at the
annual meeting of IMNtt.
man

OHLY

ELOCUTIO 3NT
Natural Reading.

Bankers and

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

and contain 38,000 feet of floor.
Our Liquid Food can be retained by the weakest
stomach. Four tablespoonfuls dally win make
eight per eent. new blood weekly. When used lor
infants, never change their food, but add Ave nr
more drops of Liquid Food at each
feeding, and
their lost or needed vitality will be restoredln less
than thirty days.

Curtain*.

__dtf_
SARAH E. LAUGHTON,
—

POLLEN, CROCKER 4 CO.,

JOHN M.

lanky it, luta, Iru.'

—

On Wednesday Afternoons at 4 o’clock, at Mrs.
Caswell’s school rooms, IMS Park street, beginning
Wednesday, Nov. 3. Nlra. J.hn A. Bellow,
will give a series of 12 talks oil Kngli.h Paeir,.
Illustrated by reading from the authors. Subjects:
t, Chaucer; 4, Nprn.rr; a, Mhnkr.prrinn
Drjnslliu;
4, Mhakespere;
3, l.,rirnl |
Poet.; «, Milton; 7, Pape, (told.mith and
('owner; N, %Vard.worlh aad Coleridge; ff,
Nkelte,, Kent, and B,roa; IW, Teaa,.aa
HBd Arnold. II, Tke Browning.; 14, The
Pre Khphnelile Poet*. Course tickets #2.m>.
at IKS PARK STREET, between 2 and 3
Apply
o'clock p. m. on Wednesdays, before Nov. 1.

»ep27

84

Banks and Trust

Fundsconstantlvon handtMHltf

_

071-2 Exchango St., Portland, Me.

Xt.\C

Savings

OCtl

F.

STUDIO 34 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

A. L. Sawyer, 537 Congress St.,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

JVE WILL DO IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAFLY.
WK WILL DO IT WELL.

MR. A. E. MOORE

Ml^s.

—

PWErintinQ

Will take a limited number of pupils during the
Fall aud Winter season. Instructions given lu
Crayon Portraiture from the flat and from life;
also in Free Haud Academic Drawing from casts,
still-life, and the living model.

Portlnnd Reboot of

—

WANT

LESSONS !

oct!3

AND

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS.

will begin the sessions for the year on
MONDAY EVENING, OCT. 18TH, at halt past
seven o’clock.
Classes will be formed In Arithmetic, Reading and Spelling, Penmanship, GeogU.
S.
History, Book-keeping and Singing.
raphy,
Scholars will be granted the Heading Boom,
Amusement Boom and Gymnasium of the Institution. Any resident of Portland llfteen years of
age. or over, may be admitted to the School for
one year, on presentation of a recommendation
from a responsible citizen, and the payment of one
dollar. Blank forms for recommendation may be
obtained on application to the janitor at the rooms,
No. 4 Free Street Block.oct!3-3w

ENGLISH LITERATURE.

CARD.
permanently associated myself with

MR. ROBSON

to

SWAN & BARRETT,

for

STOVES, TIN WARE

Will be formally opened on

ORDERS SOLICITED,
ocltidlw eod2\v*

CLARK,

NO. 482 CONGRESS STREET,

Stoops
Conquer.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
JelO__
__eodtl

CARD*.

SCHOOL TENNEY & DUNHAM,

PORTLAND FRATERNITY

and are a

IRA F.

She

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

THE

Send for

strictly Silk mid Wool, mude for the finest class of
genuine bargain.
50 Dozen more of the celebrated $1.00 Petersburg!! Shirts at ouly
75 cents each. The best fitting, best made, mid best wearing 75 cent
Shirt in the city.
iJ5 Dozen $1.00 Oil Tan Gloves for only 75 cents each.
Before you pny $3.50 for nice White Undershirts and Drawers at
the Gents’ Furnishing Good Stores, call and sec the same thing nt our
store for $1.75. Don’t pay 75 cents for style.
These goods

w iy

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

MXdtt
Bl'NINEM

And

Dwellings.

working

models in themselves, and only require to be seen to be appreciated. Our far famed 'NOVELTY steel
plate FURNACE, simple in construction, durable and cheap, not excelled by any other Furnace. Best of Ctty
References. All these goods guaranteed. Also agent for the GARLAND OIL STOVE, “The World's Best." I
shall keep constantly on hand a general assortment of such other goods generally found in a First-class Stove
Store. Job Work done to order and in a workmanlike manner. Repairs a specialty. Please call and.examine
the above goods, all to be sold at the Lowest Living Prices. Remember the number,
41
EXCHANGE
STREET.

EDUCATIONAL.

Exckang

nl moot

First National Hank Building.

are

sep!5

Continental

favorable rate*.
Travelling and <?ommercial Letter* of
Credit I owned, available In nil the Principal Citieo of Europe.
Investment Meeuritie* Hought and Mold.
eodtf
!
Jan31_

Ranges,

variety of styles, and pronounced by the leading practical

—

METAL SKYLIGHTS
E. VAN NOORDtN &

sterling and
bought and «ol«l

Successor to 0. W. FULLAM, wishes to call attention to his line of goods, viz:

Manager.
(ltf

383 Harrison Avenuo

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

CUMMINGS, TRUST COMPANY

The Glenwood B and New Elmwood

And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and

Vlertguge Necurilire.
I am sending First Nlurtgugre on real estate
to eastern parties, netting them seven per cent,
per annum, with the Interest parable wnil-unwoolly. I loan only one-third or the value of the
security, and attend to all collections of both interest ana principal. The mortgages are in the
form of Bonds with interest coupons attached.
I will be pleased to correspond with parties ag|t
Address.
give full particulars.
M. H. RCINHAR, Lincoln, Neb.
References:
Judge W W. VIRGIN.
)
Ho*. JOHIAH H. DRl'MMOND,! Portland, Me.
Ho*. 0. r. LIBBY.
)
Hi in. H. M. BKARCK. Norway. Me. sept7eod3m

i

or Frock.

PORTLAND, ME.

ST.,

New York, Chicago Wii.hiugtoa, Perlloud, Pull Hirer, Providence, and New
Hrdlard.
octl leodStnos

No. 218 Middle Street

Fall Announcement!

Men’s All Wool Pants $1.75.
Extra quality Trousers for $2.50, $3.00, $3.50. $4.00 and $5.00.
Gentlemen’s Fine Trousers for Dress wear $5.00. $6.00, $6.50 and

and BROKERS.

BANKERS,

X. JOHN LITTLE & CO.

WEDNKMDAY KVKNINO, NOV. R,
Oliver Goldsmith’s Delightful Comedy,

to

F. H. PRINCE & CO.,
No.
State

Wraps

oc«5

$4.00.

Portland.

SACQUES

ABRAHNM SLENDER.

FINANCIAL.

Hcul K.lulr

Misses’ Scotch Plaid Newmarkets,
Children’s Scotch Plaid Newmarkets.
Ladies’ Scotch Plaid Newmarkets.

in sizes 4 to 11 years, just received from our Wholesale House with
special orders to close. Regular price $6.50 ; present price to close

trade,

be Refitted Free

$12.00 and $15.00.

$1.50, $2,00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50.

BOYS’ ALL WOOL

Expense.

SEAL PLUSH

us.

in Ben’s Overcoats

Large

of

us will

Master

MR. CRANE,

—

wehhkrsof
New l ark, Chicago nod Be.lun Hiock
Kxchaogeo.

$23.00, $25.00, $32.00, $38.00 and $50.00.
Ladies’ Jackets at
$5.00, $7.50, $10.00,

$8.00, $10.00, $12.00 and $15.00.

BOYS’

bought

from

HOHMON AM

UK.

—

PRIVATE WIRES TO

All Garments

quality.

is saved

THE

It will be especially Interesting to the young.
ADHIMMION, 13 CENTS.
dtd
oct30

The Largest Line of Outer Garments -BMERS
FAST OF BOSTON.

Sir JOHN FALSTAFF.

Noiember 6th, at 3 o'clock

I3f

AM

—

RECEPTION HALE.

a

20 to 40 Per Cent

HANDS”

FAIUIINGTON SIJFFEKFKS,

Wraps, Newmarkets
One great advantage to be derived from buying at our Establishment
is that you have an unusually large variety of goods to select from.
We lit Men of all sizes, and Roys of all ages, from 4 years and
upwards. Then, again, the prices are astonishingly low for the

_

WILL OIVB A

—

ACTUAL OCCURENCE!

dti

Concert and Benefit,
—

AN

OANCING from 9 to 11.

A

—

Congress and Franklin Streets.
eodtf

!

X It IC

“LEND

CEORGE”a FRYE,

FIFTY DIFFERENT STYLES.

COCKLE’S-

\tew» of

Superb

MERRY WIVES
WINDSOR
GILBERT’S ASSEMBLIES! I

BASKETS.
floods for Holidays a Specialty.

Imprenlve.

Sale of seats commences Wednesday, Oct. 27.
octWdtd
Prices 75, OOJUi'l jo cts.

$25.00 SUITS FOR $18.50.

IMPORTERS.

Sum-

Europe, make each Lec-

In

ture Keallwtlc and

The call to the throne.
A fair hantl with a grasp
of steel.
Birth of England's naval renown. The
golden age of literature.
Kate of Mary Queen of
Scots. An uulovely old

A.KKBICAN-KYHHPKAN

Boston & Portland Clothing Cn.

Tlic Standard of Parity and Ex-

BOSTON

past

the

wpent

wbo

one

Untie Store.

Thursday Evening, October 14th,

Tremont St. and Temple Place,

gl’EEN Elizabeth.

Deoftoii

W, C. WARE.
oct21

CORNER

haw
mer

by

collected

tlouw,

cruelty. Feter In Holland
and England.
A navy
created. Charles XII defeated.
St. Petersburg
built.

255 MIDDLE

R. H. Stearns & Co.,

A showy page ol modern history.
Early ambition anti Its remarkable
realization. Tbe brilliant
days of splendid Furls.
Strange apathy. Corruption and disaster. Sedan.

7 th Mock bridge.

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

nrmdly

napoleon in. and
the pall or Paris.

in. peter the tiHEAT; A strange character.
ob, the niKTii or
Untlring energy. Bound
Russia.
less ambition. Barbaric

STRICTLY OllE PRICE.

mario

i.

age.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF CLOTHING
IN NEW ENGLAND.

FOR SALE BY ALLCROCERS

LECTURES.

STODDARD

tflli Ntoekbridge.

ONLY $15.00.

Endorsed for Its I’urlty and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined ft.
"1 have given tills powder a thorough chemical
examination and fliiu It to be of full weight, entirely tree from Alum, Ammonia, Uine and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency.”
RICHARD ( STANLEY, A. M. Pb. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Aseayer of Maine from ’76 to ’88.
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when it was no uncommon thing for the
sportsman to battle four hours with his fish,
until, like the Isradite of old he almost needed some one to hold up his hands lest the enemy prevail. The Penobscot is the only river now left on the whole Atlantic coast of
the United States where there are enough
salmon left to afford eggs for restoring the
other streams. They are gone from the Kennebec, once a fine river for salmon, and from
the Androscoggin, while the efforts of the
commissioners have just succeeded in getting a few to breeding in the Saco, where
small fish were put in six years ago.
“A
salmon,” said Commissioner Stanley, “is not
like a bird, which will seek a new nesting
place if its old haunts are closed against it.
It is the instinct of the salmon to breed in
the place where it was hatched, which is usually in the headwaters of some stream. And
if fishways or other obstructions prevent its
return to its old haunts, it does not seek new
scenes, but continues its fruitless attempts to
return until exterminated.
In this way the
salmon of tiie Kennebec were almost exterminated ; and so it happens that when at last
fishways were built in that river so many
people in the region were disappointed at
not seeing schools of salmon travelling ud
the river.
“At our works at Orland, perhaps, one can
best learn our method of propagating salmon.
As the spawning season approaches we go
down to the weirs below Orland and purchase of the fishermen there as many salmon
as we want.
These we tow up to our works,
where they are confined in a pond we have
there. This pond has a mud bottom, on
which the salmon will not cast their spawn.
By the natural process the salmon seeks
running water when it spawns, generally the
head waters of some stream. The female
fish goes ahead, and by a side to side movement casts her eggs in the running water.
The male is a little behind the female, and as
her eggs float past they become impregnated
with ms milt. In this way about 8 per cent.,
not more, of the spawn becomes impregnated. It is this waste by the natural process
which the artificial process prevents. At
Orland the fish are confined in the pond with
a muddy bottom until the eggs are ripe.
Then each female salmon is taken out of the
water, and by a simple squeezing motion deprived of the spawm. Over this spawn, collected in large pans, the milt of the male
fish is scattered, and the eggs are all ready
for hatching. By the artificial method 90
per cent, of the eggs arc impregnated, a gain
of 82 per cent, over the natural method. It
is generally about the middle of October or
November that these eggs are taken. They
are placed in wire trays in troughs through
which flow streams of water. This water is
not allowed to freeze, but remains at a very
low temperature. The eggs lay in these
troughs until about the first of March, when
they are ready to hatch. The young salmon
much resembles a polywog, this appearance
being given by a large sac which is attached
to it for its sustenance until it begins to get
its own food. It is not until June that this
sac disappears and the young fish begins his
actual life. I’rcvious to this time he is, if so
unfortunate as to be born away from the protecting care of the fish commissioners, a prey
for whatever large fish happens to espy
him.
“The life of the young fish once begun,
the work of putting him where he may begin
a useful life commences. Suppose we w ant to
increase the stock of the Penobscot still further. We take a lot of those young fish from
Orland up to the head waters into the East or

Hosford’s Bread Preparation, made by the only process
of any nutritive value.
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iisli Kingfisher,

and I have in my book case
there the skin of a Jungle Fowl from India.
With such gay feathers we fix up the bait for
the salmon. And it is very remarkable that
the baits that the salmon likes best bear resemblance to no insects found near the waters where the salmon feed, or in fact to any
insects in existence. We simply make them
up in the gayest shape we can imagine. Jiut
the salmon iias
preferences. *For instance,
here are two hooks of different kinds; one
is called the Jock Scott and the other the
Silver Doctor. Their make-up, the arrangement of colors seem to please the fish, and
these hooks are in great demand.
Salmon
flies are made by hand,and as it takes time to
make them, are wortli from twelve to eighteen dollars a dozen.
Other kinds of flies
come cheaper, as trout and bass, and most
other fish are not so dainty as the salmon.

AaVBBJIBNTM.

“A MIRACLE OF

THE BEST BAKING POWDER SPECTACLES.

nook the feathers have to be the real article.
You can’t color a hen’s feather and pass it
off for the plumage of an English Kiir»fisher.
It won’t do. The feathers must be genuine, and the fly must he made with care. It
is all done by hand. We hunt over the world
to find brilliantly colored birds. Here is the
skin of a Scotch Pheasant.
It is from this
that we get the golden
feathers on this

These Penobscot salmon are great pets of
Commissioner Stanley, and his eyes will
sparkle as he tells you of the sport there was
in lonrlitirr ♦iw»

nnciLLANBora.

pleases us greatly.
“There are lots of queer things about a
salmon, and the queerest is its desire for
novel and gaudy colored food.
Now I make
a great many salmon flies, such as are used
and I
know just what
by fishermen,
a salmon likes.
We have to ransack the
globe to suit him. Yon know on a salmon
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ELECTIONS.

tures elected tomorrow will choose United
States Senators.
They are the legislatures

only

Commissioners’

About the Salmon

Rivers and

remainder, namely, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, New York, South Carolina, and
West Virginia, legislatures and minor State
offices are to be chosen; in two, namely, Missouri and Ohio, nothing but subordinate
State offices.and in the remaining eight,name
ly, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maryland, Mississippi, Rhode Island and
Virginia only representatives to Congress
are to be voted for.
Eighteen of the legisla-

has succeeded in

Fish

FISH.

Faithfnl Work.

Under the existing apportionment the
House of Represetatives consists of 324
members. Of this number fifteen have already been chosen, namely, four in Maine,
two in Vermont, eight in Alabama and one
in Oregon, leaving 309 to be chosen tomorThe present house
row.
contains about
forty Democratic majority. There is no
doubt that in the next house this majority
will be considerably reduced.
The Democrats admit that. There are sanguine Republicans who think it will be wiped out entirely, but the better judgment is that the Democrats will maintain a slight lead.
In seventeen of the thirty-four States that
hold elections tomorrow, namely, California,
Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Kansas,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jeraey, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Wisconsin governors and legislatures are to be chosen. In seven of the

larly interesting.
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MAINE’S

What scheme Chairman Brown has adopted
for paying the expenses of this trip has not
been divulged.
He probably won’t Indulge
In any more of the circular business.
THE

...»

for renomination. With him consistency is
a iewel only when it brightens his chances,
while his friends assert that his inconsistency is a sign of his mental development. Perhaps the famous saying has been reversed
and he fears a Trojan bearing gifts; at any
rate, our horse editor will wager that Daniel
Lockwood starts him again in 1888.

ton’s chances at present are supposed to be
the best. For the Bangor post office, Messrs,
Bliss, the manager of the Western Union
office, Owen and Cummings are candidates,
nit..

Liberty.

IF TRUE.

Lowell Courier.
The public schools of this country now
employ over three hundred thousand teachers, and pay them 802,000,000, a not very flattering annual average of a little more than
8200 each.
SECRETARY MANNING’S TASK.

Mr. E. A. Perry, the London correspondent of the Boston Herald, telegraphs that
it is the general belief in government circles
that Russia does not intend to occupy Bulgaria and that her demonstration at Varna
is simply to frighten the Bulgarians into

■•hi.
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A FAIR

SHAMEFUL

West Brunch, or in Chesuncook waters, perhaps. Up in ttiese waters the young fish spends
its infancy and youth; it stays there for three
years, and grows from a little fellow very
small indeed to a fish weighing as much as
three quarters of a pound. It is now able to
travel, and impelled by instinct starts down
river for the salt water of the ocean. Down
there it thrives apace, and in one or two
years has grown to weigh five or eight
pounds. Then the instincts of breeding begin to be realized, and the salmon unerringly
seeks those waters where it spent its youtli,
almost as if impelled by the human wish that
its offspring may enjoy the security in which
the parent did so well. They remain up the
liver for a given period, uiid then return
witli the spring Hoods to the ocean, not to return again until the instinct of breeding
again snow's them the way to their old home.
This is supposed to happen once in two
years. The present season, salmon put in
the head waters of the Saco six years ago are
returning to spawn. But it takes about ten
years before the fish get large enough to
yield any substantial returns.
“It is during these journeyings to and
from the spawning grounds that the greatest
slaughter of salmon has been made In times
past and is still continued in some places.
An illustration of this is furnished by the
landlocked salmon of Sebago Lake. In appearance and iu many of its habits the landlocked does not differ from the other variety
of salmon; especially Is it liable to the same
misfortunes. Fifty years ago there were a
many salmon in Sebago Lake; now
lere are comparatively few.
The reason of
this is simple. Crooked river has been the
great breeding place. It is long and, as Its
name implies, very crooked.
The fish commissioners have not had means to watch it,
so tlie poachers have slaughtered the fish
without hindrance when the latter, blind to
everything but their mission to breed, were
on the spawning grounds.
But this year
we have a new plan which we are putting into operation at the present time. We
stretched a weir in Crooked river below their
spawning grounds; and instead of allowing
the fish to go up the river to be killed, we
have caught every one, and are confining
them until their eggs ate ripe. We now have
ir>0 salmon weighing on an average aoout
eight pounds each, while there are several
as heavy as 20 or 25 pounds.
We have
just begun to take their eggs, getting about
000 to every pound of fish.
These eggs we
shall hatch at our works at Edes Falls, and
put the young fish into Sebago waters. They
will stay in the streams about a year, going
into the Lake during the second year.
In
this way we shall circumvent the poachers,
and eventually get Sebago Lake well stocked.
“All other fish are not so difficult to propagate as the salmon. For Instance, you turn
a dozen bass into a pond, and they will stock
it in a few years.
But it takes as
many
as ten years, with all your care, before you
can expect to have many returns from your
salmon. Ten years ago we put landlocked
salmon into Weld Pond. Tills year a salmon
weighing ten pounds has been caught, which
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A POOR MAN’S WIFE.
“My

Detroit Tribune.
choice is made at last, Sister Belle

am ready for blame or praise fron [
others, but I want your approval.”
The elder sister looked at a couple of opei ,
letters lying on the writing desk befor ,

Now I

which the speaker sat, her cold gray eye
softening a little as she replied:
“If you tell me which of|thc two you havi ,
chosen I can answer

you.”

“You ought to know without being told,’
Stella laughed. “Clarence, of course.”
Belle Lawson looked serious.
“Stella, I am sorry. Not that I bear Clar
ence Hcnshaw any ill-will, but, child, yoi
are not fit to be a poor man’s wife.
Remember you are proud and have been rearei ir
ease and comfort.
Follow my advice ami
marry Henry Lakeman.”
Stella shook her head.
“No, Belle; I wouldn’t marry Henry Lakeman i f he was a hundred times richer thar
ho is."
She slipped a picture into its
envelope aftei
a long view.
“It is a lovely place,” she sighed, “and 1
would like to live there."
The sister was watching, and stooping,
kissed the smooth, white brow, while she
said:
“Don’t be too hasty, Stella. If you covet
this pretty home of Uenry Lakeman’s accept it.”
“But I love Clarence. I prefer a cottage
with him to a mansion with Henry.”
Miss Lawson turned to the window with a
sorry look. Some sweet dream of her childhood was in her memory, perhaps, but she
held it worse than folly to indulge in regrets.
Love, in her estimation, was no balance in
tlie scale for wealth.
“Stella,” she continued, very gravely, “1
have acted the part of a mother for many
years; my wish has ever been that you form
a wealthy marriage.
I know you love luxury, you enjoy display, and I am not saying
too much when I add that you worship beau,

tiful apparel. Henry Lakeman can give you
all of these. Clarence Ilenshaw cannot. As
his wife you will be subject to all manner of
privations; be obliged to live in a common
way, stint and economize and manage the
best you can. How long will that suit a girl
of your tastes? Think well of it. I shall
let you have your own choice in regard to
this marriage.”
“My mind is made up, my dear Belle,”
Stella responded.
She took up the view, slipping a letter into
ltd nnvalnrkn

no

elm ciwil/n

“I do not,
heavy slap
you see. I won’t be sorry,” murmured she,
turning the envelope to look at its superof the hand.

scription.
“Your happiness

is within your own grasp,
Stella. You’ll recall my words some day,”
and with a stately gait Belle Lawson lef t

her.
Stella

ran lightly up stairs to her own
and touched the bell In great haste.

room

“You will oblige me by mailing this at
once,” she said to the servant who answered
her call, handing him this very envelope,
“and,” she said, smiling and blushing, “be
careful Jof this,”
putting another letter
into his hand. Leave it with no one but the
person to whom it is addressed.”
“There’ll be no mistake, miss.” And that
night a perfumed note lay on Clarence Hen8haw’s pillow, and he, foolish fellow, was
transported to the upper heaven of delight.
Three months later they were married.
They were a happy and hopeful couple.
This life upon which they had entered was
like a new and unexplored country, but Clarence meant to work hard and felt little or no
doubt in regard to their future. He had
been a head bookkeeper for many years
and had the promise of something better yet
the coming season. They rented a house in
the pleasant, part of the city, kept a servant
and Stella wore the handsome clothes which
had been provided at the time of her marriage. But toward the end of the first year
of their wedded life his firm was said to be
under heavy liabilities, and the anniversary
of their marriage found the house bankrupt
and Clarence out of a situation. They moved
out of their house and took a cheaper place
in another part of the city. By this time
their funds began to run low, and Stella
wanted something new for her wardrobe.
“I shall find something by-and-by,” the
husband said bravely.
It was at this trying time that a little
speck of humanity was put into Stella’s
arms, and Its feeble cry told that the responbillty of motherhood was here.
“I’m the happiest man alive,” Clarence
exclaimed, carressing wife and baby boy.
“Let pride go to the dogs, Stella,” he added,
remembering that now his responsibility was
greater than before. “They are in want of
of workmen on the new city hall. I’ll take
my hammer—it will give us bread.”
She ought to have been contented—ought
to have thought with pride of the man who
would thus brave the world’s opinion. He
went out in the early morning and came
home late at night, his handsome face glowing with love. But the very thought that
her husband was brought dowa to the level
of a common laborer hurt her.
Sister Belle had said that her tastes were
luxurious, and she wanted a pretty home
now and fine apparel for herself and baby.
The people with whom she had lived had
never

to count their money to know if

r.ould Iniv

a

tipav

rirpss

Slip

they

tunor

ha/1

to make the best of circumstances, and why
should she now ? The little privations she
endured worried her, and In a little while
the sweet-tempered woman became moody

down-hearted.
“Stella is homesick,"

and

say;
her.

the husband would
"the care of the baby is too much for
I must make some money,” and his

hammer rang with redoubled energy; but
Stella continued to sulk.
“How can you expect me to live among
such surroundings?” was her appeal when
he begged her to cheer up. “It is cruel in
you. I want to go home to my friends.”
The warm glow came to his face, and he
drew her tenderly toward him without a
word, but there was a look piteous to see in
his handsome eyes. Then came a day a little later when it did seem that matters had
come to a crisis.
The city hall was finished
and Clarence must look for something new.
Jeun'e, who had been Freddy’s nurse, had
to go, and all the household cares fell upon
Stella. They had moved about a great deal,
hoping to find a place in which the fretful
girl wife would be contented.
“These people are all alike, you know, and
I may as well be in one place as another,”
was her reply to Clarence when lie suggested
that they move.
It was unwomanly in her to say this, she
knew, and she thought to run after her husband and beg his forgiveness, but just then
Freddy caught her dress, causing her to spill
the water she was pouring into the kettle,
which only increased her vexation.
“You cross little thing!” she exclaimed,

impatiently. “Take that!” laying her hand
heavily on the little bare shoulders. Then
she sat down and fell into hysterical weeping. Freddy, with the prints of her fingers
still on his neck, tried to climb into her lap,
but she pushed him away roughly.
"Don’t do anything you’ll be sorry for
Stella,” her husband said, coming into the
room just then.
“I thought you’d gone to town,” she replied, sharply. O dear! If I had taken good
advice I would not have married a poor
man.”
“You are not yourself this morning, Stella,” and his eyes were full of unshed tears
as he saw the red marks on the
baby’s
neck.
“Do you think 1 can endure

enough,”
“But I might

everything?”

she cried spitefully.
“I ou are nervous and tired, dear. Come
here,” and he put out his hands to clasp her,
but she turned away from him and left the

never

return,

the next train.”
“You are always hearing of something
new,” was her quick reply; “but what does
it amount to?”
“I am

hoping

for

something better,

think I’ve found it now.”

and I

“Well, I guess I don’t want to heah

“See if you are not back in a day or tw< )
with the same old story.”
Clarence turned quickly and left her. Sh )
heard him cross the room, and knew he ben t
over Freddy’s crib and kissed the little sleep
er

again

and

“He’ll

back before he’s
she to herself, going

dying.”
Mrs. Wilson came, for though rough in
she was kind in heart.
“Ho is in a lit.” she said, the moment sh«
saw the child.
“Bring me some water and
help get off his clothes.”
Stella obeyed.
manner

“Hold him so, till I run home and get some
medicine,” she said, putting him in the
bath. “Such women as you ain’t fit to be

mothers,” she.coutinued, returning

with her

“Nonsense,” replied Mrs. Wilson. “You
have a pretty home if it was put in order.”
a

a

cents.

to Jive in the house.

if her heart would break.

“Yes, indeed.”
“And you will stay with me through the
night?” forgetting that she was one of
“those people.”
“I’d stay with you a whole blessed week,”
replied true-hearted Mrs. Wilson, “if I could
make you a wife worthy of your husband.”
“Tell me what I shall do and I’ll do it
willingly and without complaining."
All through the long night, while Freddy
lay between life and death, Mrs. Wilson
worked over him bravely and told the girlmother chapters in her own life experiences.
There were passages over which Stella wept
bitterly, and when morning dawned, giving
back the child from danger, in place of the
tickle, unreasonable woman, there was one
ready to meet life’s work with firm purpose
and strong heart.
She tidied up each apartment, and instead
of going about in a dowdy wrapper, put on a
fresh dress, arranged her hair becomingly,
and changed the pucker about her mouth for
her own rosy lips.
“You’re a pretty little thing,” Mrs. Wilson told her wnen she had fastened h knot
of blue ribbon in her hair.
“See sfter baby
now. I’ll look in every now and then through
the day, and tonight
I^villcome back to you.
Your husband will be here tomorrow morn-

ing.”
“Yes,”

Litewaite—You must excuse me If 1 am
rather dull. I am always stupid when I have a
headache.
Miss Keene—Dear me. It mast be dreadful to
have a headache so much of the time.”

IMr.

A STARTLINC FACT.
It is not commonly known that a large proportion of the rheumatism and neuralgia extant is
traceable

directly to the diseased condition or
imperfect action of the kidneys and liver; there,
foje a remedy which cures the resulting disease
must have found and smitten the first cause.
Many persons using Athlophoros for rheumatism
and neuralgia have been surprised to find that
chronic disorders of the liver and kidneys have
also been greatly relieved .and they have written
for an explanation.

tion.

matism left me.

Wf.hstek Nevens.
Ellsworth, Me., April 23,18S6.
For an attack of rheumatism my wife used two
bottles of Athlophoros, deriving speedy and permanent rollef therefrom. We know Athlophoros
to be a medicine of much merit, and do not licsL
tate to recomend it as a reliable remedy. L. J.
Fii.es.
Every druggest should keep Athlophoros and
Athlophoros Pills, but where they cannot be
bought of the druggist the Athlophoros Co., 112
Wall St., New York, will send send either (carriage paid) on receipt of regular price, which is
$1.00 per bottle for'Athlophoros and 50c. for
Pills.
For liver and kidney diseases, dyspepsia, indigestion, weakness, nervous debility, diseases of

as

tains him?” she continued, when the clock
the strokg of 12. “What if”—and her
heart lay like lead in her bosom as she re-

was on

called the look she last saw on
his face—
“what if he never comes back!” she mur-

women, constipation, headache, impure blood,
&c., Athlophoros Pills are unequalled.

mured, going into her own room. “Mrs. Wilson,” she called, “where is my husband?”
In an instant the dear good soul was beside
hand

tenderly

on

the

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL,

aching

head. True hearted woman! She shrank
from saying it had been a dreadful night on
the sound, and that a steamer had collided
with the New York boat.
“Her husband
traveled by boat,” had been her conclusion.
Stella caught at her arm, the sound of her
voice answering Freddy, and with a cry she
fell. I’oor, tired, inexperienced wife nnd
mother! Was the ordeal so ordered? With
the help of a neighbor Mrs. Wilson laid her
on the bed.
“Run for the

doctor,”

she

said

to

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Oct. 30, 1886.
The following are today’s closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, &c.:

High Mixed Corn.S 1862
60®3 60 Corn, bag lots_53854
Meal, bag lots. ..61862
'>0@4 25 Oats, car lots....38839
Oats, bag lots....39840
00®5 25 Cotton Seed,
car lots..22 60823 IX)
60*4 76 do bag... 24 00825 OO
dear do_ 4Vfc®4% Sack’dBr’n
stone ground. 4Vfc*4 35
car lots.. 16 60®! 7 00

Superfine ami
low grades.2
X Spring and
XX Spring..4
Patent Spring
Wheats.6
Midi, straight
roller .4

Miss

Williams.”
“But you don’t know-”

SI

“Mrs. llenshaw
fever; and whether her husband is dead or alive, I can’t say.”
When Stella opened her eyes again it was
nearly night. She knew no one about the
bed, but talked to Clarence and Freddy and
sister Belle. She was going to help her husband now. She could earn money by teaching music or painting, “or might have a few

pupils
me

for

dancing,” she added.

forgive
were put

“But

striking-” and her arms
clasp something, when she

up as if to

Louis

do bag. .18 00819 00
st'gt
roller.4 75*5 00 Middlings. 18 Otto.20 60
"‘.ear do....4 25*4 60 do hag lots,19 00822 IX)
Winter Wneat
Provision*.
Patents_ 6 00*5 25 PorkFish.
Backs ...15 50816 00
Cud, t» dti—
Clear....14 76816IX)
Large Shores 75*3 00
Mess.12 00812,50
Large Uauk2 25*2 60 BeofSmall.2 00*2 26
Ex Mess.
8 008 8 60
Pollock.2 00*2 75
Plate....
9 0089 60
Haddi ick.1 50*2 00
Ex Plate. 9 60810 00
Hake.1 25*1 75 Lard—
Tubs t> 4»..6%87 c
HerringScaled F Iji. 10* 20c
Tierces.... 6%&7 c
No 1.13*1 lie
u 8
c
Palls.7
Mackerel F bbl—188(1. Hams **lb....l2®T2Vs
Sliore Is.21 50*26 00
do covered. .148141*
Shore 2s. 12 50*15 00
Oil.
Med. 3s.
KeroseneSmall.
Port.
Ref.
Pet. 6i*
*
F rod nee.
Water White- 8
Cranberries—
13
Pratt’sAstT,*)bl>l.
Maine.4 75®5 00 Devoe’s Brilliant. 11‘*
Cod..
.7
50
Cape
00*7
Ligonia. 8ya
Pea Seans.. .1 85*2 00 Silver White. 7V»
Medium
1 85*2 00 Centennial. 8 V*

“I do,” she interrupted.
will have a run of nervous

in

Taken in connection with Athlophoros Pills

large proportion of those who have these diseases.
Lisbon, Me., April 5,1886.
From boyhood I have been afflicted with rheumatism, have spent hundreds of dollars trying to
get rid of the disease, but no matter how much
medicine I took the rheumatism has always stuck
fast to me, compelling me to lose much time and
money to say nothing of the suffering I endured.
I was advised to try Athlophoros, feeling I could
get no worse by so doing, I got a bottle, soon there
was a change for the better, the pain left me entirely, the medicine worked well until the rheu-

“Yes, indeed!” she exclaimed, joyfully,
bending over Freddy’s cot, “we’ll kiss papa a
hundred thousand times, won’t we dear?”
“I do wish Clarence would come,” she
kept saying the next morning. “What de-

a

on

this is, without exception, the most valuable kidney and liver remedies In the world, and will cure a

replied, with a bright look
in her eyes, “He’ll be here by 10 o’clock.”
After all, it was a long time to wait she
thought. She was so impatient to tell him

her, restiug

The fact is, that the remedy

these organs, cleansing them from
directly
all irritating substances and regulating their acacts

Stella

—and she would kiss him as many times
he wished.

Everybody, almost, knows' what a wide spread
short-up figure Billy Kice, the minstrel, has. The
story goes that he was at ail agricultural show a
short time ago, aud as he stooaiu a thoughtful attitude contemplating the exhibit, the editor of a
paperaud a farmer passed by on the other side.
“Look there,” whispered the editor, “lliat's
Klee.”
"Where?” inquired the farmer.
“There,” said the editor, pointing towards William.
“Kice?” repeated the farmer, inquiringly.
“Yea.”
“Well, by gosh. It’s the funniest rice I ever see.
It looks a durn sight more like a puukin. lad's
go an’ take a look at It.”
Billy met the farmer half way and paralyzed
him.

One bottle of Dr. Seth Arnold’s Cough Killer
cured me of a severe attack of pneumonia. I was
lu a critical condition, aud upon the suggestion of
a friend obtained a bottle of the above named
remedy, and I was surprised at my quick aud
wonderful recovery. It Is a splendid medlciue_
Isaac W. Kichtmeyer, Saugertles, Ulster Co., N.
Y„ Feb. 8,1886.
Mothers, teething and fretful children need Dr.
Seth Arnold’s Soothing and Quieting Cordial. 25

good man,” replied
Stella, warmly, resenting the last part ol
the speech.
“He has shown himself to be a good man.”
The woman said it in good faith, wrapping
Freddy in soft flannels and administering a
quieting potion. She had beeu watching the
movements of the people ever since they

as

When she boesmo Miss, she clung to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gs ve them Castoria,

"What
pa?"
“According to my experience iu the prayer business, every well regulated prayer ought to ha ve
an amen to It, and—”
But Mary had shut the piano and was telling
her mother how cross pa was today.

My sister ad-

a

“My baby will get well, wo'n’t he?” was
said pleadingly, and the poor thing sobbed

Child, she cried for Castoria,

is It

long ago.”

came

her Castoria,

here, Mary.”

poor man,”
“And so you keep finding fault and com
plaining when your husband is trying in
every way to make an honest living.
It is a
wonder you haven’t driven him to drink

“But my husband is

was o

gave

“Mary, what Is that piece you’ve been playing
the piano every night
for the last three
weeks?” Inquired the old gentleman just as Mawas
tuning un,
ry
"That Is called the Maiden’s Prayer, papa.”
“Malden’s Prayer,” he repeated.
Well look

better.”

so.

When she

we

on

“Young people can't begin where the old
ones left off.
They must make their own
homes.”
“I never understood it
vised me never to marry

When Baby wa. sick,

The avenues leading to an early grave have often hecnjstopped bv I)r. Bull’s Cough Syrup. 20 cts.
AVin. Deipliy, Academy Hotel, Baltimore, Md.,
writes“Salvation Oil not only relieves rheumatism hut effects an entire cure.” I’rico 25 cents.

hands full of bottles.
“1 have so many trials to bear,” moaned
Stella.

“I’m used to

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

dozed

again.
Late that evening Clarence came in sight
of home. Contrary' to Mrs. Wilson’s conjecture, he came by a different route. He had
thought to telegraph, but “Stella won’t worry,” he said, “if I am late.” The light faded from his eyes and his face turned ghastly

—

German mal CO a 1 70
Kaiaina.
Vellow Eyes. 1 40*1 (16 Muscatel— 2 25 u 3 on
Potatoes, bush. 50*65 Loudon Lay’r 2 608 2 87
St Potatoes 2 00®3 00 OuduraLuy. 11
,« 11 Vtf
Onions
2 75*3 00 Valencia.
789 Vs
Turkeys.15*20
Nugur.

wmte wnen neiookea into the rooms.

“Both gone?" lie groaned, Walking from
Chickens.12*14
p lb.614
the bed to the couch.
Fowls
.11*12 g-anulated
xtraC.6%
Ducks.
Mredit.
®
“No, no,” Mrs. Wilson said comfortingly. Geese...
Red Top
*
$2% 8)S2i*
“Baby’s better, and your wife will come out
Apples.
Timothy Beed2 26*2 35
1
25
Clover.
9
25*2
of this. All she needs is good nursing, and | F.hbl
811
Chreae.
that she shall have,” turning aside her head
Vermont....l3
8131*
N.Y. factoryl3
5 13 '*
and drying her eyes with the corner of her
I Sage.
148141*
apron.
Halter.
Evaporated F lb 9®10c |
I.emons.
What should we do if such as she were
Creamery » lb... 26 a. 8
Palermo.(5;00®7 00 Ollt Edge Ver....25a 27
not stationed all along the walks in life?
Messina.6 00*7 oo Choice.175,18
Malagers—
Hood.14815
It was painful to listen to the wild talk.
Oranges.
Store.I2i£l4
‘If I might endure it,” Clarence said so
Florida.
*
■tgic*Valencia
Eastern extras ,.23«24
at
last
Stella
times.
When
awoke
many
Messina and P«
Can & Western..
23
from the horrible dreams her husband was
iciiuu v u**” ovra*t uui isianu.23
bending over her.
'■’aliroad Receipts.
“Clarence,” she said very softly at first;
PORTLAND. Oct. 30, 18811.
“Clarence,” she repeated, putting her arms
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
ami 44 cars miscellaneous merchandise; lor conabout his neck, “If you’ll forgive me for
roads 112 cars miscellaneous mereUau
striking Freddy I’ll kiss you, O, so many necting
dlse.
times!”
Crain Quotations.
Foolish fellow! he cried like a baby.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
“Listen Stella,” he saidas soon as he could
The following quotations are receive
command his voice; “listen! I did get the
dally by
F. G. Stevens, No. 42% Exchange street:
situation and you can have everything you
WHEAT.
want.” touching his lips to cheek and foreNov.
Dec.
Jan.
May
head, “and you are going to have such a
74%
Opening.... 72%
76%
81%
Highest.|73
74%
76%
81%
pretty house in Brooklyn.”
Lowest. 72%
74%
81 v»
7o%
“All I want is your love,” clasping him
73
Closing
74%
81 %
76%
CORN.
close, “and that Freddy get well. 1 am ready
Dec.
Jan.
to be a poor man’s wife I”
Opening....36%
37
38%
Highest....36
;37%
37%
Lowest.36%
37
3«%
Closing.38
38%
WIT AND WISDOM.
37%
42%

Portland.

I

.,

..

....

OATS.

•Women with pale, colorless faces who feel weak
and discouraged, will receive both mental and
bodily vigor by using Carter’s Iron Tills, which
are made for the blood, nerves and complexion.
colored preacher
In a town in
Mississippi the other day, and he rose
before Ills congregation and said:
Tlte striking mania reached

a

"Chll'en, Ise ben tryln' haru to preach
on $2 a
week, an’ l'se got discouraged.
eider

gwine
ens

ob

'long

to raise

gospel

You has
|3,sr lie

de
salary to
out an’ skirmish fur hogs an chickwid de res’ oh you, an' take my chances

got

to

dc

get

gwine to, heaven.”

Pain from indigestion, dyspepsia, and too hearty
eating is relieved at once by taking one of Carter’s Little Liver Pills immediately after dinner
*
Don’t forget this.

are

received

Portsmouth R.183%
Laconia Manuf. Co.445
Continental Mills.64%
PeupereU Manufacturing] Co.1160
Aten.. Topeka ami Sam Fe Railroad. 92%
New York and New ;Ki. land Railroad.
00%
Saco &

donref

142

pref...

Opening....

Nov.
26%

Highest.... 26%
Lowest.25%
Closing.26%

•

Dec.
20%
26%
26%

Jan.

26%

27%

30%

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan * Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS
Par Value. Bid.
Asked

.Bank.100
Casco vt*
Nat. S*1
Bank.ion ik-*
First National Bank..
116
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
60
National Bank.. 75 123
National Traders’ Bank.100 143
Ocean Insurance Co.100
80
Portland Company..
Portland Gas Company. 60
62
1,1,1

1,1S
i,;n
62
126

145
»o

,5,
65

BONDS.

State of Maine 6s, due 1889.106
Portland City Os.Munlclp'l varlouslOO
PorGand City 6s, R. R. aid 1907...124
Batb City 6s, Mun. various.102
Bath City 6s R. R. aid various.... 100
Bangor C ty 6s, long R. R. aid.... 113
Bangor City 6s, long Mun.122
Belfast City 6s, R. Tt. aid. 104
And. & Keu. R. H.
6s, various... 105
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895 110
1-eeUs & Karming'ln R. R. 6s.110
Ma ne Central R. R. 1st
mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central R. R, Consol 7s.... 132

107
116
125
105

101
116
124
100
106
1H
112
123

134

96

Mexican Central. 11%
Marquette. Houghton and Ont. R., coin_ 41%
Mexican Central 4s. 47
RostouWater PowerlCo.
5Vi
Boston & Albanv Railroad.186
Eastern Railroad; 6s.128%
Wisconsin Central. 23
C. B. & y.138%
BostouLand Company.8%
Mexican Central R 7s.60
Calumet & Hecla.224
Maine Central Railroad.129
Boston & Maine.Railroad.
208
Old Colony
..7.179

New York Stock and Money Market.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Oct 30, 1886,-Mouey on ca 1
Is quiet, ranging from 4 to 6 per cent; last loan at

5. closing 5 (j6%. Prime mercantile paper at 4<a6
per cent. Exchange Is dull and steady at 4 80%
@4 80% and ;4 84va;4 84V*. Government bonus
dull and steady. Railroad bonds have been quiet
and genalty firm. The stock market closed steady
close to best figures reached.
Toe transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggre
gated 255.963 shares.
xoe touowmg are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
a
United States bonds, 3s.100
New 4s, reg.128%
New 4s, coup.128%
New4%s, reg .111%
New 4%s, coup.111%

CentrallPacific

lsts .Ill
Denver & R. Gr. lsts.122
Erie 2ds.102
Kansas Pacific Consols.109%

Oregon Nav. lsts.110
Unlon;Pac!fic 1st.116
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.
The following New York stock market Is received dally, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
Adams Express...141
American Express.106
CentrallPacific. 46%
Chesapeake & Ohio. 9%
Chicago & Alton.142
Chicago & Alton preferred.160

Chicago, Burlington

&

do pref.47
Missouri Pacific.117 V*

New Jersey Central. 50%
Northern Pacific. 28%
do pref. 63
Northwestern.117%
Nortnwestern preferred.141
New York Central.
113%
New York. Chicago & St. Louis.I 14%
do prel. 27%
<)lilo Central.
Ohio & Miss.
28%
Out. & Western.
20
Oregon Transcon. 84%
Pacific Mail. 64%
Panama
98
Pullman Palace.146
Beading .86%
K ie* island.126%
at Louis & Ban Fran. 33%
ao prel. 68%
1st pref.
116
St. Paul. 94%
St. Paul preferred.121%
Si, Fau„ alluu. Si Man.119
8t Paul
uiianu. 50
do pre,.Ill
Texas Pacific.
21%
Union Pacific.
60%
U. S. Express. 60
Wahash, St. Louis & Pacific
19%
do pref. 35%
Western Union Telegraph. 79%
A’ton & Terre Haute. 37
do pref.
Boston ah' Line.100
BurUngto & Cedar Rapids. 65
Metropolitan liKl.209
Richmond;® Danville.160
Wells. Fargo Express.126
Mobile & Ohio...<.• 18%
Morris & Essex.140
Central Iowa
14%
Fort Wavne.146
Pacific 6s of’95. 126V*
Long island. 94%
Cou.;Coal. 27%
Canaa&iEo'uhem.
63%
Canton.
E. Tenn.13%
EastTeun, lstnret.. 74
..

Kansas &

Texas.1*36%

Houston A Texas. 33
Oregon N'av.106%
New York

Mining

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.] •
NEW YORK, 0ct.30,1886,-The following
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

are

Colorado |Coal.32 75

(Quicksilver.

5 00
2300

do preferred.
Homestake.1725
Ontario.24 oo
Standard.1 12%
North Belle Isle.7 00

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Oct. 30, 1886.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions, Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 14 25®14 75; short cuts 14 60
16 oOjhacks 14 75®T5 OO; light backs at 13 60®
14 00; lean ends 14 50®15 00; pork tongues al
12 50®a$13 oo; prime messfl3 00® 14 6U;extra
prime at 10 60g$ll; mess, old, at, 10 60; do new
11 50.

lard—choice at 6%®7c
lb in tierces; 7%®
7%c in 10-lb palls ;8®8%c in 6-lb pails ;8%@8%
in 3-lb pails.
Hams at;il %®12c iplb, according to size and
cure; smoked shoulders 7%®8c; pressed hams at

ll%®12e.
Dressed hogs, city,

at 6%c p !b.
Butter— Western extra fresh made creamery at
28 a 29c; do extra firsts at 24®26c; do firsts 20
®23c; do extra held creamery 21c; do extra first
held crniy 19 ®20c; do choice held imitation 17<®
18c; do fresh Imitation creamery, choice 21 fa 22;

do firsts 20c;doJune factory, choice at 14c; do
fair to good at 12® 13c; do connnou lots 10® 1 lc;
erniout cmry extra at 2 8(680c :;do dairy at 26®
27c: do extra firsts. at 22®24c. Jobbing prices
l®2e higher.
Cheese—Northern, choice to extra, ll%®12e;
sage at 13c; Western choice to extra at ll%c;
lower grades according to quality; Job lots %c
higher.
Eggs—Neat by 25®26c: Eastern extra 26c ;Eastern firsts at 22®23c; N H and Vennoutextra 23
New York extra at 22a23c; Western
®23%c:
clioice at 21e; (Michigan choice at 22@23c; Nova
Scotia 21®22c; limed 18®19%c. Jobbing price
lc

but firm.

sales were made
important
T& market
clSSJ

higher.

Beans—t')ioice8mall N Y hand picked pea) 70®

1 75 t* hush; clioice New York large hand picked
do l 65®l 70; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 86® ta 1 90.11
Hay—Choice prime at $17|60®$18; fair to good
♦16 ooajfl 7 00: Eastern fine $14a$16; poor to
ordinary at ?a$15: East swale flic Rye straw,
choice, S16®17 00; oat straw *9a$10 ** ton.
Potatoes—Extra Maine and New Brunswick
bhl 1 62 a 1 70.
__

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.]
1886—Cattle-slow;

CHICAGO, Oct. 30.

re-

ceipts 1,000; shipments 0000; shipping steers at
3 30®5 20; Stockers and feeders at 1 90®3 20;
bulls and mixed 1 25®2 75; bulk at 2 60; through
Texans 2 2..»:i 20.

flogs—lower: receipts 20.000; shipments 6,000; rougli and mixed at 3 60®4 00; packing and
shipping 3 75a4 15; light 3 6U®4 10; skips 2 25
®3 40.
Slieep— steady; receipts 2,000ishlpinents 1000;
natives at 2 00®3 76; Western at 3 40®3 70:Texaus 2 00 a 3 00.
Lambs at 3 00®4 60.
-a
Print Cloth Market.
FALL RIVER, Oct. 30, 1886.—The print cloth
market is firm—Production for the week 175,000
pieces; deliveries 160.000 pieces; stock on hand
60,000pieces; sales 143.00O pieces; spot 49,000
|/lvl

V

,7

U4X048

IUIUI VO

;nt

VT,VUV

pi 1VV-VVAVVIJ

HI
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3VaC._
Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Oct. 30, 1886.—Flour declining;
sales 9,600 l)l>ls; State at 2 15a4 76; Ohio 3 60
4 16; Western 2 15a4 90; Southern 3 26a5 IK'.
Wheat %c lower ;sales 8,000 bush No 2 Red tor
Oet. at S3 1316c; 62,4000 do November 83% a
83 16 16c; 1,728,000 do December 86%@8o%e;
624,000 busli do for Jau at 87y*ta87V4C; 472,000
bush do May 92 16-16 93 %c; receipts 64,900.
Corn lower; sales 496,000 hush; receipts 42,000 bush ; Mixed Western spot 44u 45%c;. do fu
tures 4 >ut 50c.
Oats lower; sales 60,000 hush, ineluding No 2
for November at 32%@32%c; December 35%c;
■

May 36%c; receipts 66,660 bu.
Iteef dull.
Fork Arm. Lard quiet.
Petroleum firm. Klee Is steadv.BCoffee Is firm.
Sugar quiet. Molasses steady. Freights are dull.
1 [Spirits Turpentine steady! Rosin is quiet. Tal-

low.

CHICAGO. Oct. 30, 1886.—There was a rather
heavy feeling in all the grain markets during the
early hours, accompanied bv a lower range of
prices, but rallied toward the close, and finished
at about yesterday’s prices, a shade easier. Flour
Winter Wheat 4 16®4 5o;
was quiet; Southern
Wisconsin 9t>s4 15; Michigan do at 4 00®4 50;
soft Spring Wheat 3 60a4 10; Minnesota bakers
3 60n-4 10; patents 4 40 u 4 80; low grades 1 76
1*2,75; Rye flour at 3 25®3 60. Cash quotations
were as follows:'No 2 Spring Wheal 72% u.72% ;
No 3 do at 63n66%o; No 2 Red at 73%e. No 2
Corn at 35%®35%C. No 2 Galsat 26%®26%C.
llye-No 2 atTioc. Barley—No 2 at 63%c. Frovisons—Mess Fork at 8 96. Lard 6 80. Dry salted shoulders —; short clear side 6 00®0 66.
Receipts—Flour, 14,000 bbls; wheat. 82,000
lu; corn 162.oo0,bu; oats 83,000 bu; rye 4,000
bush Barley, 45,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 12,000 bbls;|wheat, 16,000
hush: corn, 169,000 hush; oats, 71,000 bush:
r/e 2,000 bush, barley 34.000 bush.
ST. LOG IS.oei.80 1886.—Flour market steady:
XXX at 2 36®2 45; family at 2 55,g/2 70; choice
3 6o®4 15; tuucy 3 40 n3 60; extra fancy 3 66m
Wlieat lower; No 2 Red
3 80; patent 4 00®4 35.
at 74Vie. Corn is steady; No 2 Mixed at 33%c.
dais are lower; No 2 Mixed 26%c. Lard higher
5 80@6 85.
Rec eipt*—Flour, 4,000jbbls ;Jwlieat. 27,Oim> bu;
coru.J43.0OO,bushi’eats, 21,000 busli; r\e, 2,000
blisll. 0-1 ley 11,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 3,000 bbls; wheat 1,000 bu;
eoru.io.ooo bush: oats ,000 hush;ryel0,000 bush;
barley 0.000 hush.
DETROIT, Oct. 30,1886.—Wheat steaay: No 1
White at 75%c; Mich Red 76%c;No 2 Red 76%.
Receipts, 17,700 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Oct. 29.1880.—Cotton quiet;
middling 8%c.
SAVANNAH,Oct. 29,1886. Cotton is steady;
middling 8%e.
CHARLESTON. Oet. 29,1886.—Cotton steady;
mlddlUg 8%i®8 7-16c.
MEMPHIS, (kt. 29,1886.—Cotton steady; middling 8 9-16c.
MOBILE, Oct. 29,1886.-Cotton is quiet; middling 8 Vs c.
«

_

Havana Market.
[By Telegraph.]

HAVANA. Oct..31.—Sugar—Though buyers,
owing to unfavorable news received from abroad,
had resolved to hold aloof, holders, In view of the
proximity of the coming crop, wt*ro compelled to

WANTED.

tOTHkSKM?

M&.>$0
receipts
hhds;

6,300

,t.tWsE'
Freight, dull; p

BOOMS.

Passengers for California to
WANTED
immediately and purchase cheap

t0 u6 degree,
polar,za-

—

boxes

mitcif Jl w'tubnkhT”1

agSoami* &

,,,
milk,
not under 6 and not over H years old
full particulars and bottom price to M C
^
MAINE. West Buxton, Me.

CHANCE—Grapery and
RABK
grape vines in full bearing for sale

ply

...

}.

Mai
rkh

get

ilambur
low Al

Absolutely

marvel of purity,
♦™!Eow<ler ?e.ver v,u1ef* A More
strength and wholesomeness.
economical,
ordinary kinds, and can not be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
welgh^ alum or phosphate powders. Sold onlu in
cans. Royal Bakiho Powdek
Wairst.
Co., 106 <nOd1»
-W.
than the

I

A DIEM wanted to get up Tea Clubs for ou
Pure Teas and Coffees. A host of useful at
tides to select from as premiums. Scud for lllua
trated Price and Premium List. Mprciul sffrr
to every truth person that answers this adver
tisement, wc will send (ire one pound of cboici
Tea. Address NAT'L. TEA Si COFFEE, CO.
Boston. Mass.
»ct22eodAw3m

WANTED—Eudy,
represent, lu her
References

own

locality, an

old firm

Permanent position and
required.
good salary. E. J. JOHNSON, Manager, 16 Bzr-

_octlld4w

ED-Salesman with an established
merchant tailoring trades, to sell a (table line ol goods on commission. Address BOX 1115, Spriiigtlcld, Mass.

_20-4

Steamer State of
via Kastport for Boshm.
SchVicia May, Fisher, St John, NB, for New
York.
Sch Eva B Hail, Hail, Kennebec for Philadel-

BEST THING KNOWN

WASHING^BLEACHING

phia.

Standard. Oram, Kennebec for Philadelphia.
Sch Victory, Hatch, Bristol.
Sch Gen Banks, from an eastern port bonnd
west, leaking badly.
sch

Cleared.

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—J B
Coyle.
Sch Chas E Balch, Manson, Kennebec, to load
lor New Orleans—Chase, Leavitt & Co,
Sch Alfaretta Campbell, Campbell, Kennebec,
to load for Philadelphia-Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Magnet, Beals. Jonesport—N Blake.
Sch M J Sewell, Beals, Jonesport—N Blake.
Sch Sargasso. Peabody, Steuben—N Blake.
Sch Vanguard, Kimball, Boothbay—N Blake.

and gentlemen to
WANTED—Ladles
that 1 buy and pay cash for cast oil

«•

SAVES LABOR, TIM Baud SOAP AMAZINGLY, and give* universal satisfaction.
So family, rich or poor should ho w ii hout It
Sold by all Grocer,. B£ wARE of imitation*
Veil designed to mislead. PEA It LINK la thv
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound,
always bears the above symbol, and name at
JAMES PYLE. NEW YORK,

Perkins, Nagasaki.

Manzanllla, Cuba, Oct

ter, Robinson, Bridgeport.

28, sch Jos W Fos-

Memoranda.
of schr Chas R Campbell, before reat sea, arrived at Norfolk 28th,
Sch Thos N Stone, from Port Johnson for Boston, while beating out by Throgg’s Neck, carried
away her foremast bead. She was taken to City
Island.
The

crew

ported wrecked

Norfolk)

for

Angola,

Protestor of Medicine at the Royal University $
Knight ofthe Royal Austrian Order of the iron
Crown ;
Commander ofthe lloytU Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight ofthe Royal Prussian
Order of theRed Eagle; Chevalier of the
at

Knight

Legion

Honor, Ac., Ac., aaya;
“
UEBIO CO’S COCA BEEF TOWIC
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy
eure alls.
It ia in no sense of the word a patent
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with ita
mode of preparation ana know it to t*» not only a
legitimate pharmaceutical product,but also worthy
of the high commendations it baa received in all
parta of the world. It contains essence of Beef,
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisava, which are diesolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown
Sherry.**
Invaluable to all who are Run Down, Nervous,
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarioue or afflicted with
weak kidneys. Beware of Imitations.
EU UUW8TT8 FAV02ITI COSXXTXO CLICK!*!.
Used by Her Royal Highness thelPrineess of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin. Complexion, Eruptions,Chapping. Roughness. 91.00. Of druggists.
LIEBIO CO*8 Genuine Syrup of Sareala. Is guaranteed as the beat Sarsaparilla la

dec7

M&Klynrm

NlWTUNGS”

Cannot be made by medi-

cines, or
sicians;

the skill of
but the old

ones

strengthened and
preserved by the use of

Adamson’s
Botanic
a sure

Cld 29th. barque;Isaac Jackson, Goodwlu, Paysandu: Nereid, Clifford, Havana.
Cld 30th, schs Jos G Stover, Arey, Wood Point,
NB; Stephen G Loud, Torrey, Pascagoula; Geo
M Adams, standlsb, Kennebec; Mary A Hall.
French, Kennebec; E R Emerson, Child, Clark's
Cove, to load for Port Royal.
SALEM—In port 80lh. schs Geo Berry. Rockland tor New York; Emerson Hokes, Baltimore
for Bangor; FredC Holden,Calaisot New Haven;
War Eagle. Baugor for New Bedford; Richmond,
do for Boston; Jed Frye, Boston for Calais.
In port 29th, schs J P Augur, from New York
for Bangor; Eva May, Amboy lor Portland; Senator Grimes, Marlon for Calais; Helen Thompson,
Port Johnson for Saco; Nellie Star. New York for
Portland; Mary E Amsdeu, Calais for New York;
Eagle Amboy for Friendship; Jas Barret, Kite*
be til port for Uallowell: Ella Clifton. Calais for
New llaveu; Lewis Clark, Bangor for New York;
War Steed, fm Elizabethport ter Augusta; Mary
Sands, Wtscasset for New Haven; N Jones, Boston for Harringtou; W M Snow. Rockland fordo;
Laura T Chester, Boston for Rockland; Magnet
81 JoUn. NB, for New York; Humboldt, Thouiaston for do.
Also, sebs Lettte Wells, Calais for New York
Geo W Glover, Rockland for New York- Hattie
Curtis, Bangor for Cottage City; Avou, from Bancor forNewark; Raven, do for New
York; Elvira.
Kennebec for New York; Lucy Jones Rockland
for do; Andrew Peters, Calais for PawtucketRaven, Sullivan for Kondout; Lizzie C Rich Bangor for Cottage City.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 29tli, sell Ella, McVaue
Potut Wolf, NB, for New York; Modoc Perry
Nova Scotia for do; Addie Weasel, from Rock-

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Shanghae Oct 27, barque Kmnia T cr„w
ell. Pendleton, Victoria.
At Calcutta Sept 21, snips Empire. Snow for
NSW York; El Capitan, Sewall, anA sduth
American, Tucker,fordo; George Skolfleld, Hall uncbarques Chaluiette, Chadbourue, and Adolnli
Auoipn
Obrfg, Carle ton, unc.
At Victoria Oct 18, ship Rlchd P Buck Carver
er'
from Shanghae, for Nanaimo 19th,
Sid fm Habia Oct 7, barque Geo M stanwnoii
stanwood,
Webber, Barbadoes.
Ar at Pernambuco Oct 6, barque Honnv Do<m
Burgess, Rio Janeiro; brig Isaac W Parker, Kane
Sid 6tii, sell Maggie E Gray, Young, Antlllas
Ar at l'arssboro Oct 26, schs Hearivtlle Meier
vev, St George; M & L White, Curry Rockland
Cld 2#tH, sent’ H Eaton, Sinclair, New York
8ld fm Joggins, N8, Oct 23, schs J 8 Moulton
Win H Mitchell, and 8 J Watts, for New York
Cld at St John, NB. Oct 29th, sch Mam a Loa
Loa'
Thompson, New York.

Spoken.
Oct 26, lat 27, Ion 67, barque Isaac L
Skolfleld, from Kew Y<Jrk for Calcutta

for,NeweYork.Sl,l*>

McNCar' 1U

Rlroin„i,i

"“S’*Cebu

central locatlou.

This Plaster
acts

directly uponlthe
muscles and nerves of the
back, the seat of all pain.
F

It ALL

Lung Ti

ubles. whether
local 01 deeply seated,
this Plaster will be found
to give instant relief by
between the
applying
shoulder blades.
SHARP.
B*For Kidney Trouble

Rheumatism, Neuralgia.
Pain in the Side, ami Hack
Ache, they are a certain
and speedy cure.

AI NS.
Sohl by druggists for 25
cents, or five for *1.
Trade mark patented. Mailed on receipt of price
by t.rorge ('. Load win A- Cm.. General Agents,
0ct2O-W,FAM-6m-urm
Boston.

JSgk

U^-HAY^,

ARAB'MIMsaM
The Best Medicines

Erer Invested For

k

J

agents actually clear $20
dally with my wonderful entirely new patent
rubber undergarment for lemales. A Minister's
wile sold 13 first hour. MADAM C. T. LITTLE,
Box 443. Chicago, 111.
5-4

WANTED_Lady

fllSlELLANKOl'S.
Muffs, Hats. Caps, Fur Collars,
Gloves and Furs of every description, and
BOA**,
at lowest
for
furs. SOM-

trimmings

PAIN AND

^

IN

oct27

to

Plasters.

Effective Remedy for pain or weakness
the Breast, Side. Back, or Limbs; also for
Liver Complaint, Weak Lungs, Cough, Cold Spot
between the slioulds, Asthma, Difficulty in llreatIng. Pleurisy, etc., In which cases thev give im
mediate and permanent relief. Tills is the oldest
and most reliable Belladonna Plaster made, and
contains au extra tiuanlty of belladonna.
Sold by nil Druggfoi.
aep24_ odCm
An

In

LADikn, Enamel yonr
Ranges twice a year, tops
.once u week and you have
the tlncst-polished stove in
the world. For sale by all
—Grocers and Stove Deal rs.
Solesalo Agent. Portland.
MW&B13W

4th, a red moss agate seal, with
FHider will be suitably
monogram C. E, B.
rewarded on leaving It at this office.26-1

LONT—Oct.

man that carried away Mr.
WANTED-The
think must have made
Coolldge’s watch
he
we

mistake, and
further trouble,
a

as

had better return It and save
he Is well known.
25-1

T ONT—Sunday evening a Shepherd pup, black
XJ with tan breast and feet. Five dollars reward will be paid the party that leaves hlin at
THIS OFFICE.22-2
RAILROAD*.

$5.60
price $7.00, We have several equally good
20-1
bargains. M. U. PALMER.

(a effect Oct. 4, INNS.
Trains Leave Brldgtou.

A.M.
8.00

P.M.

3.20

10.56
8.36
Arrive Portland.
*.35
3.15
Leave Portland (P.&O.lt.K.)
6.00
11.10
Arrive Brldgton.
Stage connections at Brldgton for North Brldg
ton, Harrison and Waterford. Waterford stage
leaves on arrival of 11.10 a. ru. train.
Sweden Stage connects Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday, with 6.(0 p. m. train.
Stage dally from Sandy Creek for So. Brldgton
on arrival of 5.52 p. m. train.
QCtSdtfJ.A. BENNETT. Supt.
NTEAMEKN.

BOSTON
FIRE ONLY $1.00.
Fall and Winter

Arraage«eat«.

FRANKLIN WHARK,Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock: arrtvlngllii
season tor connection with earliest trains (or

alternately

son BKNT-Sbop No.
now occupied by Mr.
given about Nov. 15tli.
Exchange St.

I

lon

points beyond.
Through tickets (or Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 6 o’clock.
octltf
J. B. COYLK, Jn. Manager.

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

29-1

riu» l.i T -A first class lower tenement at No,
JL 49 Green street; also several small houses to
sell, one near Post Olltee. Enquire of J. C. WOOD28-1
MAN, No. 105>3 Exchange street.

—

AND ALL PARTS OF

—

Hrun>«wick, N#th Mcatia, Priacr Kdtrardw lalaad, aad t ape Hrrlaa.

and painted, and in Hi st-class order.
State street.
4tf

SALE

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

13OK

make-Stock and fixtures of fancy
goods store (or $700. We oiler the stock of
a first-class fancy goods store In a neighboring city
for $700, rent $125 per year; sales $8,000; expenses small, desirable location, best class of customers. Address C11ENERY & CO., wholesale
fancy goods, 256 Middle St., Portland, Me. 27-1

fixtures and

will of

Stock,
good
FOB
Taylor's confectionery and variety shop, 213
York Street. 12
health
NAI.K—

years established; poor
reason for selling; a good trade for some

one.

__25

1

MAKE—A good house and stable Iu
western part of the city; good neighborhood
and first class locatlou.
Enquire at 582 CONGKljBS STREET.25-1

tjlOK

STEAMSHIP

LISE.

From BOSTON atom WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA ann TUESDAY and FRIDAY
p.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 6
m.
Freon Pine Street Wharf,
at U) a. in.
Insurance one-ball the rate ol

Philadelphia,

sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. U., and
South by connecting Hues, forwarded Iree of commission.
Keund Trip Ilk
Passage *10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
B. H. MA.nmo.V, Agent,
70 I.aag Wharf. Hssisa.
Sldtf

TACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP tWPA.m
LINE FOR—

—

and South America and Maiico.
CITY OF PARA.sails Monday Nov. 1,

noon.

Prom New York, pier hot of Canal 8L, North
River, for Wnn Francisco v)a The l.lhinu. sf
PaaaoM,
Great reduction In rates to San Francisco, Cabin
Shot Steerage $30.
From San Frauclsco, 1st and Branuao Sts.
Fur

Jnpna

nud China,

CITY OF PEKING

sails Saturday Oct. 30th,
p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Basteru Agests.
K. A. ADAMS * CM.,
113 lilal, direct, Cor. Hraad Ml,, Heaton.
dtf
Jelo
at 2

For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
Saturdays at « p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New Yo*k. on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, jk.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
septSl-dtf
and

isl.tvn HTKA.VIKRn.

SAI.K—House No.

milk cows, at TUWKESFARM, Ocean St-, Peering.
12tf

MAI.K-N'ew

1AOK
BURY
1

SALE—Or lease, gralu mill, with trade
$7ft,ot>o pet year; buildings, machinery,
engine, boiler, etc., all good{ power aud buildings
may be used for other business U desired: price
$8000; easy terms. Address "GRAIN MILL,”
box 1239, Boston.
sep7-S

I,son
of

SALE
Owner leaving the country will
for $400, Boarding and l/nlglng
House
flourishing city near Boston; furnished
complete, aud paying $200 per month clear, year
round; always full; low rent; good location; never
changed bauds; Investigate. Address J. W. FEKGUKSON 2nd, Lynn, Mass.
13-12

FORsacrtltce
In

—

HOUSE FOR SALEM STATE STREET
State street, recently
THEsate the house
E. Gould.
on

pied by William
To purchase will ph

occu-

Any person desiring

ase

MARK P. EMERY,
at the Bank Building.
octl2dtt
Portland. Oct. 11,1888.

Hotel

at

Bar

HOUSE,

STABLES and LIVERY, situated In Ellsworth,
Maine. The house Is finely and centrally located.
There has been more business the past season
than the house could accommodate. Terms easy.
Correspondence or inspection solicited.
A. 1. SAUNDERS. Proprietor.
oct30dlw
Hl'MINKMft CHANl'EI.

MALB-ln

Charlestown,
Butter,
FAR
Cheese aud Egg store; price $800; easy terms.
line
living
Mass..

room
store; plate glass window;
connected; large dry cellar; great demand for all
Relit only $30 per
kiuds ol country produce.
Best chance for the
month. All .cast! trade.
money we have had. Please Investigate. J. W.
BKITTAN AGO., 339 Washington street, Boston,
Mass.
__28-1

Very

MAI.It -$500; line bakery, pastry, butter, milk and egg store, doing good business;
owner is obliged to go to Florida tor his health,
unable at present to attend to business; excellent
eliance for someone. JOHN W. 8. RAYMOND
& CO., 277 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 25-1

IVOR

MAI.K—$1500— Part cash. The furniture and business of one of the nicest lodghouses
In Boston; every room let tor winter:
ing
splendid chance to step Into a nice home aud good
income. JOHN W. S. RAYMOND Si CO., 277
16-2
Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

fitOH

/

_dtf

Nov. i. i use.

B08T0N AND MAIN! It. It.
pannknukb train MKHVICK,
effect Maaday, Ur taker 94, I SIM.

la

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAIN* i.KAVK POBTI. AND
Per Heetea at 17.30, 18.40 a. in., 13.40, 13.90
p m Heetea for Porllaad 7.30,8.30 a. m.. 1.00
and 4.00 p. in. For Nearkero fieaeh. Piae
Peiat. 7.30, 8.40 a. m.. 3.30, 6.30 p. m. Here.
Hiddeferd. Keaaebaak, 7.30, 8.40 a. in.,
12.40, 3.30. 5.30 p. m. W ell. Hrarb 7.30. 8.44
V m„ 3.30 p. m.
.North Berwick, Ivrrat
K trier, ilavrrhill, LawPalls, Derci
reace, I.ewell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
m.
Keeheaier Paraiagtea and Alloa Bay,
8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p. in.
Baarheater and
Coacerd via Lawtence 8.40 a. tn., (via Newmarket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
tCounerts with all Rail Lines.
for Heetea
to Scarboro

f'MAINa

1.00, 4.16p.m. via Eastern Division

Crossing.
EASTERN DIVISION.

Par Besiea *2.00, *9.00 am., *1.00, *8.00 A m.
Heetea tor Portland t7.30. 9.00 A m, 12.30,
Cape Kllaabeib, 2,00 a. m., 1,00,
0.00 p. in.
Sacs, 9.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m.
Hiddeferd, 2.00, 9.00 A in., UX>, 8.00 p.
m.
Pertsaaeath, Nrwharyaart, ■* leas aad
Lius, 2.00. 9.IX) a. m.. 1.00. 8.00 p. ro.
Parlor and
4mrsharv 9.00 A hi.. 1.00 p. m.
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.80,
ti.IXi a. m., 12.30. l.oo, 4.00, 7.00 p. in., and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30,8.40, 9.00 a. m.. 12.40,
1.00 and 6.00 p. in.
Through Pullman sleeping
cars oil trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and
Portland 2.00 a. in.
.From Nerih Berwick to Nrnrbera Creasing via Western Divisiou.
•Connects with Rail Lines tor New York, South
and West.
sConnects with Sound Lines tor New York, Seul h
and West.
10 leave passengers umy.
Through rickets to all points West and Smith
lor sale at l ain sisliss Tichei oarr Commercial Mirrrl, ParlUsS,and l airn Tirkrl
Olllrr.lO Kiihnair Mirrrl
JAM. T. KUKKKK. Oeo’l Manager.
D. J. FLANDKKS, Uen. F. A T. A
M. C WILLIAMS, Gen'l Agent.

17.00 p.m.

oct23dtf_

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R.
ARRANGEMENT

OF

TRAINS.

On and after Monday, «*•- 33,
,§§#8!?s?| IMMC.
-irrr
Passenger Trains will I.ouePortland:
Worcester, Yliataa, Ayer Jaactiaa.
Nashua, Windham and Upping at 7.3
a. a. and 1.03 p. m.
Tor tlaacheoirr. Concord, and points North

Par

at 1.03 p. as.
Par Rarhostor, Mpriagvalo, Affrool, Wslei,
boro, ami Maro Kirorat 7.3tf a. as.,|I.TI3
and I mixed) at S..MI p. as.
Par Gorham at 7.30 a. a., 1.03, 0.30, «>
(mixed) at 0.30 p. m
Par Macearappa,Caasborlaad mils, Wf ok
brook J auction and WoodTard’. at 7.JM
and 10.00 a. as., 1.03, 3.00, 0.30 try
(mixed) *0.30 p. as.
IO 0(1 a. a
Par Poreat Avenue Oeeriag
3tOO and 0.30 p. as.
The 1.03 p. at. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Jssrl. with Hoooac Tuaatl Route foi
the West, and at Tsiss Depot, W orcester, for
Net* York via Norwich l.iae, and all rail
Via Mpringflrld, also With N. V.A N. K. H. H.

On and after HONDA V.

Oct. M3,
Ifthe, PnsiM-npcr Trains Leave
PorflantT as follows:
Por Hunger, 7.10 A m., vU Augusta! I 20 p.

111., via l.ewtstoa. 1.25 and (11.16 P, m, via Aa
gastai for mirwarth. Mar Harbor, Vaocoboro, Mt. Joka, Halifas, aad the Provias
Aroostook tosaly,
res, St, Mtepkea aad
1.20 p. m., 1.2., and 111. 15 p. in. P», Haagor
* Piscataquis R. H.,7.10 a. hi, til.15 p. m..
fol Hkawhogaa, Belfast aa.' Itester, 1.20,
1.25,111.13 p. m.) Waterrillr. 7.10 A m..
1.20, 1.25, and, ttl.15 p. in., and on Saturdays
nuly at 5.15 p. ill., for Aaaarla, Hallowoll,
Gardiarr aad Bi an. wick. 7.10 A 111., 1.26,

5.16, :11.16 p.m.; Hath, 7. TO a. m 1.24,6.15
p. m.. and ou Saturdays only at 11.16 p.
in.;
Rockland .md Maos aad l.iarula B H.,
7.10a. Ui.. 1.28 p. in., Aal ara uad Lswlo
loa at 8.30 a. m., 1.20, 6.0t> p m., (.owistaa
»ia Rraaowiek, 7.10 A ni., 1.25, :11.16p.m.;
Parusiagloa, *1 oumoulb. Wlalhrop. Oak
land and Narth Anus, 1.20 p.m., Parasiagtsa rta Hraaowtck, 7.10 a. m. and 1.26
p. m.
All trains timed at
Station, stop at

California, Japan. China. Central

MAI.K

new
conthorough repair
talus all modern conveniences. Its situation Is
In
the
For
city.
unsurpassed by any
price and
terms inquire at the house, ISABEL H.s VI aLL.
15 4

JOSEPH HICKSON.Keneral Manager.
WM. EIXiAK, O. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Hunt.

mi CENTRAL RAILROAD

by furnace; very pleasant, sunny location. Apply at 323 SPRING STREET, or P. O. BOX 1178.

127 Western PromFOH
enade, occupied by Che late William T. Small.
The house is
aud iu
and

nod SoulhweM.

Bostons Philadelphia

ok to LET—House containFOB
ing 12 rooms, bath room, Sebago, and heated

LtOB SALE-A lodging house on Tremont
JT
street, Boston, Mass., 18 rooms, all full;
furniture, black
walnut
and painted
gets;
carpets, tapestry and ingrain. Kent $71 a month.
Price $900. Cause of selling, sickness. Call or
address MISS L. FOY, 342 Tremont street. Boston, Mass.
19-4

points In the

(“Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Washiagloo, and tile Mouth, and
with Hostoa Sr Albany R. H. for the WestClose conneetlon made at Westbrook Jtto
lion with through trains of Maine Central K.R. aa.
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be bad of S. II. IIELLEN,Ticket Agent, Fork
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS. Hunt*
oct23dtf

DIRECT

SALE $900 00 buys the stock, rtxtures, machines, toots and good will of a
wholesale aud retail candy manufactory; situated
ou one uf the busiest thoroughfares in the city.
Well established trade aud evcrytldug convenient
A nice soda fouutaln;
for doing a good business.
also furulshmgs and machines for an ice cream
saloon. Will be sold at appraisal for cash, or will
exchange for property iu the city, or within three
miles of the city. Must be sold at once, as owner
Is obliged to make a change In business. Enquire or address, D. RAY FKUHOCK, No. 7 Portland street, city.29-1

TO

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Whart, loot ol State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 6.00 r. M„ (or
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connectiona.
Through tickets issued and uaggage checked to
destination, ty Freight received up to 4.00 p. «.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Onion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or (or other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, loot
ol State street.
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
nov20dtl
Oen’l Manager.

I.ET-House 29 Cushman street; newly

FOB

the

FOB

EASTPORT. CALAIS. ST.JOHN N. B., HALIFAX. N. S.
New

41 Temple Street.
W. A. Lowe; posessBENJ. SHAW, 48V*

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE

leave

—

LET.

STEAMERS

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

mer

TO

and Oncol Fool •» India Shoot

MC.NDAY

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.

dull

obliged

t‘od&w(5mcW

Iflltrheirs Belladonna

NOYES, Falmojith, paying tor advertisement, and
proving same.37-1

we

a

Dp, J. Miller’s Vegetable Expectorant ia invaluable for Cough* A Cold*. 36c, A |L at Pruggiata.

fSOUND—On

times,
PKICEHl-Owlng
will self the Edwin C.
C1KAMII
J aud to taise money,
Burt's best French Kid Boots for
cash. For-

purchased
property
HAVING
Harbor, which requires luy whole attention,
to sell the AMERICAN
lam

f

Etching) SL,

Northwest, Weal

the road leading from Cumberland Center to Yarmouth Village, a Shawl.
The owner can have the same by calling on A. W.

prices

Hotel Property for Male.

INFLAMMATION,

both Externally and Internally. It la «aA» and
certain in its notion. For burns. Poisoning, Erysipelas, Inflammation of the Eyes or Bowels,
Eat ache, Deafness, Rheumatism, Pain* in Side,
Back or Shoulders, Piles, Sore Throat, Croup,
or Bronchitis. Prioo 26 eta. and $ 1. at druggists.
B. ■OIKIAX * corns Proprietor*, »Vo»ldesss, B» L

36

head of Cross Street.30 1

genuine
ERS, THE HATTER, 263 Middle St., directly opposite Head of Cross St.30-1

Perfect and Immediate Relief in Gases of
I

aad

■

Kits,
trimmings
flatter, 263 Middle Street, directly opposite the

THE KXK8T-CLA98

First National Bank of Portland offers for

M.

after MONDAY, Nev. 1, INM
iralae will raa ae fellews ■
OKP4MTIHM.
Per Aehara aad I.ewUtea,7.10a. m., 1.1*
and 6.20 p. in.
Per tier ham, 7.10 a. m., 1.90, 4.C0 and 5 20
p. in.
Per (Jerham,
Ueslrrnl, ( hirage aad
tfurbec, 1.81 p. m.
Per Hacltdeld aad Caste*, 7.10 a. in. and
1.30 p. m.
IHHIttM.
Creme l.ewlvtea aad Aabara, 8.98 a. a.
12.06. 3.16 and 6.50 p. m.
Preat Uerhaa, 8.26a.m.. 13.06 and 6.60 p. ta
Peeat t'kicage aad Jfaalrral, 1X08.
Free* tfarbee, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
ticket oppicac.
#«

Somers, the flatter, leading
FOUND—That
hatter and furrier, has the largest Hun of furs
SOM
the
In Portland.

13-3

AUKNTM WANTED.

AKRANUEMENT9.

WINTER

and fur

rooms

130B

land inr do.

PORTSMOUTH—Iu port, schs Albert Calais
for Hlngham; Gamecock, Steuben for BostonJ P Ober, from Bangor for Rockport; s A Pains’
Franklin for New York.
Also in port, sebs Mary E WoodhnU. from Weeliawken for Searsport; Chas N Simmons Boston
lor Bangor; Polly, and Ariosto, do for Rockland
Mansur B Oakes, do for Machlas; Lizzie 0
j nark'
Taunton for Rockport.
BUCKS PORT—Sid 29tli, sch Caroline Krlescher, Devereux. Portland.
BATH—Sid 30th. barque Kmlta, Crowlev for
Philadelphia; sch Addie Jordan, Harrlinau, do.

and

table, largo pleasant

I30B

d*wlyuriii

_

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CAAAOA.

and all
LOHT AND FOUND.

WANTED—A

opposite Casee,

MALE—Two story house and ell in the
westerly end uf the city. Unite centrally located ; contains 14 rooms; can finish two more;
two tenements; balh room; set laundry tubs; furnace; cemeuted cellar. Good Investment to let
28-1
N. 8. GARDINER. 40 Exchange street.

For “worn-out.” “run-down,” debilitated
teachers, milliners, seamstresses, housekeepers, and over-worked women generally.
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription Is tho best
of ail restorative tonics. It is not a Cure-all,”
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being a most potent Specific for all those
Chronic Weaknom and Diseases peculiar to
It is a powerful, gen ral as well as
women.
uterine, tonic ana nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to tho whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomacli, indigestion, bloating, weak back, nervous prostration, debility
and eleeptaowiess, in either sex. Favorite Proascription Is sold by druggists under our pnsittv* guarantee. See wrapper around bottle.
Price' $ 1.00, or six bottle* for $3.00.
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, World’s Dispensary Medic\al
Association, #53 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
SICK HEADACHE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured hy
Dr. Pierce’s Pellets. 25o. a viai
by druggist*

WANTED—By

lew boarders
wauled at Wellcouie’s, 52413 Congress street,
BOABDKKM
Nice

130K SALK—Due hack aud two horses with
harnesses. Also a slelgli hack.
Apply at
14 BOYD STREET.29-1

school

p. in.
For Lewiston 7.10 a. m 1.16 and 6.20 P. m.
Lew tston lor Portland 7.11 and 10.46 a. »•.
1.67 and 4.32 p. in.
J. HT K P11 KB HON Hupt.
J. HICKSON. Pen, Manager^
_oct2UU:it

a

STEAMERS.

f

vens, Sullivan.

Address BOX
27-1

HO.f.HD.

fltO

Price, 35 and 75 cents.
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.

home.

a

1st, 1*86<

For Montreal and west t.3o p. m.
For Gorham 7.10 a. m., 1.30, 4.1X1 and 6.20 p m.
For Buckileld and Canton 7.10 a.m. and 1.10

—

13-6

A.
papered
Inquire at 81

and all disof the lungs.

CHANCE OF TIME,

first class man, a place as
butler, can take care uf steam heating, the
best of reference. Address Z. A. H., this office.
26-1

and Business Medium, lias returned from
her vacation, and can again be found in her
parlors in Eagle Hotel, Middle St., corner of India.
Office hours. 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6 aud 7 to 10 p. m.

KENT—Offices and chambers suitable
shops In
one store on
street;
Mussey's Row,
Temple street. Apply to L. D. M. SWEAT or
WM. P. PREBLE.20-tl

Colds, Asthma,
eases

wants

Test

B

for Coughs,

cure

horses,
li>W, City.
care

3-8

studios and work
130 for salesrooms,
Middle
also

Balsam,

boy, seventeen years old. who
WANTED-A
understands all kinds of farm work
the
of

people of Portland to know
WANTED—The
that MRS. SNOW\ Magnetic Pbyslclau,

phy-

he

can

M. STAN WOOD Si CO., 261 aud

265 Commercial St-

te

NEW HAVEN—Cld 28th, Sell A L Mitchell,
Bunker, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 29th, sch Henry Clay, Ste-

Friendship.

orders for collecttnEEty offal
WANTED—All
to be left at
office after this dal*. Tele(1.

phone U80.

Raril
market.

N. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.

38-1_

,

popular

our

PROF.CHS.LUDWIG VON SEEGER,

Foss. Salem.

DIGHTON
Ar 28th, sch Dolphin, Grover,
Calais.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—In port, schs C 11
Trickey. Kelley, Philadelphia tor Dover; Perseverance, Willard,fm Hoboken for Portland; H T
Hodges, Harper, do; Northern Light. Harper, do
for Boston; lieury May, Hallowell. Philadelphia
for Saco ; Hannibal, Pendleton, Port Johnson for
Ipswich; Nellie F, Hartley, Providence for Ma
colas; Sparlel, Hallowell, Calais for Block Island ; L C Ballard, Bearse, Kennebec for Washington.
new ntBfUiU)— sui L-jin, sen ravmion, Norwood, New York.
V1NEYAK11-HAVEN—Iu port 29U), ling Ellen
Marla; sells G M Porter. Sea yueeii, osprey,
Saudy Point, Oliase, and Electric Eight.
EDGAllTOWN—Ar 28th. schs Jennie Greenhank, Perry, Hoboken for Rockland; E Arcularins. Stront. do for Thoinaston.
PROVINCKTOW—Ar 30th, brig Lucy W Snow.
Burgess. Goree, 40 days.
BOSTON—Ar 29th, sch Minnie Davis, Davis,

WANTED—An

_sep2S-8

—.

NEW YORK—Ar 29th, schs Mary Lord, Smith,
Fajardo 13 days; Annie P Chase, Gould, and Maria Adelaide, Nickerson, Bangor; Mary Means,
Eaton, do; Mary Brewer, Kenuey, fm Rockland;
Danl Pierson, Hart, Providence; Geo W Kawley,
Alley, Newport.
Ar 80th, schs Mary Bradford. Oliver, Baracoa;
Geo H Holden, Bernard, Port de Paix; Annie E
Kickerson, Foss, Nuevitas.
Cld 29th. ship Luzon, Park. Hong Kong; sch
Nat Meader. Brown, Jacksonville.
Sid 29th. brig Stacy Clark, for Pensacola.
Passed the Gate 29th, barque Grace Deering,
Pratt, from New York for Talcahuano (and anchored!; sch Charley Buck!, Hoboken for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 28th, schs Fanny Fliut.
Warren, and William Todd, Wood, New York; J
Nickerson, Winslow, do.
Sid 28tli, schs Fulaskl, Adams, Fireiand; Mabel
Rockland.
Hall, Bartlett,
Sid 29th, schs Jordan L Mott, Gregory .for Saco;

active agency to represent
the manufacturers of a
regenerative
gas lamp; equals electric light; Invention new
and meets with general favor all over the Catted
States. Address the Wasserman Keg. Oas Lamp
8-4
Co., No. 1005 Arcli st., Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED—Horses

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 21st, ship R R Thomas,
Nichols. Seattle.
GALVESTON—Cld 29th, sch Nantaskct, Richardson, Pensacola.
KEY WEST-SId 29tli, sell Austin D Knight,
Drinkwater. Mobile.
ST AUGUSTINE-Ar 27th, sch Cyrus McKown
Farnbam, Rockland.
FEKNANDINA—Ar 27tli, schs M VB Chase,
Plukham, Brunswick; Edward P Avery, Hawley,
BRUNS WICK, GA-Ar 29th, schs Ella M Watts,
Stevens, Savannah; Flora Rogers, Jameson, Boston for Fernandtna.
FEKNANDINA—Cld 28th, sell Nettie Langdon,
Bagiev, New Haven.
DARIEN—Cld 29th, sch Meyer & Muller, Perkins, New York.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Ar 29th, sch Franconia,
b ewburyport.
Ar 29th,
WILMINGTON, NC
sell Hattie
Turner, Keene. Charleston.
BALTIMOKE-Ar 29th, sch Florence Randall,
Wilson. Boston.
Cld 29th, sebs K Bowers. Bradford, for Boston;
John Bird, Bird, Portsmouth; Genevieve, Dutch,
Charleston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 29th, barque Miranda.
Corbett, Portland: brig Charles Dennis, Morang,
Gardiner! sells Gardner G Deering. Rogers, and
M Luella Wood, Spaulding, do.
Newcastle—Passed down 28th, barque J B Babel. from Philadelphia for Cardenas.
Passed up. brig Mary C Marluer; sch Decora.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 28lft. sch Mary B
Judge, for Savannah; Jennie G Plllsbury, (from

__12-lt

to board; a few horses
would be takeu to board by the subscriber,
at reasonable rates, with good careaud accommodations. B. (1. COBURN, Box 175, Oorham, Me.

ella. Kaugor for Dover; Alma, from Alma, NB,
for New York; Ned P Walker. Dobbin, Carver’s
Harbor for do.
EAST MACHIAS, Oct 27-Ar, sell Willard &
Wilson, Torrey, Boston.
Ar at Macbiasport 29th, sch James K Talbot,
Crocker, Portlaud for st JoUu, NB.
from merchants’ exchange.

WANTED—Six

to know that J. 1).
Organ tuner has a
slate at
R. K. Station opposite Preble
House. P. O. address Deerlng Maine. Recapping piano hammers a specialty.2114

PROM OTTR rnRRKHPnKmriT

Cardiff Oct 29th, ship Cheesehreugh, Erickson, Falmouth.
Passed Eddystoiie Oct 28, ship John W Marr,
Cotton, from Hamburg for Philadelphia.
Ar at Liverpool Oct 28th, barque C Southard
Hulbert. Walts, Falmouth.
Ar at Bombay prev to Oct 28th, barque Fanule
Skolfleld, Turner, New York.
Ar at Falmouth. E, Oct 80. ship TUlle E Starbuck, Curtis, Portland, O.
Sid fm Newport, E, Oct 28, ship Hcury Vlllard,

thousand dollars at five per
cent, for five years on real estate in Portland. Ullt Edge security. For further particulars enquire of O. I). KICK, 251 Commercial St.

public
WANTED-The
CHENEY, Piano and
Horse

WISCAS8ET, Oct 29—Ar, schs Douglas Haynes
Duntou, Portlaud; Express, Lewis, and Win E
Leggett, Pierce, Boothbay.
Oct 30—Sid, sch George Albert, Swett, Boston.
PORT CLYDE, Oct 29—Ar, sells Ccceha, from
I/OwerCove, N'S, for Boston: Marcia Bailey, Ad
dison for do; Eben H King, East port for do; I ,o-

Ar at

know

cloth-

ing; also second-hand carpets fur which I will pay
the very highest cash price.
Please send postal
and I will call. Address MRS. 8., No. 168 Federal Bt„ city.21-2

W HARO OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

boy to tend furnace, shovel
VI/-ANTED—A
YY
snow and do errands. Apply to SYMON DS
& LIBBY, First National Bank Building.

RAILWAY.

TRIiYK

To take effect Monday Nor.

or

active and Intelligent ti

WANT
trade with dry goods and

SATURDAY, Oct. 80.
Arrived.
Maine, Hlllyard, St John, NB,

MALE HELP.

L

cast off clothing
all kinds. Highest rash price oaiiL
Call or address immediately, MR. 8. LEVY, U7
Middle St., Portland, Me.
27-1

PORT OF PORTLAND.

BRACK-

T«r ANTED-To engage now for coming season,
YY a few first class operators on Wilcox & Gibbs'
straw machine, fur hue work on ladles’ goods
Address
CATON BROS, h BIXBY,
oet28d2wEoxboro, Mass.

live, ener^fctic man, to repr(
d
sent us.
*75 per month and expenses
(foodsstaple: every one buys; outfit and particu
lars free.
STANDARD SILVERWARE CO.
Boston.
oct22eod&w3m

TCTANTED— Right party with five hundred
v T
dollars to buy half Interest, one of the liesl
useful novelties; new and orignal; uo coinpetton;
best out for Thanksgiving, Christmas and New
Years gifts; orders ahead; profits 100 per cent.
Address NOVELTY, Press office.
27-1

JSTEWS^

at 164

\ FEMME HELP.

claySt.,NL Y:_

2 33

a

Enquire

VITANTED-ladles; something entirely new,
VY
perfectly simple and easy, ladles and yonng
girls In city or country can earn a good salary,
work sent by mail, distance no objection, no caiivassing. Address, AID SUPPLY CO., No. 43
Kltot St., Boston, Mass.30-3

go-1

a

buy *l,OoO
V(7ANTED—To
vv
of

MAKIKE

a

ETT ST.. Portland M-.20-2

WANTED—A

POWDER
Pure.

ST._26-1

A good capable girl to do general
WANTED
housework in
small family:
girl from
the

country prefered.

WANTED—Not

MINIATURE ALMANAC...NOVEMBER 1.
8uu sets.4 31 “lgl1 w8ter

Peering street.

lit

-To

"

WANTED To do general houseHerman or Swede preferred. Apply
174 NEAL

early.

cash but (un. To make
we will sell E. C.
Burts best baud mad
fair stitch French kid hoots for *6.26. N. B.Thls boot cost 50 cents more then the fudg
stltcli the kind sold hy other dealers in Portlam
WHITE & SMART, 480 Congress St., opposlt 3
Preble House.27-1

fob

Clenfuegos.New York..Havana_Nov
Pennland.New York Antwerp
Nov
Fulda.New York..Bremen.Nov
Geiser.New York. .CopenhagenNov
Feenland.New York.. Antwerp....Nov
Alvo.New York ..Kingston
Nov

P. Baxter,

WANTED

STEAMSHIPS?
1
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
6
li
6
0
10

■

/ 111*1
VT work.

horse to keep for th 3
winter, llood care and very Uglit work. M
H. TYLEK Si CO., 504 Fore street.28-1

6*“d;Vales

Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool. ..Nov
Aller.New York..Bremen ...Nov
Pavouia.Boston.Liverpool... Nov
Alvena.New York..Haytl. Nov
Valencia.New York..Maracaibo..Nov
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool. ..Nov
City Washington.New York..Hav&VCruzNov
Hammonla.New York..Hamburg
Nov
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool. ..Nov
Etruria.New York..Liverpool...Nov

to J.

(JRii

FK.IULK HELP.

patf„r,al

milk cos
quantity anil quality o f

from

Cltyof Para.New York..Asplnwall ..Nov

-■»

-A graded
Jersey, new
W^ANTED
must give an extra

LONDON. Oct. 30.1830.—Consols 101 13-16. n
LIVERPOOL, Oct. 30,1886.—Cotton market Is
dull; uplands at 6 3 16d; Orleaimat
7,000 bales; speculation and export 600 bales.
LIVERPOOL,Oct. 30, 1886.—Quotations—Winter Wheat 6stkl®7s«d; Spring wheat at 6s 8d
®6s 9d; Club wheat at 6s lld<i’7a. Com—mixed
Western prime 4s4>*d; peas at :6s 3d.
Provisions, &c.—Pork at 62s; bacon at 37s. Cheese at
68s for American; lard, at 32s Cd; tallow at
American.
24s 6d for

ritOM

evffy

or

I.KT-A reut of four rooms In the Western
M. part of the city. Apply at 40 Exchange St.
2t>-l

653
T Je**
•nasetBHUroftauMi lined graiu creedmotiri ;

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

SAILING DAYS OF

EiBT—Nice, pleasant room, furnished
unfurnished, with board at 1*2 FREE ST.

Tito

who wish warm, dr 1
Congress, corner Oak St

hbd of sugar loadlinr at
Havana at 2 OOo,2 26 gold; p hhd of sugar
(outside ports) for 1116
ti e
60.

Ar at

BmKOAD*.

___29-3

W-*rf*«®-<ientle«en
to call at

°.500 bags and MOhbdit.,

ports on the north coast
fruited States at 2 26@2

A

__30-1

«d

for the week,

fTIO

coni e
ocea 1

tickets to San Kraurlsco from New Yor 1
via Panama,
by City of Para, sailing Nov. lsl
Colon, Nov. 8tli,; for Cabin, *00; Steerage, *30.
steamer

bo«s’d»t

—

Chicago

niMKLMNKOIK.

n

Molasses sugar, regular to good P
polarization
irlzaUon»
at f 1 50®1 87 l7a gold per quintal.
Muaoovado, fair to good refining, 85 to no
*U lhdS' baKH ai,a

yulucy.138%

Deb & Hud. Canal.107%
Del., Lack. A West.141%
Den & Rio Grande. 32 %
Erie. 35%
Erie preferred
..
76
Illinois Central.134
Ind Bloom. & Western. 20
Lake Krle|& West. 20%
Lake Shore. 95%
Louisville & Nasp. 57%
Manhattan Elevated.164%
Michigan Central. 95V*
Minn, oi St. Louis. 21%

—

"There is a book mentioned in this paper entitled ‘Hints on Husbandry,'said Miss .Snuggle. I
think I’ll go down town and buy me a copy.”
Her brother, to whom the remark was addressed
smiled and said nothing.
That evening at the supper table, he inquired,
“Did you get tne book you spoke of today?”
"Ye-es.” was the reluctant reply.
“And how;did you enjoy it?”
“Well I reckon it’s good enough, but the title
is kind of disappointing.”

107
111

make concessions and
during the last hour.

fc”vUTr8l7ViUU’

dailv:

do

really gone,’

toward tin !
door, but a turn in the street hid him frou 1
sight. He had gone, without bidding he
good-bye.
“Well, we’ve been married long enough t<
be done with such nonsense,” she said, b:
way of consolation, yet there was a terribli I
paiu at her heart.
She sat still till Freddy awoke, then will
a cry of anguish she ran across the hall t(
the nearest neighbor with—
“Please come, Mrs. Wilson.
My baby h

102%

Eastern Railroad.106
Bell Telenhoue..209
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad com. 30%

again.

come

whispered

It.

Why don’t
"Why, I was complimented
you like It?”
...
"Because I don’t think wotten is a nice wohd to
use before me, and I hope you will Ik; more careful In the future. That's why.
on

108

Boston Stock Market.

«flecause

it Isn’t a sound sleeper, don’t
you know? Isn’t that a good one?
“No, Blawenee, I cawirt say that. It’s vewry

WU'WIB^''

Maine Central R. B. Skg Fund 6s .106
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s. ...101%
2d mtg 6s.106
3d mtg6s... .110

“Oh, It’s weal easy. Why Is a wotten wailwoad
tie like a man with a guilty conscience?

you know.”

room.

Something wet fell on the baby’s head, anp
he pressed him closely to his bosom, as lie
caught the sound of her sobbing.
"I’ve heard of something new this morning, Stella, and I’m going to New York by

“Oh, Awthur! Heah’s one. I’ve just thought It
out, you know.”
“Ail by yourself, deah hoy?”
“Ya as, weally."
It.

soon

again

“If I favored his suit I was to keep it, sister Belle,” she continued, touching the edge
of the wrapper to her rosy lips, and sealing
it with a

He rocked Freddy to sleep, put him int >
his crib, and then went to the door of hi
wife’s room.
“Are you going to kiss me good bye, Stel
i la?” he asked, “I may be gone a day or two.'
“No,” she replied coldly; “you’ll be bad ‘

M>li»i 1111

Ji.

above from Commercial Street

CONUKEMS* MT. STATION,
where through tickets and baggage checks may
lie obtained for principal points East and West.
(The 11.15 p. m. train Is the nlgbi express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, through to Uangor but not In
Skowbeganou Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexlsr or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn-

ings.

Trains are due In Portland as follows; The morn
tug trains from Augusta and Oath 8.45 a. ni.;
Lewiston, 8.50 A in.; the day (rains from Bangor at 12.40 and 12.45 p.m.; the afternoon train:
from Bangor, Waters Hie, Hath, Augusta, Koeglaud and Lewiston al 5.4a p. lu.; tin night Pullman Express train at l. 50 a. m.
I.laaited Ticket, grst aad secend etaoo, fe*
nil poial. ia the Praviaceo aa male at re-

PORTLAND. BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIA3
STEAMBOAT CO
SteamerC'lTV Or KM »* novo makestwo
trips per week on the route between Portland »n»
Macblasport. leaving Portland at 11.00 p m.
Tuesdays and Fridays and Macblasport at 4.00 a
in.. Mondays and Thursdays.
FAY.HON TUCKER, Oeueral Manager
F. E. BOOTHBY.Ueni Pass, and Ticket Alt
Portland. Oet. 80. lrt««.
oetMtl

FOREST CITY STEAM BO AT C(K Portland and Ogdensburg R. R,
(I

u.ioih

HKKK

Wharf)

House

PORTLAND k MONTREAL LINE.
l iar raaaiag D %Y TR4I*A b*-

Oaly

DAI TRIPS.

On and After Oct. 1, Ilk#,
Leave Portland fur Peaks', Little and Great Diamond and Trefetheu's, 5.46, T.OO, 8.00, 2.16,
4.30, M.H).
Leave Portland for Long Island, 8.00, 2.15,
Leave Peaks' 0.20, 7.25, 9.10. 3.25, 4.50, fl.30.
Leave Little Dtaimiud 8.16,7.20,9.06, 3.20, 6.10,
8.36. I
Leave Gfeat Diamond 8.10, 9.00, 3.16, 6.05.
Leave Trefetheu's 8.06, 8.65, 3.10,'6.00.
Leave Long Island, 8.46,3.00.
,
SC3D.4Y TRIPs.
It pleasant.
Leave Portland (or Peak’s. Little and Great DiaTrefetliens,
and
10.30, 2.16.
mond,
Leave Portland for Long Island. 10.30,2.16.
Leave Little Diamond, 11.35, 3.20.
Leave Great Diamond 11.30,3.16.
Leave Trefetheu's. 11.26.3.10.
Leave Long Island, 11.15, 3.00.
Leave Peak's, 11.40, 3.26.
B. J. WILLARD. Manager.

sep29dt[_

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
aud alter MONDAY, Nov. 1, 1888, steamHouse
will leave Custom
er GORDON
Wharf dally. Sundays Excepted. lor Long Island,
Little Che be ague, Jenks.Greal Chebeague, Harp.v
well and Orrs Island at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Intermtnate landings at 8.40 a. m. Arrive Portland

Iwnrea

Parllaad uo«l .Ifaaineal.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday, October 4, 1886,

and until further notice Passenger Tralus wlfl
■.ease PsrilaM as follows;
N.:t3 n m. for Brtdgtou. Fryeburg, No. ConwayFabyans, htehleham. Lancaster, Whltelleld
Littleton. Wells River, Montpelier, St. John
bury, Newport. Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burling,
ton, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
3.13 a. as. Local Portland to Bartlett and Intermediate stations, with stage connections for
No. Windham, Standtsh, Umluiiton, Sebage,
Naples, ParsonAeld, Kezar Falls, Iiemnark,
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also for No. Brldg.
ton, Harrison and Waterford via. Brldgtoa.
Trains Arrive ia Parilaadi
to 33 a. in. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
* 33 p. aa. from Montreal. Burlington and West.

CHAS.H.FOYE,U.T.AJOct 1. 1SS«.

octldff

Himiford Falls Sc Bmifirid Railroad.

ON

wlaser Arraageaeeal-la

at 9.10 a. m.
For freight

Leave Portland, via O. T. Railway. T.10 A m.;
H.OO; Meciiaulc Falls (mixed train)
M»! anMMM W Minot 0.03; K.
id
E. Sumner
lluekfleld 0.46;
10.86; Hartford.
10 65; Canton 11.15.
P
m.; ImMm 1.67;
Mechanic halls d.lo, arriving ai w Minot 3 87:
K Hebron 3 37; Bucklleld
E.
4.08;
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.25; Ollbertvllle 4 35 p.

or

sep20dti

passage apply on hoard to captain.
uEO. F. WEST. Manager.

or ALL KIXDt.

roK halb

PACKAGES,
nr

R. STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE ST..

Afar.

I,

Hebn.u"

seiner

m.

WINES and LIQUORS
THE ORIGINAL

l. ewUtou

3.%-

INPORTED

IN

Kffct

1**0.

Importers.

RETURN I NO-Leave Canton 4.13, 9.15 A m.;
arriving at Portland 8.23 a. in., la.OR p m
NTA44K (OVHITIOK,
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.87 n
Hebron
Academy; BiickttrUl 3.30 p. m. iur W Sumner

\25

“

»rrVvlng.t F?™

ft 7tH) D ,,i also for
5.JO; Dixfleld 8.00; Mexico
Brettun s Mills, Livermore.
Uetnrnina liave
7 00 *•
H. C. BRADFORD. Q, T. A.

PORTLAND. ME.

■

L1NCOL^ta^

CHINA FIRED
WATER, FOR AMATEURS.

Also General Managers for New England for to
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING
PKOJl

HAKKIMON.

VI AIN K.

IN A SUPERIOR MANNER

CI1ARUE8 MODERATE

TTT1SPA PE R

ewwrissE

W. W. WHIPPLE a CO.,

octa

91 Maffcsi a,,,,,.

dsf

—
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PORTLAND A

PRESS.

THE

The

MONDAY MORNING, NOY. 1.

of

Story

OCDENSBURC.

the

Maine

Central's

Informal Offer.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
The Road's Probable
TO-DAY

ADVRRTINKMEIVTIt

NKW

AMU8EMENTS.
City Hall—Dairy Maids’ Festival.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
House Furnishing Goods—B. A. Atkinson & Co.
Time-Table—Forest City Steamboat Co.
Change of Time—Grand Trunk Railway.
Fine

m‘\ere

been

Ladies' Gossamers—Fisher's.
In Insolvency.
Foster Gloves—llines Bros.
Notice of Dissolution.
Lost—George M. Nelson.
Notice—1. A. K. A.
Wlnte Underwear—IUues Brothers.
Mlllett & Little.

Advice io Meeker*.—MRS.
WINSLOW'S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
relleviug the child (rom paiu, amt the little cherub
awakes as “bright as a button.” It Is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, soltens the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
Vowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrlxea, whether arising Ironi teething or other

|

Maine Central, which

would be of the

of

of which

today, add-

at the West End has

sociables at Gilbert’s Hall.
The board of underwriters held a meeting
Saturday afternoon at Merchants Exchange.
Business of a private nature was discussed.
The new time-tables of the Grand Trunk
and Rumford Falls roads will go into effect

today.
The value of last week’s exports amounted
to $8,373.47; there were 564,585 feet of lumber exported.
Two boys were arrested Saturday for
stealing hens from J. M. Baxter of the Baxter House.
Several women were taken to the station
from Clara Johnson’s, 218 Washington street

Saturday night.
The fine of $400 imposed on the British
schooner Alba for not having a manifest has
been remitted.
The ministers of Portland and vicinity will
meet at Y. M. C. A. Hall today at 10 o’clock.
Rev. J. W. Bash ford will open the discussion
“How to promote a Revival.”

November 17th St. Dominick’s Conference
will give their first coffee party for tiie poor
of the parish at City Hall. Grimmer’s orchestra will furnish the music.
Rev. J. W. Bashford will deliver his lecture on “Orators and Oratory” before the
students of the Greely Institute on November 11th.
We have received from Charles Paine,
printer, the Journal of Proceedings of the
Grand Encampment I. O. O. E. for Maine
for 1886.
ft took Marshal Hawkes and three officers
...l.

lives on Mayo street, Saturday. She Is supposed to be insane.
There was a lively row on the corner of
Fore and Moulton streets Saturday afternoon.
Four or five men were engaged in it,
and one of them had his no*r badly damaged.
The Boston National League Base Ball
team have signed Richard B.
Conway, the
leading pitcher of the New England League,
whose good work at the last of the season
this year largely aided Portland in winning
the championship.
Thbre was a slight fire in J. P. Smith’s
barber shop on Middle street, caused by the
overturning of a lamp, Saturday night. The
flames were extinguished by two of the
hands and Officer McGrath with slight dam-

bagatelle,

one-half

Mr.

the 1st of November for this and

on

’86.810,8 8
84.411,088
83.189,274
PRICES.

No. 1.

George F. McGowan, employed

in

hand. Last Jauuarv over 90,000
herring
barrels of old mackerel were held in dealers’
and speculators’ hands.
These have all

been disposed of at good prices. The finnan
liaddie business i» getting to be quite extensive, and a large fleet is fitting out to supply
the smokers with haddocks for this
purpose.
On account of the bad weather no fish has
been landed for a week. Bait is
plenty, mid
there is a fair prospect of the vessels making
good stocks this winter, which will compensate for the poor business this summer.

Millett, Evans & Co.
enterprising firm make some
in our paper today that it

will be well for both ladies and gentlemen to
itudy carefully. We are now at that season
>f the year when changes have to be made
n underwear, and Millett, Evans & Co. are
iffering some great bargains. They also ofer some attractions in gentlemen’s unlaunlered shirts, which are wortli earnest peruini. It must be borne in mind that this firm
teeps not only attractive goods, but they are
ilso of the best material.

Furniture.
Messrs. B. A. Atkinson & Co., in another
ohimn, make an announcement to the
lousekeepers of Portland of their attrac1 ions for the week.
They offer special rates
| o purchasers from their stock of carpets,

hamber sets, parlor furniture, stoves and
] litchen ranges, shades and drapery. The
tock kept by this house is always large and
(

great variety, including all kinds of house
and people in search of such
, pods should inspect the array upon tha
,

nuitlllf,

1U1

if

\ urniture,

j loors of the store at the
, nd Pearl streets.

corner

of Middle

going

late

Andrews.

Biddeford. Oct. 29, Mary J., wife of Henry
Day, aged 71 years 6 months.
Iu Saco, Oct. 23, T. Herbert Hllllkeu.
aged 30
In New York city. Oct. 30, Mary J., widow of
late Itichard Dresser, of Buxton, aged 09 yrs.
(.Funeral tills Monday forenoon at 11 o'clock, at
the house of J. 0. Small, No. 201 State street.
the

[The funeral service of the late Mrs. Joseph
Ilsley will take place this Monday afternoon at
i.30 o’clock, at her late residence, No. 93 l’leas

Hood’s

Is a peculiar medicine. It Is carefully
prepared
’rom Sarsaparilla, Dandelion. Mandrake, Dock

To Be Given

Plpsissewa, Juniper Berries, and other well
inown and valuable vegetable
remedies, by a

this Week.

a

LADIES’ RUBBER GOSSAMER.

It effects remark

A line pair of Ladies’ Glove Top
Boots and a Gossamer for * 1.76,

Sarsaparilla

—

AT

Tipped Button

—

FISHER’S SHOE STORE,

Dyspcp-

ila, Bllliousness, Sick Headache, indigestion,
general Debility, Catarrh, Rheumatism. Kidney
md Liver complaints, overcomes that tired feeing, creates an appetite,a id builds up the system.

Cor.
novl

Bracken aid York Stream.
dSt

Or any other kind of House Furnishings, and we
want to say EMPHATICALLY.that we will offer
the greatest attractions at the lowest
prices ever
quoted in this city or any city In the country, and
we will leave you
to Judge after reading the
prices below whether we can save you a Dollar or
not, and for fear there shall beany misunderstanding as to the quality of the goods offered, we will
name the ml IT or manufacturer of each article.
Commencing then with Carpetings, we shall offer
as follows:
One lot of pure All Wool
Carpets,
manufactured by the celebrated Gold Medal
rower Loom Mills and the Sainoset and Auburndale mills, at the unheard of price of 60 cents
per
yard, one week only. One lot pure All Wool Higgins Superfine at CaVi cents per vard, ope week
only. One lot Cotton and Wool Carpets, various
makes, at 36 cents per yard, one week only; and
one lot Dundee lull
yard wide goods at 19 cents
per yard, one waek only. One lot E. 8. Higgins

at

nol

STREET,

Portland, Maine.

I

HSI [TTI r
■ m
i I \f |7 19
>

■ W Cat lb

I

pH 1C
■ IMlVi

d Ig

e

Dyspepsia,

e

tton

neea,

Nausea, Drowsl-

Drifting.
Robert Rexdale, of tlie Sunday Times, has
( ompiled a volume of his fanciful poems and
s ketches, which will be issued in a short
1 ime as a Christmas volume.
Stevens has
d esigned tiie cover, and judging by Rexdale’s
I ubllshed writings the book will be warmly
v elromed as a holiday gift.
An advance
e iition will be sold by subscription.
The
to ook is entitled “Drifting.”

j

|
J

|*

I

f

animal meeting and election of officers of
rHE
Die Irish American Relief Association will
t
ike place this (MONDAY]
Nov. 1, at
1 alf-past seven o’clock. Aevening.
full attendance of
lembers Is requested. Per order of the President.
JAMES I.OGUE,
novl-H
Secretary.

Dissolution of Co-partnership.

firm heretofore existing under the name
style of HUNKER & MORRIS, Is Oils
ay dissolved bv mutual consent.
G. IRVING BUNKER,
GEO. P. MORRIS.
.,
t.eo, p. Morris will continue the busluess at the
iu stand, and
Is alone authorized to sign the Arm
ame in
liquidation.
J
ortland, Nov. 1,1886.
ooHdlw
and

,
,

—

O.V—

largest assortment of these goods
the New Knglaml .States, and we
Parlor Stove to be perfect In workand
good heaters, and the same with our
I log
Range*. We warrant the top*, the side*, the
! end* and every part of them against cracking for
twelve month*, and further we guarantee every
Range a baker. We shall offer this week from
I Monday
morniog until Saturday nigh u splendid
line of Chamber Stoves made by the Taunton
Iron Work* Co., and numbered M, 0, 10 and 11.

For 93.50 for No. 8.
For 94.75 for No. 9.
For 95.85 for No. 10.
For 96.75 for No. 12.

furniture.

These prices include the Pipe and an On Cloth
Mat with every Stove. One week, only one.
Lot No. 2 will be three sizes of a full return doe
base heater for parlor, sitting mom or dining
room.
Numbered 1, 2 and 3; and we shall sell
the

ilP§§®^
fun.lsheu'ftStor

wbo
™

No. I for 915.00.
No. 2 for 918.00.
No. 3 for 922.00.

■PPuSttis*?*;,.i'?e

These prices will Include pipe, au oil cleth mat
leg rests, and this price will hold good for a
week, only one.
Lot No. 3 will tie three sizes of the celebrated
OroveAaad Parlor with the Patent Stewart (irate,
rhls stove has a full return hue, the heat passing
entirely under the bottom of the stove, so that
radu*1,,n of heat. This Is untihere.l,..“lKrt*.';t
the biggest heater In the
doubtedly
market, and
one of the handsomest stoves for a
parlor on toe
market this year They are numbered 13. IS and
17. Price for till* week will be

and

s; «r ssvw*SVf

aws-ss

g&g&s&ttfS

mpmms■

916.75 for No. 13,
18.50 for No. IS,
23.00 for No. 17.

mohair plush.

This stove must be seen In order to show you
the bargain we are giving you.
We don't cate
where this stove Is placed. So long as the chlmney Is all right, It will work well and keep Ore, If
properly handled, for six months at a time. The
above prices will hold good for one week, only

£?. H“'
Me

color

filj.' j3*a ,F|u-,h Parlor Suits full 7 ni

one.

Besides the above we have air tight wood burning stoves and all kinds of open grate stoves at
this week’s cut prices.

SRT^aHJfflSRS KITCHEN
In

PORTLAND.

We shtll also apply the pruning knife to our
on Ranges, ant
can show
any one who
a good Range for a little
money the best in
the market, but we desire to draw your attention
to a No. 7 and No. 8 Range, and on which we are
overstocked.
These Ranges have an is-inch
<>»«" In the No. 7 and a io-lnrh oven In the
No. 8.
They have a very handsome cabinet base, a water
8*d elevated shell, and have never been sold
with the ware for less than $40 for No 7 and $43
for No.
8.
Now during this
great
sale
we shall sell a No. 7 with all tbe
ware, zinc, j| pc
and leg rests and prepay tbe freight when they
go out of town for »W(,o6o.
This Is the lowest
tank range (n the market.
We shall sell
>e No. 8 with a 20 inch oven Including all the
above prices for $35.00, but you must remember
that these prices are only for this week and posiwill not be continued beyond thmt time
tively
AH orders for cuts and a further discretion of
of this Range will receive prompt attention. Come
and see the line.
The Public’s Obedient Servants,
wants

gsgggte«4?3
jeSSfvisSaiMs

A".'w«“£a*i, ns;

Sriced

B- i Atkinson & Co.,

B. A. Atkinson & Co.

Corner Pearl and Middle Sfs„

GOR.PEAAL&MIDDLE STS.,
Portland.

°»en Every E,e»l„e Untl| 9

Open Every Evening Oil 9. Electric Lights

Lights

Manager.

Prices Never

so

Until 9. Electric
three floors.

Isaac C. Atkinson,

dtf

WINTER

on

Manager.

UNDERWEAR.
Low

as we

shall Make This Week.

—»

'?«C

c. ATKINSON,

at 39 cents for all sizes.
Children’s very salable Winter Underrests and Pants, 10 cents for very small size
and rise as to size.
Children’s nice good Part Wool Underwear reduced 25 per cent from last year’s

prices.

Ladies’, Gents’ and Children’s Scarlet and Camel’s Hair Underwear, in extra good

*

ISAAC C. ATKI\SO\,

dtf

Manager.

nov*__I

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.
WE

OFFER

TO-DAY

25 Dozen Ladies’ Merino Tests and Pants, Patent Trimmed
Seams, at 37 1-2
warrant these goods to be equal to any sold at 50 cents.
, lot Ladles’
1
Fine Merino Tests and Pants, cat stitched with Silk, Pearl Bat*
tons. Trimmed Seams, at *»0 cents each, sold everywhere at 75 cents.
Also full line of extra quality Ladies’ Merino Underwear from 75 cents
up*

c*“ts,

wards.
1 lot Misses’ and Children’s Tests and

Pants 25 cents to 34 cents.
1 lot Misses’ and Children’s Tests and Pants In flue Merino from S3
cents to

bargains.
Gents’ Heavy Scotch, In Medlicott and other fine and extra stout Winter weights.
Price from $1.00 to $3.50 each piece.
Gentlemen weighing 225 pounds or oyer can obtain Winter Undershirts or Drawers to lit, np to bust 52 inches.

1 lot Misses’and Children’s Tests and Pants In flne Cashmere Wool
from 58
cents to 7o cents.
1 lot Gents’ Extra Heavy Camel Hair mixed Shirts and Drawers
at 50 cents

Monishing Bargains

Full lines of Gents’ Shirts and Drawers In Camel Hair and «lue
Mixed from
• 5
cents t® f.,.,5 each.
We also offer 15 dozen Gents’ White Unlaundered Cotton Shirts at 02 1*2
cents each. These are an extra bargain.

in Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
Hemstitched and Colored Bordered

Plain,

45 C6Dt8s

eacn.

& Co.

HANDKERCHIEFS.
The large, well known and reliable importing house of Mlnthorne, Tompkins &
Bros., No. 443 Broadway, New York, having decided to go out of business, we
have purchased from them a very large quantity of Handkerchiefs at much lower
prices than has been named ou same quality of goods. These are all first class
goods in every respect and will be placed on sale TUESDAY (not Monday) Morning, Nor. 2d, as follows:
TVT/^S

-U

a.
Handkerchiefs, regular price

LOT NO.
LOT NO.

20 cents, at 10

3.

25 dozen Ladles’ Colored Bordered Handkerchiefs,25 cent
40 dozen Ladies'Plain White Hemstitched
cents each.

quality,at

17 cents each.

X

CO.’S

25 cent uunlltr
at IS
1
1

street'Tea

o!okii SI0*!?.’

/llyh

K?t1vnNlo?!i’|lii®'an £&£

Stefe

G^d £5rtSi15#8-

Call and register year

aaase.

quality,

NO.

7.
Handkerchiefs, 50

cent oualltv
H
J’ at ax

O.
9.

nonce.
forbidden trusting any of the
parties
ALL
of the English bark -Etta Htewart."
as
are

blits will be paid by the master or conJ. 8. WINSLOW & CO.

nosl

_d2w»

early

as

Deco

brothers’^ * 1

PIANOS !
BURDETTORGANS.
TBCHNICON.

it is yery
J

(lit

STOOLS AND COVERS,
WHOLESALE ANO RETAIL.

TUNING TO OROER

SAMUEL

THURSTON,
Ho. 3 Free Street
Bloek, Portland.

octl4

dtt

_

SERIES

C

B

THANKSGIVING

or THE

Will receive a communication of Interest and
to them by
forwarding their names
Importance
and
addresses to us (if
they have not already
done so), with a memorandum of the amount of

A. S.
No.

0018

by

HATCH & CO.,
3 Nfv
HTBKKT,

NEW

YOKtt.

F&Md&w2w

M
•yZJXJtpgjj*
bearIngthUStaaapJ
Shoe.

Exchange. Congress, Pranklln or
Lincoln streets, a Breast-Plate and Traces,
Silver and Nickel trimmings.
The Under will
please leave at OEO. M. NELSON’S harness shop.
Exchange street.
1-1

LOUT—On

Tit DA. second hand

counter about Id
feet long and 2 feet wide. Anyone having
WAN
such
find
221
can

H

Elxtit-Fouad
itwup.

___dtnovls

Household Furniture, No. S During Piute
BY

m., we shall
In house No. 3
of Parlor Suits In Ebony
and Raw Silk. Black Walnut and Silk, Marble Top
Tables, Ebony Library Table, Hall Stand. 3 Black
Walnut Chamber Sets. Painted Seta, Hair Mattresses, Featber Pillows and Bedding. Pillar Ext.
Table, B. W. Dining C hairs. Plated Ware. Crockery, Carpets, Stoves, Refrigerator and eutlre
Kitchen Furnishings.
oct2hdld

ON sell the entire furnishings
Ueermg Place,

au

consists

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18

Exchange Street.

F. o. RAILVV.

C. XV. ALLK3
utl

maria

JONES,

quality

o»

t iistoin an,I

Uude

Ifvady

BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
tuny he <l<-|><-u<l<'<l
timl fair
prices Klinrr tllroil.

COLCORD,

143 PEARL STREET

AUCTION.

MONDAY, Nov. 1st, allO A

CLOTHING.

Given to private pupils by the
subscriber,

W.

W.

K. 0. BAILET k CO., AUCTIONEERS.

rirwt

BSTRICTIOK I) EIWIISH ARID CLASSICAL STUDIES
J.

Spring St.

-IIANl'iACTTRCHS

Spiced Seasoning.
Sample Box to Flavor
wnt lot J-ccnt

purchaser at

a

8KNTKK.__1-1

(Bolton, Maw.)

Turkey

Etiac!

i-K
The stoc k nod fixtures In one o(
L'd *
A
the finest grocery Mores In the city; establlshed over twenty years; lor a party id moderate
means: this Is one of the lnest business ebances
ever offered. Address GBOCFB, P. o. Box KWh.
1-1

HASKELL &

WM. 0. BELL & CO.’S

-—

1417,

NoneOenu... aaleaa

turkey dressing with

CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO RAILWAY COMPANY

m^?Sonat oeurrofflceheWbyll,en,'or

M* jet,

FLAVOR YOUR

Dropi;

street. Ear

give* asray Ibl. na.nib.
MWFtl

AUCTION sAt.Ks

Please call and bear tbe matchless tones of these
beautiful Instruments.

RINES BROTHERS.
Bondi of

Alder

fer present. >• be

0.

Monday morning, Not. 1st, one lot of Corsets in both Drab and White
•“ Lorseta that has been offered
rP*re*n,ar
Tl?is ii‘,tl£gre“aest
Ladles should call
beln*
#l-°° poods- ^a7aiu

and

^

signees
at 33

CORSET DEPARTMENT.

Cornier Bondi

STORE,

1647, Mrs. E.«M.JUlson, East OtlsHeld, Ladles’Watch; 1180, Alice Custls, 281 State street Cake
*■*’
38 Mechanic stieet. Castor; 1464, BenJ. True, County Jail, Berry Dish
1523. May Stevens, 17^oley.
Uennr street, Balt aud Pepper; 1838, Annie Somers.
26 (Ixford
K.
1573,1),
ash
Klng.W
Spoons,
Install, 1). C., Lace l lil, 1023. Eva McGrath, 187 Oxford street
A0« Cumberland street. Silver Porks, lies. Etta Archibald!
H*n,<,nj
X3.7ti’
9.,**’
King; lUd®’ Ml*- H. A. Shewlll, 118 Winter street. Tea
1004, If. 8.
Murray, 637 Congress street, Japanese Vase; 1002, Nellie (1. Thompson. 17D ClarkBell;
street. Cud Buttons; 123s Charlotte J. Brett. 68 Portland street.(dollar Stud; lS’JlTLlzzle
l.lbby. Deerlng. Hutton
,tre»*. *’encll; 1*116, A. J.|Cummln|s, 234
street, Butter
KnifeKQiie, loos’
1J05, Kitty Nornuui, 43 HanoTer street, Pair Bracelets 10M Clara ('hane Knivhtviiu
T<mth

no

45 cent

Gentlemen’s Handkerchiefs with Colored Centres, 50 cent iiualitr.at 25 cents c».-h
We have not enumerated one half of the bargains in this lot. Ladles win certainly do well to anticipate their wants for Christmas Presents In this line

Holdrro of

JEWELRY

For October.

crew

5.
Handkerchiefs,

LOT NO.

REGISTERED AT

JHORRISON

“ovl___

4.

llundkerchiefs,

LOT NO.
10 dozen Ladles’Plain White Hemstitched
cents each.

LUCKY NUMBERS AND NAMES

®*35eU

75 dozen Ladies’Colored Bordered Handkerchiefs at 12 1-2 cents. The lowest
wholesale price on this lot was $2.25 per dozen, making It a 25 cent Handkerchief.
15 dozen Ladles’ Colored Bordered
cents each.

•

dlw

MECHANICS’ BUILDING,
517 Congress Street and 7 Casco Street.

up.
Boys’85 cents to $1.50 Grey Mixed Undershirts and Drawers at 60 cents for all
Boys’ Heavy Grey Mixed Undershirts and Drawers, extra selling 50 cent qualitr

Manager.

--

Ladles’ Real 75 cent part Wool Underrests and Pants, In all sixes, from 26 to 40,
at 50 cents.
2000 pieces Ladies’ Good Part Wool Underwear, always sold at $1.00 and $1.25,
at 81 cents.
1000 pieces Ladles’All Wool Underwear, extra good and heavy, worth
$1.75, at
$ 1,10.
Large lot of Ladies’ Scarlet All Wool Underwear, closing out sale at 69 cents and
sizes.

Three

on

Flooa.

Open Every Evening

ISAAC G. ATKINSON,

RANGES.

prices

Portland.

Pearl and Middle Street,

HID—

W« have the
to select from,
warrant every

PARLOR

B. A. Atkinson & Co.,

untillateT

ELECTRIC LIGHTS ON THREE FLOORS.

I. A. II. A.

SOLD WATCHES!. rHE

SPECIAL offer In GOLD WATCHES.. If you
J are to buy soon It would
pav you to cail early'
i large stock of silver Watches always on hand,
I prices to suit the times.
Finger Kings a snecilty. Call and see my prices in the big show
v indow of
my new store, 177 MIDDLE STREET,
11 ear the P. o.
oet&d&w
C. H. LAM80M.

eodSm

NOTICE.

Side, &c.

They regulate the Bowll, nnd pn'vcut Constk

Plica. TlicBnmlleHtaiiu cuplcst totnke,
Inly one pill a doee. 40 in a vial, Purely VMf
1 table. Price 25 cents. aviate
by niallfortt.®,

Capital, $100,000 ; paid in, $7,000.

novl

mm,Bad Taste In t!>o
Month, CoatedTougite,
Fain In the

lotion and

anil Tou

Hearty Bating. A periect remedy lor D&zb

FOR THIS WEEK

SSseSSSSa®

.50Ptl5D?»
seldom that a chance like this occurs.

ThcyalaorelieveDls
trees Inin
n

we

Open Every Evening Unit 9-

fn

Cured by
these iAttio phis.

ANNOUNCEMENT

all kinds of com
Standard[Folding
trtvance
for beds that have been Invented to economize room and to make a chamber the uDpearance of a parlor or
sitting room. We carry ull
this stock and can sell from $10 to $75 each.
Ask
walf3 upon yon to show you all
♦I?**
9,a],t*9niai1
the different kinds of beds
enumerated above
Kemeinber we shall make a special
price on any
of these Folding or Cabinet
Beds and Bed
sanie 49 ,n Chamber Sets
and CarA.U orders through the mall for
of the above
any
articles or for cut or descriptions of
same will receive our usua
prompt attention or any Inquiry
made this week
accompanied by ever so small a
,he *ame consideration
Si*.
*“
ff11uugh ordered In person; and the parties
writing will be .entltlea to these prlcesTeven
thought!* Mods are not shipped until the followlug week. We do this in order that those who
.nay uot see this advertisement
the
week, may have the same advantage as those
coming early In the week. Awaiting your "<>“
mands, we are the public’s obedient servants,

»/i"^'"9’the

ELEVATOR TO EVERY FLOOR.

We offer

Positively
I

a

painted and ornamented, in
feet four, for $3.60. In
jW
oZe’ of chamber Furniture,
this line
we shall also
offer Mantel Beds, Tiible Bedstead,
Cheffonler
Beds, Parlor Beds, Sofa Beds and Bed
Lounges,
the
Bed and

PORTLAND.

dtf

HEADlHl

SPECIE

to *

Cornei Pearl and Middle Sts.,

U& \n 1 ynrm

a

s'iV1.d
1^al.?ut’.5ni.VnK
Bedstead,
beautifully

B. A. Atkinson & Co.

100 Doses One Dollar.

r A RTF S3 v
Vfllll LflU

with carrying capacity,
*■ esigned among other
tilings t« throw life
6 aving lines to vessels.
The following are
1 lie officers:
President—K. II. Rose, Portland.
Vice President-Win. C. Parker, New Bedford.
Secretary and Treasurer—tieo. R. Phillips, New
edford.
Directors—tieo. F. Bartlett, Robert W. Bartlett
( eo. R.
Phillips, llirain C. Collin. Rufus H. Rose
a nd Patrick Cunningham.

re-

10 dozen Gentlemen’s 02 cent Plain White Hemstitched Handkerchiefs at
38 cents
each.

NO. 514 CONGRESS

—

KITCHEN RANGES.

Beeetq'illrdb^Slapl'e.
Pine!*2sh,tehee.Vwltg rh?,V„utii«p»t*re,i
them will be
handsome

n,a**®

only. Besides the above w« have
popular lines of Carpets, and a stock of
yards in the building, and we know
that your own common sense will tell
you whether
we are making you an offer
worthy of acceptance.
W e have, however, one
stipulation to make in reference to this line of
goods that we shall slaugbter fron* Monday morning until
Saturday night,
and it is this: Our terms at these
prices will be
cash or part cash at time of purchase and the balance in 30 days, our aim and
object being to reduce our stock and give our customers and the
public the benefit of the lowest wholesale and in
many
cases lower than wholesale
price, and we would
respectfully advise all intending purchasers to
C*H as early in the week as possilue, because some
of the lines we have specified will last
very long.
Trusting that the above will be carefully read and
all the

_

rockets

thoroughly

_

’n?ia,!."iVM!r?*”*r“.i,,,“s'

SICK

most

We have also made a
special cut price on Mattresses of all kinds Feather
Beds, Feather Pitlow^. or Feathers by the peund, on
Springs off
every descrhitlon, Including the celebrated Bushwh“* - »»a»

LOT NO.

Photography,

Parlor Stoves

PORTLAND.

tb£°weekU,y

yard,

each truth verified at our elegant warerooms,
are the Public’s Obedient Servants,

front the

come

liable manufacturers In the New Knglaud, Middle
and Western States, and maae undoubtedly, one
of the finest exhibitions ever made
by any house
In the country.
Our reason for these low prices Is the expiration off lease of store-houses, and rather than
move the goods to another store
house, we have
decided to reduce stock In this way, hut only for
one week; and in consideration of these low
we must sell for cash or
very short time.
prices,
For Instance, we will sell any of the above Chamber Bets, for a quarter down and the balance In
three monthly payments, anil we have uo hesitation in saying that this is the biggest offer ever
made by any house In the business; and will hold
good for one week only. Bring this advertisement, when you come to buy, so thatjyou cau compare the numbers with the numbers on the sets
Tills will show you conclusively the genuine bargain we are offering you. The goods will to dclivered direct to any purchaser residing wiKn 10
miles of our store, or the freight prepaid to
anv
BO0<ls or<lereU at ,hese Prices during

stock) for Just 72 Vi ceLta per yard, one week
only. One lot celebrated full five frame Body
Brussels, only 300 yards in stock, for Just tl.l7Vi
yard, one week only. One lot celebrated full
per
five frame Bigelow Body Brussels,
only about 250
yards in stock in this pattern, for $1.17^ per
one week

LOT

s peculiar In the
confidence It gains among all
lasses of people.
Where It is once used it beomes a favorite remedy, and is
often adopted as
he standard
family medicine. Do not be Induced
,te
a«re
to get the
<‘eculiar
e
Medicine. It is sold by all druggists,
I; six for *o. Prepared only by C. I. HOOD & CO.!
tpottiecarieM. boweli. Alar**.

American Carrier Rocket Co.

all made and

Prime Tapestry Brussels, every
yard warranted
and very good patterns for 66 cents
per yard, one
week only. One lot Stinson’s Milton Back
Tapestry Brussels, beautiful patterns, to reduc * the
stock for 85 cents
per yard, for one week only.
One lot of the celebrated
Koxbury Tapestry Brussels to close out the
patieru (about 10U0 yards iti

10 dozen Gentlemen’s Colored Bordered
cents each.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

a>Jl

Drapery,

35 dozen Gentlemen’s 25 cent Colored Bordered Handkerchiefs at 15 cents
each

fas met peculiar and uuparalled success at
mine, Such lias become Its popularity in Low'll. Mass., where it Is made, that whole neighbormods are taking it at the same time.
Lowell
Irumrista sell more of Hood’s Sarsaparilla than
•I all other sarsapariUasor blood
purifiers.
The
lame success is extended all over the
euuulry.

to the end

Solid Antique Oak, full 10handsome in design anil of
Just $41. One week only.
We also have a very line line of
beautifully
Fine Chamber Sets at correspondingly
painted.
low prices. Cherry Chamber Sets with Marble
Tops, all prices up to $200. Maiiogany Chamber
Sets from $90, $110, $275 up to $700. Walnut
Cliamber Sets as high as $300.
These goods are
Chamber Sets,
plece
Iieautiful finish, for

LOT NO.

Sarsaparilla

ANNOUNCEMENT!

Cor'Pear' and Middle Streets,

lot no.

EVERYBODY
ceive

Is the best blood purifier before tlie
It
public.
■radicates every impurity, and cures
Scrofula,
ialt Kheiiin, Boils, Pimples, all Humors,

Hood’s

Away

who buys a pair of Ladies’ Boots,
to cost *1,60, *1.76, *2.00, or more, will re-

Peculiar coin!'[nation, proportion, and
process,
living to Hood’s Sarsaparilla currative power not

Hood’s

or

TT

LADIES’ RUBBER GOSSAMERS

Sarsaparilla

possessed byotiier medicines.
ible cures where others fail.

Shades

& CO.

One week only.
One lot No. 3U0,

RANGE,

1,000

uit street.

The American Carrier Rocket Company
* as been organized under tlie general laws of
1 lie State of Maine, for the manufacture of
owerfnl
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In Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency lor the
County of Cumberland.
State of Maine.
October 30, A. D. 1886.
In case of FRANCIS BARNFIKLD, Insolvent
Debtor.
Is to rive notice, that on the thirtieth
day ol October, A. D. 1886, a warrant
in insolvency was Issued
by Henry C. Peabody.
Judge of the Court ol insolvency lor said County
ol Cumberland, against the estate of said
FRANCIS BARNFIELD, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor, which petition
was
Bled on the
thirtieth day of October, A. D. 1886, to
which date Interest on claims is to be
computed.
That the payment of any debts to or
by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any prophim
are
by
forbidden by law.
erty
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose oue or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room hi
said Portland, on the fifteenth day of November,
\■Given
y* 1886, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
novl &S

Biddeford, Oct. 30, Willie O. Andrews, aged

liddle, down Pearl to Commercial, to Grand
'runk. Some of the cars would continue
now,

novl

Centre*1*8
In

vessels of

KITCHEN

novl_

THE DEPARTMENTS
include editorials on “The American Militia, “The Congressional Balance-sheet,”
etc.; there are open letters on “A .Siberian
Tragedy, by George Keenan, “Time-Reckoning for the Twentieth Century,” by Principal Grant of Kingston, “Genius and MatriThe Architeatural League of New
mony,
A ork, with short verse, a satire
by Bill
Nye, etc., in Bric-a-Brac.”
Subscription price, $4.00 a year, 35 cents a
number. Dealers, postmasters and the publishers take subscriptions.
Send for our
beautifully illustrated 24-page catalogue
full
(free), containing
prospectus, etc., and
the special offer of four bound volumes from
the beginning of the War Series with a
year’s
subscription for $10.00.
THE CENTURA' CO. New Yobk.

at 2 o’clock,
No. 10 Greenleaf street.
In Dee! ing Centre, Oct. 30, Frank McKone, sou
of Charles h. and Alice A.
Symonds, aged 3 years
3 months 23 days.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock
*ale resldence’ f-elan<1 street, Deering
the

Stove,

r-C3MMKt.i0
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More than 1* o styles to select from.
Our special attraction for tills week will lie Lot No. 24(1
Ash Chamber Sets, consisting of 1(> pieces complete, which we will sell this we< k for $17. One
week only.
One lot, No. 233, hard wood,
piano polish, dark
rich imitation Old Mahogany Chamber Setts, full
10 pieces, 439. One week
only.
One lot, No. 23(1, Chamber Sets, full 10 pieces,
finished same as above, hut a
ve-y much larger
set, for $50. One week only.
One lot. No. 424hj,Solid Cherry, full 10 pieces,
piano polish finish, large Bedstead, Bureau ami
Class, very large, line enough In every detail for
any house In the city, only ten In stock, made by
the Williamsport Furniture
Company, handsome
design, for $o7. Tills same lot lias been sold time
and time again, at $85, and considered a
good
bargain. Come early If you want the biggest bargain we ever saw. One week only.
One lot, No. 22(1. Solid Black Walnut, with
bevel plale mirror, best Italian marble top, full
luplece chamber set, $40. one week ouly.
One lot, No. 173, Solid Walnut, best Italian
marble top, full lo piece chamber sets, $37.50.
One week only.
One lot No. 169, Si,lid
cherry Chamber Sets,
full 10 pieces, best Italian Marble Ton, $37 60

CARPET,
A PARLOR SUIT,

STS.,HI

GRAND SPECIAL

Chamber Sets.

Chamber, Setting Room, Parlor,
Hail or Hiuing Room

,

PORTLAND. —lirl

tal Pino

CHAMBER SET,

BY CHARLES WALDSTEIN

years.
[Funeral tills Monday afternoon

mouths.—sou of Susie A. and

Portland

buy

On the Temple of Diana of the
Ephesians’
and other recent discoveries, illustrated.

this city, Oct. 29, William Murphy, aged 70

wuour u.

of

surpassed

Parlor

COR. PEARL.* MIDDLE
»tn

Imitation
Walnut,
Walnut, Beach and Birch,
Painted and Ornamen-

And the Suburbs.

A
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Attractions for the week not only In
goods but
which will never be
ii, the hispriced
tory of House Furnishing, anil we want to sav to
every man and woman who are
a
plauniuglto

AN ART PAPER

from

his

as

CEN. HOOKER’S
APPOINTMENT AND REMOVAL.
An anonymous article by a gentleman who
was at army headquarters in
Washington at
the time of the events described.

28

1 un

f the street.

can

late residence, Elmwood Place.
In this city. Oct. 28, Kuth Durell, widow of the
late Nathan Wright, of Oxford, Me., af.ed 87
years, three months.
[Funeral this Monday at 10 a. m., from her late
re8ideuc, No. 1101 Congress street.
Boston papers copy.
In this city. Oct. 30, Edward
McGowan, aged
*

Portland Horse Railroad.
We hear that there is a prospect of the
Torse Railroad Company continuing tlieir

lirough Congress

THE BATTLE OF
THE FIRST DAY OF CETTYSBURC.
By Gen. Ileniy J. Hunt, Chief of Union
Artillery, with
Maps of the Gettysburs Campaign, by Gen. Doubleday, and numerous
illustrations.

[Funeral this afternoon at 2 o’clock, from
ms late residence, 39 Mountfort street.
In this city, Oct. 31, George W.
Klch, aged 60
years, 2 months.
[Funeral services Tuesday at 2 p. m., from his

flying yesterday.

<

By Richard Auchmuty, fomnder of the New
lork I rade Schools,
with illustrations.

DEATHS.

18 years 2

Housekeepers

THE NEED OF TRADE SCHOOLS.

Gardiner, Oct 28. Laugdon G. Paul ot FamiEtta B. Littlefield ol Gardiner.
Gardiner, Oct. 27, Sidncv G. Decker and
Miss Mabel A. Dingley.
In Ellsworth, Oct. 23, Amos H. Petteugill and
Mrs. Ida G. Kelley.
In Ellsworth, Oct. 23, John F. Tourtelotte and
Miss Mona Starkey.
In Casttue, Oct. 23, Fred B. Griudle ol Castine
and Miss Etta Sawyer of Deer Isle.
In Bucksport, Oct. 11). Seba W. Heath of Verona and Miss Matilda Small of Stockton.

try little wind. The New York steamer
Eleanora left her wharf for New York at 4
r’clock in the afternoon.
At the Signal Service office the observations show that from early morning
Friday
to yesterday afternoon the rain fall was
5.34
nches. The rain has fallen on a
rising as
veil as falling barometer, making it difficult
.0
predict what changes in the weather
: night be expected.
The cautionary signal

t

FRANK R.STOCKTON S NEW NOVEL
real life, “The Hun. Ti!? l°,ve-s‘orJ'of
dredth
Man, is different from anything the
author lias yet undertaken.
It will run
through twelve numbers of The Ck.ntihy.

In

In

—TO THE—
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Ash, Oak, Antique Oak. Cherry
Natural Wood, Cherry Stained,
Mahogany, Imitation Mahoga-

FIRST CHAPTERS OF

and
ingdale
In

.•tearing up of the storm, and the heavy rain
)f Saturday night and Sunday
morning had
iwept tlie streets clean. No disasters upon
;he water are reported, few vessels
being out
rlong the coast where they would be exposed
to tlie storm and the rain during the
greater
part of its continuance being accompanied

employed.

By Theodore Roosevelt.
Il?c}udiP*„cl!»J)ters on “Heelers,” ‘The
Se,ler ‘o Politics,” “boss UT!le,L.i,<luor
Methods,” etc., etc.

men as

ser-

every five minutes in tlie day. Cars in
case would
leave Munjoy Hill and
Jrand Trunk depot, the one passing
up Con
I ;ress to Neal, through Neal to Spring, down
! Spring to High, to Congress, to
Munjoy;
1 he other up India to Middle to Congress, ti
^ ligh, to Spring, to Neal, to Congress, to

and

IN NEW YORK.

in-

MARRIAGES.

___.

vokviuuj

were

fears 7 mouths.

The harbor was crowded with
J

MACHINE POLITICS

$1.50 up.

meetings.

---

page illustration by the author.

at Fisher’s shoe store this
A rubber gossamer is given
away
with every pair of ladies’ boots sold, from

vice took place at the Mission, when Rev.
Mr. Rozre preached a very impressive sermon in the sign language to a number of
deaf mates.
In the afternoon, Mrs. S. F.
Pearson addressed the people, taking her
text from Luke xii, 32: “Fear
not, little
flock, for it is your Father’s good pleasure
to give you the kingdom.”
She spoke very
encouraging words to the workers of the
Mission, and pictured Christ as their perfect
pattern. Mrs. Pearson also conducted the
gospel services in the evening, which commenced with a service of song, led by Mr.
Bent and Miss Evangeline Pearson, with
■ornets, F. Hanscom on the trombone, and
Prof. J. E. Smith on the organ.
This was
followed by a very spirited testimony meeting, and a very earnest address by the leader.
A very good work is being
accomplished by
the Mission, and much interest is felt in the

_1

VOICE;
Story by Mary Hallock Foote,
Anther of‘The Led-Iforse Claim,” “John
Bodewin s Testimony,” etc., with one fullA

Lively times

Cospel Mission.

ill

THE FATE OF A

week.

ship is increasing, and all aro enthusiastic
and ready for work.
interesting

nell.

warranted.

The lesson, as given through questions previously prepared is becoming a feature of
the programmes which is expected to result
in much benefit to all.
The circle is very prosperous; its member-

very

OLD CHELSEA.
By Dr. B. E. Martin. Describing a picturesque suburb of London, once the home of
Queen Elizabeth, Nell Gwynn, George Eliot,
Carlyle, and other famous characters; illustrated by Eeymour Haden and
Joseph Pen-

the most wholesome breadbe used.
Prof. Uorsford’s Dread Preparation is for
sale by all dealers, and every
package is

all.

which he has discharged the duties dcvolving upon him during this long period.
Mr. Waterhouse entered the employ of
Eastman Brothers on Nor. 1, 1865, on the
lay they commenced business in Portland.
In these days of rapid changes this affords a
lotable example of lasting, friendly relations

employer

scientific

sense view taken of the subjectShe does not at all favor the idea advanced
by so many of "marrying off” the girls to
get them out of the way.
A piano duet by
Miss Elva Pettengill and Mrs. Cheney followed.
Mr. Cheney followed with a selection from David Copperfield. Miss Helene
Clark recited the little poem called “The
Petrified Fern,” in a manner that charmed

a

whereby these phosphates

raising that

common

Yesterday morning

re-

dy that adds anything of a nutritious value
to a baking powder. Cream of Tartar and
alum are us< d to a large extent for
baking
powders, but they have no value except as
merely “raising” agents, and many physicians consider them as decidenly injurious.
The only phosphatie powder made, as far as
we know, is Iforsford’s Dread
Preparation.
It is the popular and well known invention
of I’rof. Uorsford, of
Cambridge, and is
w ithout doubt the only powder in the w orld
that adds nutritive qualities to the bread. It
is most emphatically endorsed by our first

and the sound

* rack from Congress street up and
through
: Teal street to Spring street, to a
junction
1 here with tho Spring street terminus. Such
1 plan, if carried
out, will give a continuous
1 inc about the city, and enable a car
to !>••

This new and
innouncements

Services Dispensed With.
Joseph T. Woodward, inspector, and Henry o. Trickey, clerk, at the Portland custom

originality

at receiving from the firm a present of a gold
watch, to mark the twenty-first anniversary
of his clerkship with them. A kind note acr
ompanying the gift expressed their apprecidtion of the ability and faithfulness with

jetween

two
and
induced the animal to get
up, after a number
from the crowd had tried to start
the horse
without success.

its

Described above, including the editorial
presentment and author’s preface; with a
new frontispiece portrait of
Lineoln, and
nineteen illustrations. This installment, entitled Lincoln as Pioneer,” gives the ancestry of the President, and the relation between the Lincoln family and Daniel
Boone;
also Lincoln s boyhood and
early manhood,
and a graphic account of the frontier States
m the earlier days.

rious fact that there is no other process to-

naturalist.
Mrs. Fernald’s paper on “A
Business Education for Girls,” was very infor

CONTAINS:
THE FIRST CHAPTERS OF
The LIFE OF LINCOLN.

troduced into the food of every-day life, in
the form of a baking powder: and it is a cu-

The Willis Chautauqua Circle met Thursday evening with Mrs. Edward Cheney, and
a very interesting progiamme was
presented.
The first piece after the opening exercises ; f
song and roll-call, was a character sketch of
Louis Agassiz, by Miss Kincaid. It was a
concise, well written account of the great

teresting

NOVEMBER
CENTURY

Some years ago, Prof. Horsford invented a
process

Willis C. L. S. C.

vas

Twenty-one Years of Service.
Saturday, near the close of business heurs,
Mr. N. Waterhouse, clerk at Eastman Bros.
& Bancroft’s, was very agreeably surprised

boys standing around for
hours, before Officer Morse caui> along

5
10
5

on

C.

Eddie McKenney, aged 3 years, was run
over by a team in Dunphy’s lane
Saturday
morning, and his foot was badly injured.

of 300 men and

*8@9

The Storm.

juries.

besides the president and secretary, Mr. II.
Virgin, Miss Ellen Bacon, Miss Elizabeth
Stevens and Miss Charlotte Pierce.
A horse belonging to a
countryman, fell
down near the Grand TrunkJDepot
yesterday
afternoon. The horse was very old and it
looked as if he had lain down to
die, a crowd

No. 3.

’85..
“16
7
The stock of fish at this port is the
lightest
for many year, there being only about 500
barrels of bay mackerel and .500 barrels of

0

foot struck against it, precipitating him to
the cellar floor. He was very badly bniised.
Saturday evening lie was reported as somewhat better, although very sore from his in-

includes,

No. 2.

■

THE

quire the constant presence of the phosphates in the human system. As the phosphates are consumed with every effort, so are
they an absolute necessity to the health and
well-being of the human organization. They
are contained in every fibre,
tissue, nerve
and muscle of the body.
Physiologists
teach us that with an abundant
supply of
phosphates in the system, good health is the
rule, but without that supply disease is inevitable. How important, then, it becomes to
exercise forethought and care iu the selection of our food, in order to secure for the
system that supply of the necessary phosphates which it daily requires.

CATCHES.

Bays. *10@18 *11
@12
#P'r- 1, ,86
’85..
10
0 75
’80.. Shore, 24
13
@14

UI(I|’V1.

Nature’s laws of supply and demand

Date.
liarrels.
Nov. 1, ’80. 76,744

of

Saturday morning Mr. Alex. Bell started to
go down into the cellar. Ho took no light.
A pail had been left on the
stairs, and his

At the annual meeting of the
Cosmopolitan Club H. H. Emery was elected
president,
Mr. Hanry B. Sanborn secretary and treasurer, and the executive committee

three

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

—

THE WAR SERIES.

Society of Natural History.
The members of this society will learn
with pleasure that the meetings for scientific
discussion will begin again this evening at
7.30 o’clock. Dr. Wood, the venerable president of the society, Is able to be out once
more and will occupy the chair this
evening.

previous years.

tlrof

^vesiIVLWJ

v.w.Htj

presidency; they were
most Intimately associated with Hiui as private
secretaries
throughout

which has beeu followed with unflagging interest by a great audience, will
occupy less
space during the coming year, but will
by no
means be entirely omitted.
Stories of naval
engagements, prison life, etc., will appear.
NOVELS AND STORIES.
include a novel by Frank R. Stockton, two
novelettes by George \V. Cable, stories by
Mary Hallock Foote, “Uncle Remus,” £dwaru Eggleston, and other American authors.
SPECIAL FEATURES.
(with illustrations) include a series of articles
on affairs in Russia and
Siberia, by Geo rye
Kennun, author of “Tent Life in Siberia.”
"'ho lias
returned
from
a most eventful
just
visit to Siberian prisons ;
papers on the Labor
Problem: English Cathedrals; Dr. Eggleston s Religious Life in the American Colonies; Men and Women of Queen Anne’s
Reign, by Mrs. Oliphunt; Clairvoyance,
Spiritualism, Astrology etc.; Astronomical
papers; articles on Bible History, etc.

The festivals of All Saints and All Souls
will also be appropriately observed at St.
Dominic’s.

against the amount for 1885.
following tables give the New
England catches of mackerel, and the prices,

F. Hounds’ grocery store on Oxford street,
accidentally inflicted a severe wound upon
himself the other day. He was cutting meat,
when the knife slipped and stabbed him in
the groin, making a deep cut. The wound
bled quite freely, and Dr. Way was called.
It required several stitches to close the gash.

The Dominion and Allan lines of steamers
will run alternate weeks between Portland
and Liverpool, the coming season, as
they
did last year. The Oregon of the Dominion
line will arrive about November 15th, and
the Sardinian of the Allan line, November
22d,

--

The

Accidents.

age.

Wednesday
week, Nov. 3d, in City Hall. It
pleasing affair and gave great satisfactlon to those in
attendance last Friday
evening. The ladies will continue their sale
of articles during the
afternoon; admission
free. Evening tickets on sale at Stockbridge’s, and Goold’s drug store.

iKtimotml

IVCUUCLWi;

as

should secure the lease they say that road
will at once put on a mortgage with which
they will take the road out of the receiver's
hands and secure the money for rolling
stock, etc. Then again while nobody doubts
the ability of Mr. Tucker, nor belittles the
splendid results he has achieved for the
Maine Central, it must be borne in mind
that when the Boston and Maine leased the
Eastern road it leased all that belonged to
the Eastern, and that included the controlling stock in the Maine Central road. It is
true, they say, that Mr. Furber has never
interfered witli Mr. Tucker’s management of
the Maine Central, but it doesn’t follow that
he never would if he, or his directors, saw fit
to do so. When the Maine Central coutrols
the Ogdensburg they will then virtually control the entire railway system of Maine
that is of any importance, except the Grand
Trunk. At present we have (by the arrangement with the Boston and Lowell, which
controls the Vermont division of the
Ogdensburg) a good line for passenger and
freight traffic to the west. Let the Boston
6 Maine control the Ogdensburg and see
how quickly the Boston & Lowell will shut
down on that feeder which is now a rival of
the Grand Trunk in Portland business and
enables our merchants trading with the west
to secure
fair terms. These gentlemen
say, let us hear propositions from other railroad corporations before we make any lease.
The Canadian Pacific has got to have an Atlantic outlet, and Portland has a chance to
be that outlet.
The Canadian government
lias just asked for proposals for a line of
ships to make the passage from Halifax to
Plymouth, Eng., in five days in summer,and
from Portland in six days as its winter port.
Then there is that great feeder, the Sault St.
Marie road which looks to Portland for its
eastern terminus.
There is one thing these gentlemen say our
citizens can rest assured of:
Before anv
lease is made to any road it must first be
passed upon by both branches of the City
Government. Then the Mayor has his power of veto if he choses to execute it, and if
he does, and both branches pass it over his
veto, it must, in any event, first meet witli
the approbation of the citizens expressed in
open town meeting, at the polls, beiore it
can go into effect.

repair shop.
Ivy Lodge I). of R. will visit the Biddeford Lodge December 4th.
Commencing Tuesday evening Bosworth
Relief Corps will inaugurate a series of six

mg of this

hnrrilv Ka

MIC

Couudraiinl Brcreiarl*., Jtk»
and Col. Jofcu Hay.

Nicolay

—

G ami 7.30 aud solemn high mass at!)
o’clock, with vespers in the evening, followed by vespers for the dead. At the high
mass yesterday morning Rt.
Rev. Bishop
Healy explained in an able and interesting
manner the nature of the festivals, which
the church observes this week. The sermon
was of singular beauty and eloquence.
Tomorrow is (the festival of All Souls.
Services will be held atthesame hours as today.
There will be a solemn requiem mass tomor-

On October 23d we gave a sketch of the
fishing business of this city for the past season and also gave the amount of inaekerel
landed at American ports up to October 21st

Balance in favor. $59,500
$19,000 more than the Maine Central
offers, and that too with the Ogdensbutg in
its present condition. If the Maine Central

been refitted and furnished.
Loring, Short & Harmon have teceived the
Maine Farmers’ Almanac for 1887.
The new Silsby steam fire engine is in the

was a

pnn

vm

CHA BEK SETS.

Hi.

—

at

The Fisheries.

the

or

Two councils of United Fellowship will be
Instituted in Maine this month.

Dairy Maids’ Festival Repeated.
1 he ladies of the church of
the Messiah
have concluded to repeat the
Dairy Maids’
Festival and Assembly on
even-

to

00,6!

All Halloween.

house, have been notified that, in consequence of orders from
Washington requiring
a reduction of
the force, their services will
be no longer needed.
Both have been for a
long time in the service. Captain Woodward
was for eight
years stationed at Conticook,
on tlie Grand
Trunk, but was recently recalled and assigned to duty here.

highest importance

v,,v

GRAND

his term of office- and
to them were transferred
upon Lincoln’s death all
his private
papers.* Here will be told the inside history of the civil war and of President
Lincoln’s Administration,
important details of which have hitherto remained unrevealed, that they might first appear in this
authentic history. By reason of the publication of this work,

Festival of All Saints.
Today is the festival of All Saints. Masses
will be celebrated in the Catholic Cathedral

..

the LIFE OF LINCOLN,

■

evening by the members of the
Auxillium Club was a grand success. All
the parts were well taken and reflected much
credit upon the performers.

regions, by filling out answers to a series of
questions regaruing their timber.

certificates. 12,600

BRIEF JOTTINCS

nanm/1 ITnonx

the sub-com-

which alone
would come to the city.
Furthermore they
claim that the earnings of the road this year
will bear them out in their opinion. They
gives these figures:
The earnings this year, about.$120,000
6 per cent, on $800,coo.$48,000
5 per cent. $250,000 receiver’s

Paris Oct. 28
Edward C.Stattery vs. Inhabitants’ of Fans.
An action to recover damages for personal
injuries claimed to have been caused by a defective
highway. Ad damnum $2000 On trial.
Bearce & Stearns and J. P. Swasey.
D. R. Hastings, H. G. Davis and A. R. Savage.

virairn

whioh

a mere

BEFORE JllXiE HASKELL.

n

by

was

stem! of being a mere local road the Ogdensburg would become a portion of the great
railroad system of New England; aud that
under the lease the salaries of all the principal offices of the Ogdensburg would be saved
as the Maine Central officers would run it.
The opponents of the lease—that is this
lease—say the $10,000 proposod rental is but
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See notice In auction column.
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Its authors were friends
of Lincoln before his

Thursday

and Penobscot waters in behalf of the forestry division of the Department of Agriculture. He is obtaining information in regard
to the growth, distribution, natural history,
uses and value of the white pine. He will
ask lumbermen to assist the department tins
winter in their operations in the lumber

city, that Payson Tucker is one of,the ablest
and shrewdest managers in this
country,that
it is owing to him the Maine Central takes
the rank that it does among the leading railroads of the country; and that in tire hands
of the Maine Central a summer business
alone between Fabyan’s and Bar Harbor
would be established the pecuniary results

F. O. Bally & Co., will sell at 10 o'clock this
morning the furniture in house No. 3 Drering

13 were for drunkenness.
The Express will he enlarged
ing a column to each page.

was

announced to the full board

Haui’EB'h Bazah —Tills beautiful weekly publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle.
The number for the ensuing week bas been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street.

37 arrests la6t week,

The

mittee, who were opposed to entertaining it.
The directors, as a body, were divided as to
whether it was advisable to consider the
offer. The friends of the lease think it

Faitt from indigestion, dyspepsia and too liearty
eating is relieved at once by taking one of Carter’s
Little Liver Fills
immediately after dinner.
Don’t forget this.
oct27d&wlw

were

corporation.

pay $40,000 rental.
At the meeting of the directors of the Ogdensburg last week this proposition of the

PEARl.lKE. This
preparation, advertised elsewhere, Is really an excellent article for saving labor iu washing. It
takes the place of soap, sal-soda and other chemical preparations.

There

Hon. T. B. Reed and Gen. James A. nail
guests of the Norfolk Club Saturday
and made speeches. Mr. Reed said that in
time he hoped we might be able to get Massachusetts up to that thorough working pitch
of Republicanism that Maine is in, and the
remark was received with applause.
Joseph G. Gardner, the oldest son of
Charles C. Gardner of Biddeford, is about to
open a law office in Omaha, Neb. He graduated from Dartmouth in the class |of ’83.
and, after teaching mathematics in a school
in Burlington, Iowa, a short
time, entered the law university in the
State, from
which he graduated last spring.
John E. Hobbs of Nortli Berwick is now
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is the only full and authoritative record of the
life of Abraham Lincoln.

Tlie subject of Stoddard’s lecture Thursday night will be “Louis Napoleon.”
The Cumberland County Musical Association will hold their next convention at Cumberland Centre Nov. «Jth and 10th. Free entertainment will be provided for all members
of the association.
The drama entitled the “Last Loaf,” given
at Union lfall, Cumberland Centre,
last

ADVERTISE nENTM.

B. A. Atkinson

Tills great work, begun with the sanction
of
President Lincoln,
and continued under the
authority of his son, the
Hon. Robt. T. Lincoln,

NOTES.

were

sub-committee also, last Tuesday, received
intimation from a committee of the Maine
Central directors, that their company would
lease the road for a term of years.
This
lease would assume the capitalization of this
road at $4,000,000, on which an annual rental
of one per cent would be paid for the first
five years, the percentage to be increased after that date. This lease, if effected, would

cents a bottle.

PILE'S

was

resigned his posipenmanship in Shaw’s
Business College, is to superintend Shaw,
Coding & Co.’s new factory at Freeport.
Mr. C. W. Briggs of Gorham, N. H., who lias
been assistant teacher of
penmanship, will
fill the position left vacant.

NEW

The Century Maoazink with its enornious circulation
(edition of November number is a quarter
of a million) and great resources, nas never undertaken a more important work than the one which will be its
leading feature during the coming year. This
is.a history of our own country in its most
critical time, as set forth in

®.

It is a treat to our theatre-goers whenever
they have an opportunity to witness Kobson
and Crane, those two rare comedians, in any
play they may choose to place before the
public, but when, as Is the ease to-night they
present sueli a delightful play as Shakespeare’s “Merry Wives” with 6eenery especially painted for tho occasion, and correct
costumes, with Crane as the fat Knight and
Robson as the slender, the theatre will hardly be large enough to contain the crowd.

salist church there.
A. A. Hezeltou, who lias
tion as teacher of

APVKBTIBKMBNTB._

GREAT ENTERPRISE.

By

ltOUSON A CRANK.

Rev. W. S. Vail, formerly of Gardiner, but
more recently pastor of the Universalist society in Dover, N. II., has resigned his position in the latter place and will go to Minneapolis, Minn., as the pastor of a new Univer-

other corpora-

any

back this road to the new
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Last night

by

his post to-

resume

deceased.

1 his sub-committee ascertained that when
the trustees’ fees were paid they would deed

“Boston, .Ian. S, 1879.
“F. W. Kinsman, Esq.: Dear Sir,—
Aiiamsou's Botanic Cougli Balsam seems to give
universal satisfaction, both as to quality and
price. We sell moie of it than of all other cough
medicines combined, ami have yet to hear of the
first intimation iu which it has failed to give satisfaction.
Yours truly,
"RUST BROS. & BIRD.”

Place.

of the road

tions.
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stating that there hud
informal proposition to that effect

in this
paper Saturday) claiming that (leneral Manager Tucker of the Maine Central denied an
formal proposition to lease.
The facts are
these:
In June last when the Portland &
Ogdensburg met for reorganization the directors
then elected were authorized to take into
consideration the future disposition of tiro
road and to see on what terms the trustees
could be settled with and the road reconveyed by them to the reorganized corporation.
As the full board of directors would be a
cumbrous body for negotiations, they, the
directors, appointed a sub-cominittee from
their number to make the desired
inquiries,
and also to secure any information as to the

leasing

will

A

The following will be the route of profesFrom the theatre at 11.30
sion to-day:
o'clock, down Middle to India street, to Congress to Congress Square, down High street
to Commercial, to Centre to Market Square.

The funeral of Mr. Thomas
Fagan at St.
Dominie’s church yesterday was largely attended by the friends and relatives of the

and the Boston Journal (as quoted

ST. VITUS'8 DANCE CURED.
FAKHtN OVALE, L. I., N. Y.. Sept. 2,18*5.
1 have been troubled for several years with an
affection of the nerves which no doctor or no
medicine could cure until I tried BUANDBTH’s
Pills. I would be taken with a violent pain in
the middle of my spine, and my arms and legs
would twitch violently. It acted something like
SL Vitus Dance, for I couldn't control my limbs.
It would come and go once or twice a month, lasting two or three days at a time. Finally, at the
begtuutng of one of my attacks. I look live Brandetii's Pills. As soon as they acted freely I
found myself almost well. Sd 1 continued taking
them tor a mouth—one or two a night. It is now
a year since I have had|au attack, and 1 attribute
my cure to Biundeth's Pills.
Frances Wood.

Twenty-live

an

illness. He

day.

the Portland Puess

Enterprise—Century Company.

been offered a
the editorial staff of a
Western

on

NKW

HAVERLY’s MINSTRELS.
To-nigiit flaverly’s great troupe of minstrels will appear at Portland Theatre. Dr.
Sawtelle’s celebrated school of St. Bernard
dogs will take part in the street parade which
will leave the theatre at 11.30 a. m., and
The
pass through the principal streets.
celebrated Gonuan'Hrotliers, in the awfully
of
the
the
“King
Fiji,*’
burlesque,
funny
will appear at the performance.

newspaper.
\\ e are glad to see
City Editor Brown son
of the
Advertiser, out again after his recent

There has been, recently, considerable talk
about a proposed lease of the Portland and
Ogdensburg railroad to the Maine Central,

Engraving—H. B. Bennett.

lauld

position

Roads Looking
Portland.

Towards

Notice—J. S. Winslow & Co.
Constitutional Catarrh.
For Sale—Grocer.
Wanted -W. H. Senter.

Causes.

This

Two Creat Western

Photography—Hearn.

A Great

Earnings
$120,000.

Year

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

PERSONAL.
A Mrs. Ryder of Orrington is still
smart at
the age of 103 years.
Rev. C. H. Cutler will be
installed as
pastor of the First Congregational church of
on
the
Bangor
evening of Friday. Nov. l!)th.
J. B. Brown of Foxcroft has

augld
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Lauraster Building,
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